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dent to succeed Dr. M.
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The final pre-synod
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ms was chairman and
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Car
Fail* to Make Curve president of Middlebury
Frank Irwin Davies.
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college.
Dimnent involves three Egyptian Henry Voogd, John De Boer, of Princess Juliana'svisit to Hol- D\ke, Miss Janet Mulder and
A crowd of approximately500
G
Paris,
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St..
and Crashes in Ditch
Gerald Breen of the faculty.
Heard at the closing group con^
priests,Kenneth Poppen, Robert John De Vries, Edward De Young. land have not been announced.
persons gathered Wednesday night
whose truck was carrying gravel
ferences were Dr. > Charle$
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Netherlands
Near Ionia
at the city hall to bid farewell to
lor the Port Sheldon road. He was
Campbell, pastor of First
two pages, Paul Do Witt, Alvin seph Parkyn, Roger Rietberg, consul at Grand Rapids, said hpr
selectees who left aboard special
driving in a westerly directiontoformed church. Flushing,
Meeusen ; messengers, George Donald Van Dyk, Berend Vander visit to western Michigan does
buses for Kalamazoo and inducward US-31.
Miss Ethel Shoup, 18. daughter Mrs. John A. Dykstra of Grand
Smith, Clarence Vander Velde, Woude and Fred Winter.
not include a stopover in Grand
tion into the U. S. army.
The boy's head was severely of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer V. Shoup, Rapids; and the Rev. John P,
Characters in episode 6, direct- Rapids.
The group represented the local Andrew Veldhuis, and George Rocrashed, his left leg broken in two
489 Michigan Ave., was killed Fri- Muilenburg, the Reformed churdk
moyn;
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Princess
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refugee
selectiveservice board s June
places and he suffered body
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meyer and Peter Van Lierop; sol- Reformers, Huss, Richard Dievcn- from her war- torn homeland, has
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Dr. Romig spoke gt a aetv
dier, Jack Meeusen: and royal at- dorf; Savonarola, Edward Work- been spending most of her time
In speaking to the selectees.
crash on a curve on US-16, about
the Dykstra funeral home.
vice of dedication which conctuol
Prof Bruce Raymond of Hope col- tendants, Ernest Ensing. Harvey man; Wycliffe, Lloyd Lcmmen; in a rural retreat near Ottawa
The point of impact, according nine miles southeast of Ionia in cd the pre-conference program.
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top. Questioned by the officer, Mrs. Peter Bncci, 25, and the lat- tee on army and navy
Thousand Obtained So
MacDonald; Cranmer, John West- she was the guest of President and
departed as PresidentRoosevelt and David Morrison.
Paris said he was driving about
ter's 18-month-old son. David, in hls address this morning
The part of Pharoah will be hof; Calvin, EllsworthDe Haan; Mrs. Roosevelt at the White
has declaredthe existence of a
Far at Hope
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House
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trumpeters, Marvin Overway, Aunational emergency.
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entering the war. What lies ahead, by Jay Zuidema. Twelve military mus. Stanley Slingerland; Grotius. continuingon to South Hadley,
on the Hope college campus in tLie Parrs blew the horn of his truck, year as Mr. Shoup is chief inspec- send the young men.
we do not know. No doubt, there attendants for this scene are Gil- Paul Gottwald; and Citizens of Mass., as guest of honor at the
He said the church, no
sunken gardens north of Van the dog ran ahead of the boy and tor at the Holland Precision parts,
are many of you who feel that you bert Van Wieren, James Burger, Leiden, Hope college faculty mem- commencement exercisesat Mount
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the
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Holyoke
college.
will be gone for more than ft
bers with Prof. Albert E. Lampen
Young Van Til pursued the dog,
War, could not ignore the son*
Devotions were led by the Rev.
past six months.
Donald De Fouw, Raymond Mooi, as chief citizen.
Dr. Wichers was In Washington,
year," he said.
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Henry
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C.,
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with
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Harry
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of
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He described the group of young Robert Dykstra,Robert Emmick,
In episode 7, directed by Prof.
short on the question of
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Holleman,
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Hoffsaid
the
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failed
to
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a
men as “the cream of our city"
Welmers, Henry Kik, appears as Dr. Loudon about the conting vmm rection of Roller! Cavanaugh,sang truck. Paris said he swerved to
he added.
curve on fhe highway and crashed
and said Holland is proud of them meyer, Charles Holcomb and Dr. Van Raalte, Ted Zandstra of Princess Juliana to Holland.
The army of 1941 realizes
"AdoraniusTr ' Palestrina Pres- the left side of the highway. Depu- into a ditch.
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more
applications
have
James
Slager.
as they are of Holland.
as Rinnenkant. John Muller
it needs chaplains more than
ident Wynand Wichers. speaking l> Brouwer reported that mark*
He said he believed,the draf- A children'schoir appearingin as Smith, and Jean Ruiter been received than there are ticMrs. Bacci and son were taken
army of 1914, lie said, in
briefly, stall'd that there was at on the shoulder indicated that the
tees would enter "willingly into an interlude following the second and Louise Becker alternating in kets for admittanceto the chapel,
to Blodgett hospital.Grand Rapleft
dual
wheels
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driven
ing a complete change of atti
present 517.XMKI in cash and
your army life to stand for the episode is composer of Connie the part of the girl. Children in Dr. Wichers said. Admissionto the
ids. Mrs. Bncci suffered a fracFormerly, he explained,
pledges toward the building. He three feet off the blacktop
thing? which America stands for." Hinga, Paggy Prins, Elsbeth John- this scene are Ruth De Graaf, chapel will he by special ticket
tured jaw and minor injuries. Her
chaplain was assigned and
Paris told officialshe felt no
turned over the first shovel of
He wished them Godspeed and son, Peggy French, Janet Brooks, Daniel De Graaf, Frouwina Ver- only.
son's condition is not rogardc'’as
completely ignored while m
dirt and Robert Montgomery. impact and believed the truck had
«
urged them to retain their affec- Louise Swift, Jean Snow, Janet geer, Frederick Vergeer, June
Is carefully selected and
Grand Raj ids senior, president of not hit the boy. However,he drove
tion for their home city during Snow, Barbara StickeLs, Marilyn Welters and Ann Wolters.
Coroner Harry Meyers of Ionia vised and given all the help he ^
the student council, turned over 305 feet and parked on the right
said no inquest wil he held.
their absence.
Sulkers, KatherineSteketee, BetTaking the parts of founders
wishes.
Ride of the road
the second shovel full.
Fifteen Hope college students ty Ranger, Irma Koetsier, Faith in episode 7 are Willard June as
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"The army Is doing every
Andy
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driver,
who
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Ionia county traffic toll for the possible to make he work of
mony
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Dr
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Van
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year to 12.
chaplains efficient because it
Dr. .T llaiwv Klemhckscl, Dr. his truck and wax the fust to
quarters in the city hall. Another Snow is director of the choir.
The girl s body was taken to De- izes that certain elements,of
Marquette, Kenneth Miller as JoTennis
V
rge, r, Prof. Clarence reach the scene. After walking
student examinationwill be held
Appearing as prophets in epi- liet, Jay Witte as a Pilgrim.
troit today for funeral services ale arc influencedby them," he exKleis. Pint Oscar Thompson and toward the Lx>dy and seeing I.ong
there next Monday night.
sode 3 directed by Miss Laura William Felon as a Puritan, Henry’
and
burial there Tuesday.
plained.
there. Pans axked him to remain
Prof. Thomas Welmers.
The examining doctors were Boyd and John H. Schouten and Hoekman as William Penn, Clar'Die parents went to Detroit
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mg
h mn, the audience there while Lie called the deputy
As
a
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Vries, M. J. Cook. William West- den, Louis Van Dyk, Clarence
daughter's dentil The Ionia cor- by Dr. Hoyohiko Kagawa, no1
Prince as Minuit. Joseph Di Giglio
tion." led by the trombone quar- 1 Young Van Til lived a short
rate. G. H Thomas and R. H. Luth, Paul Jekel, Murray Snow,
Trophy for 10 Years
oner contacted Mr. Shoup by call- Japanese evangelist, before
as Michaelius,Dorothy Wendt as
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Ann Hutchinson,Ruth Stegenga
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of Service
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by
Mr
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and
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route 6. HolVandenberg, Leon Moody, and John Van Lierop. Louis Van Wier- Mrs. Oliver, and Robert Hook as
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Harry Kramer. John Arendshorst. en, Adam MacClay. Bruce Mikula, Roger Williams.
| ,tlf’ accident was involved in a
vice with the Hudsonville school
Bertal H. Slagh and Chief Clerk Jack Weimer, Harold Van Lente,
Miss Shoup's Detroit address is
Expressinggratitude for the'1)
Genii in this scene are Water,
Dr. Wynand Wichers stated crash when he fainted after startBernard Arendshorst.
Christian church in Japan,
Donald Van Lente and Herman Ann De Young. Emily Bielefeld, band was presented at commence- that contracts for the construe- j mg to leave He had driven his 5014 Holcomb Ave.
ment exercises Wednesdav night
Those who comprise the June Vande Riet. Howard Van Egmond
Kagawa, in his message
Nelvie Vander Bilt, and Marjorie
to Henry Junior Moos, band pres- tion of the new $100. OOO science car alxiut 700 feet when he famtquota are:
“Christ
for the World," gave
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William G. Allen. 198 East
historical background of -Chri
Members of the schools of the thy Muller, Winifred Rameau, ident. who has been a member of afternoonby the executive eom- ! ;md stopped when it hit a dump of
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of Wyandotte. Everett Cornelius Jean Bos, Janet Clark, Morrell
how the Dutch Ltave influem
Wilderness, Ruth Schuitema,Lautrustees
and
the
Wl,Li
water.
Band DirectorBert Brandt prePotts. 69 East 13th St., Gerrit Van Webber, Jeanne Swart, Vivian
the Japanese Christian cb
r Roosenraad,Helen Van Kooy. sented
The general contract ua>| Ganges, June 5 'Special)
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Grondelle, 152 East Eighth St.. Tardiff, Betty Winslow, Florence
and
its development."The Du
and Mary Ruth Jacobs; and
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try. but to the Japanese Christl;
West 19th St.. Jerald Junior De Heasley, Emilia Moncada, Doris Marian Klaasen, Margaret Bil- years of outstanding service to the plumbing, heating and ventilating * d Tuesday
contractto Knoll Plumbing and dent which <xvuned one-quarter
Hudsonville school band "
Vries of Port Huron. James Ber- Vander Borgh, Doris Van Lente,
it is a most precious organ
kert. and Rose Winstrom. Also
Young Moes Is a son of Dr. and Heating Co of Holland,electric of a mile south of Glenn in Alle- Car oi Nelville Bissell Is tion." he said.
nard Benson, 64 East Ninth St.,
appearingin episode 7 are Peter
Mrs. Henry Moes of Hudsonville. contract to De Fouw Electric Sup- ! K^n county when he Ins* control Also Lost in Blaze Near
Dr. Kagawa. born in Kobe, nHS
David William Raffenaud. 119
Hamel as Hunger, Murray Snow
of his car on the pavement made
He played saxophone for the first ply Co. of Holland.
reived hls education at MeidOJa
West 16th St., Evert De Graaf, Two Automobiles Are
as Cholera, Jerome De Jong as
slippery by ram
State Park
five years and cornet for an equal
Gakuin, Koke Thi'ological sent-j
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Malaria. Waiter Kuipers as Death,
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Involved
in
Accident
inary and Princeton semina
length
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time.
He
also
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OLD
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A
In, CO six-xlall garw
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Otalternatingas Faith, Estelle
turned over twice. Suites
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TESTED AS
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an'' an automobile
ages from the Bible, and how
Another award for the best all127 East 15th St., Donald De S. Zych, 24, 54 West First St., and Nagy as Love.
Wende! Vam-ka of Chicago who belongingto Melville Bissell of early began to believe in Ch
around music studeni was goen
Kraker, 231 West 17th St., Lester Earnest W. Sanders, 60, 571 MichThe board of public work* re- was riding with Suites, suffered Grand Rapids were destroyed by
Singing the "Hallelujah Chorus"
and prayed "O God, make me
to Celia Sneden, a senior 'Hie ported Tuesday that the former
Scott Shaffer, 288 West 13th St., igan Ave., were involvedin an
in the finale, episode 8, is a choir
Kenneth Erwin Hall, 200 West accident Monday at 3:40 p.m. on under the directionof Mrs. Snow award, a lyre, was inscribed. Fifth St. electricgenerating sta- shock and bruises.He was taken fjro wiucti was discovered about good boy " For 38 years he
been a Christian, he explained.
1240 am. Tuesday.
Eighth St., Theodore Geertman, Eighth St. near the No. 2 en- composed of Marjorie Brouwer, "Awarded to Celia Ruth Sneden tion had been successfully tested t0 the hospit8' in
The victim had been in Free
Deploringthe present strugglfa
for outstanding sendee to Hudsnn146 FairbanksAve., Albert Gerrit gine house.
Dorothy Wichers, Helen Leslie, ville high school band 1941 " Miss over the week-end as a standby Soil, visitinga sister. He was
ihl'
l,la«
'va*
(lrst
vcn
in
Europe and the Orient, Dr.Jl
Gates, 62 West First St., Jack
Police were informedthat Zych.
Marthcne Van Dyke, Doris Van Sneden has been with the hand unit.
former Free Soil resident. John W. Van Ingen. lookout at Kagawa declin'd that the mil
Stanley Leenhouts, 138 East 13th who was driving east on Eighth
The former plant rallied the
Hoven, Janet Arnold, Jeannette four years. She is a daughter of
tLie Holland coast guard station, lion.s of so-called Christians
St.
St., sideswiped Sanders’ car as he
Van Beek, Mary Bolema, Rose Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sneden city's entire load from 1:10 p.m.
who notified Capt. Charles Bon- Europe are fighting each ot
John Joseph Vroski. 1 River was driving away from the curb- Winstrom, Robert Swart. William
Saturday until 1010 pm. Sunday.
tekoo, ihe commanding officer. because they haven't the
River Ave., Hiram Brinks, 471 ing, the point of impact being 12 Goodrow, Albert Shiphorst, Lau- of Star Corners,more than sev- The capacity of this plant conCaptain Bontckoe called Holland conscioasness of God. “A revol
en
miles
from
Hudsonville
Miss
DIES AT
Central Ave., M. Robert Notier, feet from the curbing.
sists if a 5,000 kilowatt and 2,500
rence Bruggers,John De Wics,
police who informed firemen at tion is needed in our own heat
76 West 16th St., Paul Philip McHenry Mulder, 294 East 11th Clinton Harrison, Donald Van Sneden played a trombone solo kilowattgeneratorhut only the
the No. 1 engine hou.se.
otherwise the present tet
at
the
exercises
Wednesday
night.
Carthy, 169 West Eighth St., Ed- St., William Prince, 321 Columbia
Grand Haven. June 5 GSpecial) A pumper and crew were sent crisis in the world means not
service of the larger was required
Dyke, and Harold Banger.
Lawrence
Meyer,
Esther
Plagewin Merle De Feyter, 73 West Ave., W. T. Bradford of Chicago Hope college girls leading chil—Harvey
T.
Alexander,
62.
Musduring the text.
to the scene and remained on ing," he said. "Class consc
meyer and Albert Bytwork were
Eighth St., Elmer Hugh Harrison, and Richard Woodruff, 69 Madison
While the standby unit was be- kegon, died suddenly of a heart at- duty for two and one-half hours. ness can never change the he?
dren in native costume in the awarded pins for being neither aL>
677 Michigan Ave., Glenn Julius place, were listed by police as wit- final processional are Dorothy
ing tested, the new power plant tack at 3 p.m. Wednesday.
Because the lire had gained such of people, hut only the consci
sent or tardy. Pins also were
Nyhuis, 190 West 26th St., Clar- nesses.
He was bom in Newaygo April headway, firemen centered their ness which can feel out theRenzema, Fanny De Kleine, Jen- awarded to the seniors including on Lake Macatawa was shut down
ence Arie Klaver, 164 W. 17th St.,
nie Spoelstra, Arlene De Vries, Jane and Evelyn Reus. Joyce entirely, except for maintenance 15. 1879. and lived in Maskegon efforts on preventingthe flames ity of God can save us." ^ Bront Veenstra, 626 Lincoln Ave.,
for eight years where he had con- from spreading to nearby cotDr. Kagawa was introduced ;
Lois Hall, Alma Stegenga, Lois Rynbrandt, Dorothy Ohlman, of fin$ in the boilers.
ARE
AS
Uveme Smith, 581 Washington
ducted a grocery store after mov- tages.
Dr.
Luman J. Shafer of
Jane
Kronemeyer,
Thelma
Van
Celia Sne<fen,Junior Moes and EiAve.
ing there from Lansing. Mr. AlexTRUCK,
Exact cause of tLie fire wax not York city, secretary of the
Dyke, Marian Tysse, and Mar- leen Cory. The senior pin awards
Jacob Jalving,42 East 14th St.,
ander is remembered In Grand determined but Mr. Bissell in- of foreign missions, and a ,j ^
garet Friesema. Thelma Van are made eVery year but all oth- IS PIRST TO
Arthur A. Englesman, 25 East
Haven as dispatcher, conductor formed Captain Bontekoe that al friend of the speaker. “It I
Two Holland residents were in Dyke is chairman of this gr->up. er awards are new this year.
LETTUCE IN
22nd St., Nathaniel Wiersma; 148
and motorman for 18 years on the some dry leaves were lying about only about 80 years ago thagl
jured in a truck-auto accident Children appearingin native cosTTiere are 42 members in the
old G.R., G.H., and M. railroad. the garage and that they might first missionary went odt
Central Ave., Harold Rlsselada, about 10 a, m. today on. the Old
tume of the countries they repre- band taken from a school of 127 . Gerrit Warmelink, 638 Wash308 West 15th St, James Donald
Survivors include the witfbw, have been gw ted by a spark Japaji from the Reformed chi
Zeeland road in the vicinity of sent are Connie Hinga and Peggy pupils. The band was outfitted in
ington Ave., today claimed the three sons and a daughter.
Adams, 50 West l4th St., John New Groningen.
from the motor or by contact in America, and now a fine .
Prins, Brewton, Ala., Elsbeth blue and gold uniforms in 1937. honor of being the first on the
Funeral services will be held with the hot exhaust pipe. He. duct of the great Christ
Sylvester Garlock, 144 Fairbanks
They were Bert Vander Ploeg, Johnson and Peggy French, Ar- Mr. Brandt ht3 been with the
market with iceberg head lettuce. from the Van Zantwick funeral was unable to supply the coast movement in Japan has com*,
Ave., Clarence Henry Vande Wat64, local florist, and his daugh- xot Mission, India; Janet Brooks
band for 12 yean, The, i organiza- The lettuce,grown at his home, chapel Sunday at 2:30 p.m., wjth guard offiperwith am estimate of
er, 297 Lincoln Ave., Bernard ter-in-law, Mrs. Donald Vander
teach, us what Christ has t
and Louise Swift, Winnebago, tion will furbish music at the was delivered to local stores this burial Monday at 3 p.m. in Deep
John Rowan, 324 West 12th St, Plaeg, both of 275 East 16th St.
his loss.
plished in hls country/’ he
Neb.; Jean and Janet Snow, Amoy, Overisel celebration on July 4.
morning, he said. This type of Dale cemetery, Lansing.
Merle A. Ellers, 40 West 18th St.
The Bissell summer home'ijt Dr. MuHer, in hls dev
Mr. Vander Ploeg is in Holland China; Barbara Stickels and Marlettuce, he explained, is usually
Cecil John- Woltman, 274 Van
located on the. lake front and is message staled that
hospitalsuffering of head injuries. ilyn Sulkers. Annville. Ky.; Patsy
LOSES FINGER
ANNOUNCE EXAMS
Raalte.
first macketed about July 1.
about the last cottage
age north,
n
of world asks today is more
Mrs. Vander Ploeg suffered an Jean Lament and Betty Visscher, James .. Hamelinjc. 203 • West
Open competitive examinations Holland State park.
Malcolm Jay Baron, formerly of injured knee but shp was released
The garage
Jfosflfe
Japan; Katherine Steketee and 18th St., suffered injuries to his
i MEETING CALLED
will be held by the U. S. civil was located behind the cottage.
Los Angeles .but now of 29 East after It had been x-rayed.
Betty Ranger, Duke. New Mex.; index finger oh the right band to
An important meeting of the lo- service commission for appoint21st St, and Frank Irwin Davies,
The blaze is thb second within Jesus when he was
Name of the thick driver could Irma Koetsier and Faith Den Her- such an extent that it was neces* cal U. S. coast guard auxiliarywil] ment of junior stenographerand
formerlyof Springfield,I1L but
tlie past year to affect the Bis- Wi&tthe redemptive
but ?ot 1)6 learned but It was report- der, Bahrain, Arabia: Carol
sary to amputate the digit at be held tonight at 8 p.m. in the junior typist in Washington, D;
now of 130 roc*
" ...... ‘
family. A large summer home God. He begged his
^thuSh^ere ^th«^ck0VCTturaedaftwth€
DOST Diekema. C
Holland hospital.He suffered the council chambers of the city hall. C., only. Full particulars may be owned by Mr. and Mrs. Irviqg accept the spiritual
transferred
oorer boards to accident.The driver,however, es- Mexico; Jean Van Tatenho
Tatenhove and injury while working 'at the Dc All owners having boats 16 feet obtained from Dick Klein at Hol- J. Bissell of Grand Rapids, was pray for , m
the local boards.
caped injuries.
Rose McCormick, Italy. /
Free Co. plant.
or over are asked to attend.
land post office.
(SeetSya
destroyed by fire June 14, 1940.
ing
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church in New Rrunswick. N.J.;
Dr. Harry J. Hager, pastor of
Chicago’s Bethany Reformed
church; and Prof Henry Bast of
Hope college.
Young People's services in Hope
chapel Sunday will be held at 3:30
p.m. Instead of 4 p.m. as reported
in Wednesday'sSentinel. Dr. Luman J Shafer, secretary of the Mrs. Johannes Heerspink
board of foreign missions,will
speak on "Christ’s Challenge to
Leaves Eighty-Six
Christian Youth Today."
Survivors
The services were arranged by
Dr Raymond B. Drukker of New
Mrs. Johannes Heerspink. 87.
York city. Albert H. Van Dyke.
Hope college senior of Grand died in her home, 67 West 17th
Rapids, will preside.
St . Monday night after an illness

LOCAL WOMAN to Be Held in Holland

TO PRESIDENCY
OF LOCAL LIONS
Officers of Club Will Be
Installed at Meeting

Next Month
Jerry Houting was

elected pres-

of five weeks.
She leaves 86 survivors. They

ident of the Holland Lions chib

FOUR CRASHES

hi the annual electionof officers
which was held on Tue<da> at th*
club's luncheon meeting in the

Warm
He

Edward

T

i

Van

are five daughters, Mrs. S. Oudc-

molcn, Mrs. F. Lemmen, Mrs. H
Mrs.
Van Zanten
Johanna Slenk; three
sons. Herman, Germ John and
Fred Heerspink,all of Holland;

B

-

ARE REPORTED

Friend tavern.

will succeed

^

33 grandchildren; 42 great grand-

Four sulomobile .ccidents wPip ch|ldrf,n. an(i ,wo gn,a,

reported Wednesday to Holland grandchildren also a brother,
police who arrested one of the mo- Stephen Meppelink of Holland
1

torists for violationof the traffic

'

ordinance.

Funeral services

tv thus
Thursday .at 130 pm at the
home, private, and at 2 p.m at
the Ver Lee Funeral homo, the

1

will

Clyde J. Hamlin, route 1, Pullman, is facing arraignment be- 1 Rev. P Jonker officiating, with
fore Municipal Judge Raymond L 1)UIial Ht Graafschaap

Smith on a probable charge of im! proper overtaking and passing an-

A3W

ARRANGE CITY

other automobile as the result of
1 an accident in front of the city
I hall on River Ave. Wednesday
about 5 p m.
Police said Hamlin sought to
pass the automobile of Henry Van
Spyker, 311 West 13th St., and his

swipe the parked cars of

|
|

Tom

Johnston, 114 Lafayette St., Grand
Jerry Houting

Haven, and

Alma Van

Slooten.

route 3. Holland.

Dyke, the retiringpresident.The
newly elected officers will lie inducted into office at a meeting to

Holland wifi be host to the annual conference of the Christian
Reformed Mission Workers Thursday and Friday. Delegates are expected to come from Christian Reformed churches In Michigan and

Rev. George Gritter of the Ninth
Street church, followed by a business session.

The afternoon at 1:30 p.m. will
open with devotions by the Rev.
surrounding states.
R. Heynen of Nlekerk church. AdEvents will open w.th a fellow- dresses will be given by Rev.
ship supper Thursday evening in Schoolland on "Retaining Our
the Christian high school gymnas- Young People in the Mission,” by
ium. Brief talks on "My Outstand- Miss Johanna Timmer of Grand
ing Missionary Experience During Rapids on "Our RBI and Misthe Past Year" will be given by sions.” and by Miss Frederlcka De
representatives from Sheboygan, Jong of Holland on "Child EvanWls., Chicago, Grand Rapids and gelism." Special music will be
Holland. Special music will be furnished by the Ter Beek sisters.
furnished by Henrietta and David
A total of 200 Is expected at the
Larp.
Fellowship supper which will be
An Inspirationalmeeting will served by the Monica Aid society.
follow at 8 p.m. in Prospect Park The Prospect Park Mission society
Christian Reformed church. The will .serve meals on Friday. Out-ofRev. R. J. Frens of Grand Rapids town delegates will be lodged in
will deliver the address.“The Wis- local homes. Prospect Park church
dom of Soul Winning ", Special of which Dr. J. T. Hoogstra is
music will be furnished by Edgar pastor will serve as conference
Holkeboer and the girls’ trio of headquarters.
the Christian high school.
The conferencelast year was
The Friday meeting also will be held in Grand Rapids. John Vande
held in Prospect Park church be- Water, superintendent of the Fulginning at 9 am. with a prayer ton Street mission in Grand Rapsen-ice led by the Rev. C. M. ids. is president of the organizaSchoolland. Devotioas will be In tion and the Rev. C. M. Schoolcharge of Dr J T Hoogstra and land is vice president. All meeta Bible hour will bo led by the ings are open to the public.

REGISTRATION Wedding Is Solemnised in
Two Hundred Expected to

.

'M

Be Listed Here Under

XI n
New

fi

Uratt

E M

Col
Rosencrans.state
selectiveservice director,advised

One automobileoverturned on
a crash at 12.40 pm.

its side in

’s

Literary Club

LOCAL GUARDS
FACE SEA

NO BUREAU OKAY ON
SUNDAY BOAT RIDES

COMMISSION TO

S. H. Houtman, general
DOTY Time
manager, advised common STUDY H0I1AND
Wednesday
comTulip

council

night in a

had been ordered to the eastern
seaboard by the treasury department for Atlantic coast duty.
He said 38 coast guardsmen
left Tuesday for Norfolk, Va.,
and that 84 left Wednesday
for New York. He said the treasury order called for "good men"

municationthat speed boats operating commerciallyfrom the Kollen park dock on the first Sunday of the festivalweek. did. so
"without our approval and entirely without our knowledge."
Building Permits Denied to
'The Tulip Time bureau’s policy
has been to eliminate all Sunday Brink and Knapp Under
acUvity from the 1941 festival proPreient Law
gram as agreed upon following
the council’sdecision to that effect last fall. However, the police
In accepting the report of the
have been fully cooperative In re- board of appeals which denied the
moving such objectionablefeatures granting of a building permit to
as lie within their control
"We should like to express our Rudolph Brink, common council
appreciation for the spendid co- Wednesday recognized the need of
operationwe received from the revision of the city’s zoning ordpolice department,the dty clerk’s inance and authorized Mayor
office, the council in general and, Henry Geerlings to appoint a spein particular, the committee on cial commissionto study the ques-

and that only veteran coast

licenses."

Among Group Being Sent
to Atlantic Coast

Assignments
Chicago, 111., June 5

—

Acting

Commander G. W. McLane of the
Chicago district of the U. S.
coast guard said yesterdaythat
a number of the most experienced
coast guardsmenin the district

ZONING CHANGE

.

tion of changes.

guardsmen or petty officers would
be sent.
(Three Holland coast guardsmen are included among the
IN
group. Horace E. Searcy, boatswain's mate, first class, and Edwin O. Feddick, motor machinist
mate, second class, left Monday
for Chicago and from there were
sent to Norfolk. Harvey W.
Angers, seaman, first class, departed Tuesday for Chicago and Bandits Get Thirty Dollars
left yesterdayfbr duty in New
From Owner of Lunch
York state.)
Neither McLane nor navy and
Establishment
treasury department officialsin
Washington would comment on
rand Haven, June 5 (Special)
the specific duties to which the

HOLDUP

TWO
AT

G1 HUNTED

—Grand Haven city police today
assigned, but it
continued their search for two
was assumed that they would go
banditrf who held up and robbed
Before an altar of palms, ferns,
Into service on the extended Atto- lie by the group.
Tommy
Turner of $30, and escapflowers and lighted candelabra,
Those present were Mrs. Frank lantic patrol or at coastal defense ed in an automobile on US-31 toMiss Alice Jansen, daughter of Mr.
posts.
and Mrs. George Jansen of route Bolhuis, Jr , Mrs. Philip Van HarThe navy has taken over sea- ward Holland.
The holdup was at 2 a m. yester2. and Marvin Overbook, son of tesveldt, Mrs. Thomas Longstreet, going coast guard boats for paday at Turner's place of busiMr and Mrs William Overbeek, Mrs Egbert Gerritsen, Mrs. Al- trol duty.
spoke their marriage vows Wed- bert Gerritsen,Mrs. Gifford StekMcLane said he wax unable to ness, “Charley's Lunch." on Sevnesday evening in the tea room etpo. Mrs. Norman Vanderschel. reveal whether the Norfolk and enth St. One bandit remained in
Mrs James Essenburg, Mrs. Theo- New York consignments would be the car during the holdup, police
of the Woman's Literary club.
The
Peter Jonker, Jr., dore Steketee, Mrs. John H. Van the only levies upon the Lake were informed.
(Hollandpolice received a call
pastor of Sixteenth Street Chris- Dyke, Mrs. Bramwell French, Mrs. Michigan coast guard district, but
tian Reformed church, read the John Kolean, Jr., and Mrs. Dick coast guard officials at Traverse at 2:20 a.m. from Grand Haven
double ring service in the pre- Brandt.
City, Mich., reported that men police requesting them to keep a
sence of relatives and friends.
from most of the Lake Michigan lookout here for the two bandidts
Preceding the ceremony Mrs.
shoreline stations were converg- but no trace of them was found
Peter Tuls of Waukazoo preing on Chicago for Atlantic coast by local officers.)

men would be

Maypr Geerlings named Aid.
Bruce Raymond and Henry Ketel
to representcouncil, Alfred C.
Joldersma, John Arendshorstand
Vaudie Vandenl^rg of the appeal
board, Building Inspector Henry
Looman, City Engineer Jacob Zuidema, James Klomparens, Abel
Postma and Martin Oudemool, the
latter three to represent the build-

ing contractors on the commission.

Brink had sought a permit to
construct an apartment building
on the northeast corner of 10th
St. and College Ave. His request
was placed before council at its

May 21 meeting and was

refer-

red to the appeal board with a request fdr a report at Wednesday
night's meeting.
Appointment of a special committee was placed before council
by Raymond during discussion on
what action should be taken on
the appeal board’s report.He contended that complications have

the loo, 1 Ixi.ird today that, in
compliance with a proclamation
of PresidentRoosevelt, a second
arisen through lack of amendregistration of young men who
ments since adoption of the ordRev
have become 21 years old since
inance in 1925. His motion to have
I Oct. 16, 1940. will be held July
kers* auto overturned.
the mayor appoint the commisBeukema told police he slowed 1 from 7 am to 9 pm
sion was seconded by Aid. Bertal
The registration will be condown for a third car which was
H. Slagh.
approaching from his right and ducted by the local board at its
By a vote of 7 to 5, council acoffice in the city hall It is o.sticepted the appeal board's report.
.tamer; Lester Steggerda, tail when it stopped he proceeded
through the intersectionand did mated that the local registration
Those favoring the report were
.twister;William Nies and Ruben
sented a quarter-hourrecital of
assignments.
Aid. Cornelius Kalkman, Sr., BerNyenhuis.directors for two year not see Volkers’car until too vv*^ ,0,al about 200.
Colonel Rosencraasadvised the piano music consisting of "Ave
nard Arendshorst, Albert V. Faaterms; Harold Vander Bio and late to avoid a collision.
Maria."
Baehground;
"LibbesCars driven by Mrs. Marian board it is not expected that any
sen, Slagh, Frank Smith, Raymond
Ou-1 Harrington, directorsfor
traum”
Liszt:
"Sweetheart,"
RomKouw. 256 West 23rd St., and outside voluntary help will be
one-year term.
and John Menken. The negative
Mrs.
Henry De Vries, 274 Lincoln needed in the registrationwork. berg, and "Because," d'Hardelot.
Glenda May Plasman of Zeeland vote was cast by Aid. Ben StefRetiringofficers of the club
Following
the
musical
prelude
^ are Mr. Vander Bie, first vice- Ave., collided at Eighth St. and
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Nienhuis of was honored at a party on her fens. Henry Ketel. Mooi. George
Jack Kraal sang "O Promise Me,"
president; Peter Elzinga, second College Ave. Wednesday at 4 p.m.
"Reaching the ‘Unchurched in Holland were visitors Saturday of sixth birthday, Saturday by her Damson and Elmer J. Schepers.
de Koven. As the bridal party asmother, Mrs. Gerald Plasman, at
fice*president;Mr. Nyenhuis, when Mrs. De Vries drove from a
Mooi moved that the permit be
sembled Mrs. Tuls played "Hearts America through the United Mr. and Mrs. George Nienhuis and
the home of the grandmother, granted, contendingthere was a
third vice-president; Mr. Wier- parking space and caught the
and
Flowers"
and
the traditional Christian Education Advance" family.
senia, secretary;Mr. Schepers, rear fender of Mrs. Kouw’s auto
Mr. and Mrs. ClarenceHuyser Mn. John Plasman, Sr. The guests desire for this type of building in
wedding march from Lohengrin. was discussed by Dr. Charles H.
Police investigated a crash on
treasurer; Mr. Houting, tail twisCampbell
pastor
of
First
Reformof
Fennville apent Decoration day were the members of the primary Holland.
The bride was attired in soft
North River Ave. Wednesday that
Sunday school cla^s of the OvArendshorstpresented a substichiffon needlepoint illusion with ed church of Flushing, N. Y., at with their father, C. Huyaer and
Thirty members of the club involved cars driven by Frank
erisel Reformed church, which tute motion, which prevailed, to
one
of
the
group
meetings
of
the
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Malloy
Huyser.
a
fingertip veil of tulle held in
were presentedwith perfect at- Sinke, Sr.. 48 East Sixth St., and
Mrs. G. Geels entertained the Glenda May attends. Those pre- accept the appeal board's replace with a coronet of pearls. To pre-.synodconference on evangelli
tendance buttons for the past Bernard De Vries, route 2. HolZeeland. June 5 Special — Mrs complete her costume, she wore ism m Third Reformed church this members of the Ladies Aid at the sent were Harold Peters, Gerard port. He said it would be improper
land. It was reported that De
year.
Peters, Hazel Peters, Oarissa for council to overrule the zoning
parsonage Thursday afternoon.
Peter Wyngarden. 75. died Wed- a strand of pearls and carried a
Mr. Houting.one of Holland's Vries’ car hooked the rear bumper nesday morning in her home in
Rev. J. Van Peursem of Zeeland Vander Kolk, Donna Oldebekking, board. Slagh supported the sublarge shower bouquet of snapdra- The present condition of world
prominent businessmen,is pro- of Sinke s car as he was backing Vriesland. Surviving are the husgons, lilies and baby breath. af.airs when Christianity Is be- conductedservices Sunday at the Thelma Voorhorst, Amy Beltman, stitute motion, stating that conprietor of Houting's, Inc., men's out of a parking space.
band and two daughters. Mrs.
Miss Angeline Jansen, who at- lnK challenged as a way of life, Reformed church Sunday, June 8, Junior Plasman. Elaine Nykerk, struction of the apartment buildfurnishing store.
John 1! Van Zoeren and Mrs. Al- tended her sister as bridesmaid, makes us examine with deep con- Rev. Carl J. Schroeder,former Floyd Nykerk. Geraldine Nykerk. ing would violate the zoning or‘T AC-KEY' IS GIVEN
bert Schuitema.b^th of Holland; wore a gown of powder blue chif- cern the spiritual resources of our pastor at the local church, now of Jerry Lee Plasman, Lloyd Lub- dinance.
Brink, In support of his applithree sons. Henry and Merton of fon net made with a sweetheart faith and ask how effectivelythey Paterson, N. J., will be In charge bers, Lloyd Immink, Esther Plumert, Russell Busscher, Roger cation. said that a petitionwhich
Vrieslandand Gerrit of Clear- neckline and full skirt. She carried are being used to reach the un- of both services.
Foster De Vries in training at Gunneman, Jane Beltman, Doro- had been filed previously with
AT ‘KOFFIE KLETZ’ water, Fla . 14 grandchildren,one a bouquet of sweet peas, snapdra- reached in America."he stated. Fort
Knox, Kentucky,was a guest thy Beltman, and Glenda May council objected to the rezoning
Contending
that
it
has
been
Ingreat grandchild, three sisters, gons. roses, baby breath and yellow
at
the
home of his parents Sun- Plasman. The guests enjoyed a of the property but that there was
creasingly
evident
for
the
past
10
Mrs. Johannes Mulder of Zeeland.
"Welcome Home Tac-Key!"
two course lunch. Many games only one objection to the apart(Continued from page one.)
day.
Mrs
Fred
Schermer of Holland
years
that
some
united
effort
Little Helen Ann Jansen, daughPrinted signs- of this nature
churches” and empoweredChrisMr. and Mrs. J. Tubergen and were played and Glenda May was ment building. He named Dr. M. J.
and Mrs. Gerrit IV Vree of Vnes- ter of Mr and Mrs. J. H. Jan- should be made by the combined
greeted John Van Tatenhove,
Cook as the lone objector.
tians.
land. and one brother. Henry sen and niece of the bride, pre- forces of religion to meet the Mr. and Mrs. Jake Zuidema and presented with many gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Prins of Musfc, The Rev. William Van't Hof, local merchant, thus forenoon Wentzel of Grand Rapids.
He contendedthat persons livfamily of Holland were guests at
ceded
as
flower
girl
wearing
fig- pagan and secular emphasis, he aswhen he entered Keefer's reskegon visited relatives and friends ing as far away as the north side
Third church pastor, presided and
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mart
serted
that
the
United
Christian
Funeral
services
will
be
held
ured batisteof tiny pink and blue
K pronounced the invocation. Two taurant for the morning "koffic Saturday at 130 p.m. from the flowers on a white background, Education advance "Is a challenge, Tubergen Sunday also attending in this vicinitylast week.
of Ninth St. and Columbia Ave.
kletz."
Mrs. F. Brinkhuis is visiting had signed the petition, adding
W; 'anthems,‘The First Psalm." La
calling upon every Christianto afternoon services at the ReformI home and at 2 p.m from Vries- made with a full skirt and lace
Mr. Van Tatenhove had
her children, Mr. and Mrs. John that he was not interested in rer Forge, and “Adoramus Te," Palesland Reformed church. The Rev. edged ruffles laced with pink rib- pledge absolute loyalty to Christ ed church.
Brinkhuis in Martin.
^ trina, were sung by the Hope col- in Chicago for the past two days E. E Heeren will officiate Buna!
zoning the property but onlv in
and
His
cause."
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Theodore
Knap
bon.
She
carried
a
tiny
colonial
and his koffie kletz colleagues
Miss Josephine Pomp is at home getting a building permit.
^r. lege men’s glee club under the
and
son
of
Howell
were
visitors
at
will
he
in
Vriesland
cemetery.
The
"The
movement
begins
In
the
bouquet.
after having been employed near
r direction of Robert Cavanaugh. felt a surprise "welcome home" body reposes in the residence.
City Clerk Oscar Peterson read
Earnest Overbeek. brother of home where a new emphasis Ls the home of their parents,Mr. and
party shuld be extended to him
Allegan for a time.
James T. Mearns was organist.
the petitionwhich had been filed
Mrs.
Ed
Veldman
over
the
weekput
upon
the
necessity
for
regular
the
bridegroom,
performed
the
Loraine Pomp of Chicago was with council last March 25 in
At the conclusion of Dr. Ka- He was surprised by the impromduties of best nan. Ushers were Bible reading and prayer with end.
gawa’s address, an opportunity ptu party but not surprised Fennville’sTax Rate
at home last week-end.She had which its signers opposed the reMr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
Klynstra
every
member
of
the
family
living
John
Henry
Jansen,
brother
of
the
was given to send greetings and enough to get "hooked" into buytwo guests on Sunday. Kay Schuring coffee for the gang, who
Remain Unchanged bride, and Donald Prins, brother- as a Christian.The threat of com- spent Friday and Saturday in De- inga of Lansing, Illinois and Mar- zoning of the property or any
pledges of fellowship to the Japother infringement of the ordinin-law of the bridegroom. Mr. and plete disintegrationwhich is men- troit with their children.
matched
to determ’-"who would
* anese Christian deputation, with
The Sherboume school closed on ian Pippel of northern Wisconsin. ance.
Mrs
C
Overbeekwere master and acing the American family life of
pay
the
bill.
Fennville.
June
5
(Special'
—
which Dr. Kagawa came to this
A family gathering at the home
Mooi said the appeal board had
In addition to the signs on the ' iCty officials announced Wednes- mistress of ceremonies and Mr today must be met by a construc- Tuesday May 27, with the children
country.
of Julius Pomp on Memorial Day denied the applicationbecause its
enjoying
a
picnic
dinner.
tive
program
of
cooperative
living
I Dr. Kagawa attended Hope col- rear restaurant wall, a large day there will he no change in and Mrs. Gary Plasman took on a high plane of sacrificial loyal- Mrs. Henry Bowman was the included Mrs. Alyda Bosma of members did not desire "to shoullege chapel service this morning, bouquet of flowers covered the Fennvillo'stax rate of 11 mills, the charge of the gift room.
Montello Park; Mr. and Mrs. John der responsibility"for constructable around which was seated feme as last war.
For her daughter's wedding, ty to the best ideals of the Christ- guest of Mrs. John Galien of Holand conducteddevotions.
Mulhoek, Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Mul- tion of a building in violationof
ian
home.”
land
Saturday
afternoon.
Six mills o| ihe tax will go to Mrs. Jansen wore navy blue crepe
‘The world we face today is a Dick Boter, John Arendshorst.
Those who visited Mr. and Mrs. hoek, Harold. Bobby and Jimmy, the ordinance.
Dr. Campbell pointed out that
world in which the lights are Earnest C. Brooks, Jack Knoll. the general fund, while the street and a corsage of ro>es. daisies and
Pointing out that the property
H.
Stegehuis Sunday were Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Otto Schaap. Mr.
going out," Dr. Zimmerman de- Neal Wiersma, William Arends- fund will get lour mill' and Ihe baby breath, while Mrs. Over- the church as the second agency in
Mrs.
J. Wolthuis,Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. John Jobse, all of Grand Ls in class A residentialdistrict,
horst,
Ruben
Nyenhuis,
John
which
the
advance
works
to
Inbeek.
mother
of
the
bridegroom,
clared in an address entitled"The
cemetery, one. officials said
Rapids; Mr. 'and Mrs. Harvey the board informed council that
The village plans to complete wore rase flowered georgette and crease attendance and Improve Ed Wolthuis and Miss Marie Wolt- Cook. Garret Cook, and Mary
World We Face" at the opening Cooper, Elmer J. Schepers,Karl
Brink's request for a permit had
Goon. Vaudie Vandenberg. AbH
a corsage similar to Mrs. Jansen s. the teaching "for Christian dis- huls of Ionia, Mr .and Mrs. J.
pre-synod
^ •'J *^V4 meeting in
| Third
1111111 ReVf"
, hard surfacing the village streets
Plckford of Jackson; Mr. and been denied previously because of
cipleship.”
Stegehuis
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed
While
the
couple
was
kneeling
formed church Wednesdayafter- Postma nnd Andrcw Klomparens thus
About 4.000 feet of
Mrs. Joe McNett of River the ordinance violation and due to
"Societiesand organizations are Stegehuis of Grandville.
at the altar. Mr. Kraal sang "Unto
noon.
' blaokt ipping remains to he done
Junction; Mr. and Mrs. Wal- opposition "that seems to exist,
Ted Van Dyke and Miss Janet
Blitzkrieg is a new word in the
under a village street project be- the Hills." During congratulations. not Isolated units within the
ADMIT PARKING
ter Mack of Ann Arbor; LorMrs. Tuls played Mendelssohn's framework of church life but in- Stegehuis of Grandville,Ted Van aine Pomp of Chicago; Willis Zenk not only in the immediatevicinity
£ English language,he said, and
gun two years ago
wedding march A reception fol- tegral and coordinating agencies," Dyke and Miss Janet Oonk of of Montague; Mr. and Mrs. John but within the entire block."
CARS IN FIRE ZONE
one which our children didn't
The letter referred to a petiGrand Rapids.
lowed and a wedding supper was he said.
know, except those who read GcrNaber, Dorothy and Mary Ann. tion which is on file with the city
served by Misses Kathryn Rak"The third agency through
f man. Today, he explained, it is
Two young motorists who en- Schrier Slated to Give
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Steketee. all clerk and bears signatures of 28
ker. Connie Overkamp Kathryn which the advance must work is
on the lips of everybody as mean- tered pleas of not guilts to parkof Holland; Mr. and Mrs. Julius property owners who oppose erecCommencement
Talks Graham. Ruth Telgenhof and Ger- the community itself, bringing COUNCIL ACCEPTS
ing something in the realm of a ing within a fire zone on previous
Pomp, Norma Pomp and Andrew tion of the apartment.
aldine Snyder Tables were dec- every person into the fellowship
• blackout It means that "dark- arraignments, entered guilty pleas
COLLECTION
Naber of Overisel.
The board said it appreciated
orated with lighted candles. A of some church and making it posness has descended on the face of when they reported Monday afterGerrit Vande Riet preachec in the fact that there seems to be a
£ this world." and that "lights are noon to Municipal Judge Raymond
three-tiered wedding cake was sible for the churches working toCollection reports of the city Imlay City on Sunday.
need for apartment buildings in
. going out." ‘The light of liberty L Smith for trial
cut by the bride.
gether to develop a more Christ- treasurer and board of public
The Rev. Joe Monsma of Mun- Holland and was in "complete
LVte very dim. and the light of the
Following the repast a program ian community,"he stated.
Thev were Herman Nyhoff. Jr
works from May 19 to 31 were ac- ster, Ind., preachedin the Chris- sympathy with one of our citizens
| pursuit of happiness is becoming 20. of Hamilton, and Ray Wagenwas presented includingfour numcepted Wednesdaynight by com- tian Reformed church on Sunday
who is endeavoring to at least
a memory
bers by the Holland high school
veld, 19 route 3, Holland. Each
mon council.
afternoon.
Mrs.
Van
Zanten
Is
partially supply this need." Yet
Facing the world today with so was assessed a fine and costs of
sextet, a reading by Lona OverCity TreasurerHenry J. BecksMr. and Mrs. John Lemmen in the face of the oppositioncited
k many lights going out and so $5 which they paid
beek. reading by Charles Rei- Feted on Birthday
fort reported collectionsof $6,- spent the week-end with Mr. and and the existing ordinancethere
many things going out which Nyhoff and Wagrnvcld were
mink, violin selectionsby Herman
Mrs.
Alex
Van
Zanten
was
sur- 060.20 as follow:General fund, $1; Mrs. Marvin Vander Kooi in still Ls nothing that we can do exwere thought necessar> to a cer- among seven who were arrested
Jansen, group singing and short
prised by a group of friends Wed- street fund, $1,966.16; hospital, Grand Rapids.
cept to once more refuse the
S tain way of life, the Christian in
talk by Rev. Jonker.
last Thursday night at the scene
nesday evening in her home, 35 $2,233.31;cemetery fund, $465.36;
The Rev. G. J. Vande Riet at- granting of the permit.”
the midst and passing of them of a fire on East i3th St.
Among those present from away
West 18th St., on the occasion of perpetual upkeep fund, $275; park tended a three-day session of the
The report was signed by John
has ‘‘adequateresources."he said
were Mr. and Mrs. John Vande
There arc two Herman Nyhoff's
her
birthday anniversary.The fund, $31; welfare fund, $669.08; Christian Reformed Mission Board Vandenberg, chairman,Alfred C.
Christ also had adequate resourWater
of
Grand
Rapids
and
Mrs.
in Hamilton,it was pointed out.
evening was spent in playing compensation insurance fund. $21.- held In the LaGrave Avenue par- Joldersma,R. W. Everett, J. R.
Jfj-’CC* which enabled Him to stand
Lester Musgrove of Detroit.
The elder Nyhoff, who is 38, is
games and Mrs. Van Zanten was S’k police fund, $200.69; delinq- ish house in Grand Rapids last Bultman and John Arendshorst.
Wf courageousand hopeful under the
The couple left on a wedding
Hamilton postmaster and is an
presentedwith a gift. A three- uent tax fund, $197.23.
week.
In another report, also accept(.-Cross,Zimmerman said, and
trip
to
Kentucky
and
will
make
uncle to the younger one To avoid
course lunch was served. Songs
The board of public work* reDena Beltman led the prayer ed by council, the board denied the
----- jng these was the conseioustheir home here after June 11.
future confusion,the younger Ny• ness of His father'spresence
For her going-away outfit Mrs. Were sung and entertainment was ported collectionsof $9,438.18 as meeting in the Reformed church request of John Knapp for perKr
tfltfA
i «
furnished by Neil De Jong and C. follow: Light fund, $6,190.45: Sunday evening. The topic was mission to erect a modem brick
We have __not only
HU peace. h"f' w,1'1 us.p."Jr " •,l" his
Overbeek wore beige with white
Dorn bos.
guarantee depoait fund, $130; ‘The Giving of the Spirit."
.jVtantod by -My peace I leave *MeJh_ej.lder one w.ll u.se •'Sr.
commercialbuildingon the northaccessories. Mr. Overbeek operAmong those present were Mr. water fund, $1,783.09;main aew- "Peter, the Rock" was the sub- east comer of 15th St. and River
J with you,’ and His presence prom- it was said.
ates a servicestation on the north
and Mrs. Andrew Klomparens, er fund, $38; compensationinsur- ject at the ChristianEndeavor Ave.
ised l*i' *Lo, I am with you alway’
'
side and Mrs. Overbeek was emMrs. Ed Bouwsma, Mrs. Ed Heer- ance fund, $258.67; River Ave. and meeting on Tuesday evening. Julbut also hope and beyond that,
The board took the positionthat
ADDITION
ployed by the Crampton ManuInga, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Venhui- 30th St. fewer, $1,037.98.
hope of the world to be," he
iet Kooiker led the meeting.
since a petition to rezone River
facturing Co. of Holland.
zen, Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Steketee,
TO BE BUILT
Terrence Earl Neinhuis, son of Ave. was recentlydenied,, it would
Mr. and Mrs. George Tinholt,. Mr.
"As we begin synod this year,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Neinhuis re- be impossible to grant Knapp’s
Prof. William Schrier
Stone Cotter of Allegan
and Mrs. Tom Buter, Mr. and Mrs.
jtfuld easily begin with the
ceived the sacrament of infant request as it would be in direct
Plans for the construction of
Linen Shower Held
C. Dornbos, and Mr. and Mrs.
Prof. William Schrier. head of
attitude of mind and a new industrialbuilding in HolDiet While Driving Car baptism in the Reformed church violationof the zoning ordinance.
Nell De Jong of Grand Rapids.
he said. "We could carry land were announced today by the Hope college speech depart- for Miss Schippa
Sunday morning.
A linen shower was given for
blacknessar.il blitzkrieg or the Western Machine Tool works, ment is scheduled to speak toNext Sunday Rev. Gradus VanAllegan, June 5 (Special)— WilIn with the light shining 255 West Ninth St
night at the commencementexer- Mis* Louise Schippa by Mrs. Dick
der
Linden of Englewood, Chica- Three Local Boards
Board of Review Will
liam S. Humphrie, 63, salesman
ite resourcesat our
Estimated cost of the building, cises of Cedar Springs high school Brandt and Mrs. John Kolean, Jr.,
go,
will
have charge of the Mr-,
and skilled stone cutter, employed
Hold Regular Meets
Let us begin synod in accordingto the application for in Cedar Springs.
at the home of Mrs. Dick Brandt,
Hold Session Today by the Allegan Mounment works, vice* in the Reformed church.
-*
light of Christ and a building permit which was filed
Other speaking engagements 68 West 16th St
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Folkert and
died suddenly about 9 p.m. SunThe board of health, at It*
walk as a torch among Wednesday with City Clerk Oscar will be filled June 11 when he will
The evening was spent in playThe board of review was sched- day at the corner of Davis and Mr. and Mn. C J. Voorhont cele- monthly meeting Monday forePeterson, is $10,000.It will be of address the graduatingclass of ing bridge with prizes going to uled to fneet at 4 p.m. today In Ely Sts. in Allegan, while driving brated their wedding annivenary
Ref William J. Hilmert, brick- and cement construction Muskegon Junior collegeand June Mrs. Clifford Steketee and Mrs. the city hall to receive a report his car. His wife was witl\ him. with. Mr. and Mn. Henry Krone- noon in the Holland State bank,
was advised that 75 cases of conof Zeeland's Second Re- with an asphalt roofing.
13 when he Ls scheduled to speak Norman Vanderschel.
meyer in Grandville Tuesday eve- tagious disease were reported in
from City Assessor Peter H. Van
church, presided at WedThe dimensionsof the new at Grand Ledge high school comA buffet luncheon was served. Ark on assessmentof dty proSEEK LOST GOLD
Holland during May, They were
.meeting and gave the building are 50 by 80 feet. It will mencement exercises. Tuesday The centerpiece for the table held
perty.
. SouthwesternMichigan lias two
scarlet fever, four; meaales, 60;
Dr. Mulder give b« attached- to the north side evening Prof. Schrier deliveredthe four tiny bridesmaids and lighted
From Hr. Van Aric'i report, "buried treasure"islands which Ottawa county hai the distinc- mumps, six, whooping cough,
menage y and of the firm’s present building.
commencementaddress at Shelby candles with the bride’s picture in the board will set the city’s 1941 constantly intrigue visitingtour- tion of having 23 par cent of its four; chickenpox. one. •
the main adConstructionwork will start high school.
th^ middle. The flower motif was tax rite. The board met early ists. Often they may be seen farm income coining from the
Regular meetingsof the board
conference;'ie*sions Monday morning, Randall C.
On June 19 Prof. Schrier will sweet peas aad peonies.
in May to review assessment! and searchingthe lakes near Indian poultry and egg businen, the high- df public works and board of park
^Milton J, Stauf* Boscb said. Ruben Nyenhuis will address members of the .Kent A linen table cloth and 12 nap- adjournedto permit Mr. Van Ark
lakt, or, St. Joseph river, for the est percentageof any county in dnd cemetery commiiaionere were
Reformed be the general contractor.
county D.AJL In Grand Rapids. kins were presented to the bride- to complete his report
held Monday night.
lost Indian gold.
the
•
hp held July 1.
Other officers of the club,
elected at today's meeting, follow: E. H. Post, first- vice-president; Joe Kramer, second vicepresidenl; B. J. Rosendahl,1third
vice-president; Neal Wiersema,
secretary;Elmer J. Schepers,
treasurer; H. L. Hanehett, Lion

Wednesday at 13th St. and College Ave. Drivers of the two
cars were Herman Beukema. 54.
route 5. Holland, and John Volkers, 49, East Saugatuck. Vol-
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FOUR HOMES ON

m

UST FOR WEEK

Local Police Itioe

Sammoni

ISd

Traffic

to Drivers

After Mishaps

Twelve Applications Hike

!

Three persons suffered minor
Injuries and four motorists were
given traffic violationsummons by

applications for building

Holland police as the result of a

permits to erect new homes .in
Holland were Included in the 12
applicationswhich were filed with
City Clerk Oscar Peterson Ipst
week.

This increases the number

of

applications for new home construction in the city to 37 since
Jan. 1, 1941.

Amount of money to be expended in the 12 permits totals
|14 723. This is an increaseof $4,833’ over the $9,992 for the week
of May 16-23. Value of the permits for the week previous was
-IS, 731.40.

The

list of applicationsfollows:

Almon Ter Haar. build home

on

West 28th St., 24 by 33 feet, one
and one-half stories, one family,

frame

construction* and asphalt
roofing, $3,000; Telgenhof and
Stevenson, contractors.

Gordon Buter, of Holland, graduate student in the University
of Michigan school of business
administration,has been appointed to a position as instructor in
the department of economics at
Calvin college, according to an
announcement by the board of
trustees meeting at the college.
Buter, a graduate of Holland
Christian High school in 1936 and
of Calvin in 1940, will remain at
the university for another year
of study and will assume his post
in September, 1942. He Is the

series of automobileaccidents in
Holland over the week-end.
Sidney J. Brandsen, 19, route
2, Holland, pleaded guilty to a
charge of failing to yield the right
of way on arraignment on Monday before MunicipalJudge Raymond L. Smith and was assessed
a fine and costs of $5 which he
paid. Police charged his car was
involved in an accident Sunday at
11 p.m. at the entrance to Kollen
park, 10th St. and Van Raalte
Ave., with a car driven by Dell
Koop, 16, 264 Lincoln Ave. Robert
Bell. 564 College Ave., was listed
as a witness.
Cars driven by Bernard Slenk,
19, route 2, Holland, and Robert
Anderson. 21. of Highland Park.
Mich., crashed Sunday noon on
West 16th St. opposite the H. J.
Heinz Co. factory.
Police were informed that
Slenk, driving west on 16th St.,

James H. Klomparens, build son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
home at 99 West 27th St.. 34 by Buter, 85 East 22nd St.
sought to
24 feet, one story, one family,
brick veneer and asphalt roofing,
$4,100; Mr. Klomparens.contractor.

Harold Essenburgh, construct
home at 146 West 28th St., one

^

and one-half stories, 22 by 26
feet, frame construction and asphait roofing. $2,800, garage. 12
by 20 feet, $200; Hamer & Son,

COINS IN FUSE

MENACE HOUSE

contractors.
Holland firemen were called to
Berle Van Dyke, build home at 115 East 13th St., about 10:30 pin.
171 West 22nd St., one story, 30
by 24 feet, frame construction May 29 when fire broke out in
and asphalt roofing, $3,000; Es- the attic of the apartment house
senburgh Building and Lumber which is occupied by three families.
Co., contractor
Following an investigation in
Frank Bolhuis, 547 College Ave.
new siding and interiorremodel- the attic by Electrical Inspector
ing of kitchen, frame construc- Henry Looman, he reported today
tion, $250; Mr. Bolhuis. contrac- that he found the main fuses
"jumpered" with No. 8 wire, and
tor.
Ben Veltman, 237 West 18th pennies under the plug fuses.
St., reroof house, $125; Mr. VeltThe wire was about to burst
man, contractor.
into flames in the partitions of
Henry Beelen, 434 College Ave., the home and the wire was aflame
convert front porch into living at the distributioncabinet when
room and add dormer. $250; Mr. the electricianfor the Holland
Beelen contractor.
fire department disconnected the
Holland-RacineShoe Co., 386 wires.
West 15th St . reroof shipping
Mr. Looman said the connection
room, $300; Holland Ready Roof was one of the most dangerous
Co., contractor.
practices and most commonly
Henry Wqlbert, 165 F.ast 15th used. He pointed out that fuses are
St., remodel’ kitchen and add the safety valve of the electrical
bathroom,$250; Mr. Wolbert, con- system.

tractor.

“

Gerrit De Haan, 316 West 19th
St., reroof home. $100; Mr. De
Haan, contractor.
Simon De Boer, 201 West 22nd
St., construct commercial garage.
28 by 25 feet, cement blocks,
$250; Bert Habing, contractor.
William Dimmer, 381 West 19th
St., build single stall garage, 12
by 20 feet, frame construction
and asphalt roofing, $100; Mr.
Timmer, contractor.

HEART ATTACK
CLAIMS

A number of local women have
received certificate*for completing the home mining course
sored by the American Red
Mr*. Willard C Wichei*
instructorfor the 24-hour course
which was held in the Salvador
Army citadel Mrs. J. E. Holme*,
Ottawa County Red Cross chairman, made arrangement*for the
course. Mrs. R. L. Schtect ha*
wen appointed chairman of nun- jj
ing activitiesand will make ar» "
rangements for new courses.
Among those
cates are Miss Marie
Mrs. Orpha De Feyter, ]
De Kraker, Major Clare
Mrs. Edythe Hapeman, Mrs. ifl£
Rlemersma and Principal Rlem Reeverts, Mrs. Malcolm Mackay, dred Kampen, Mrs. Laura
ersma. Standing, left to right, aw Mr. Mackay and Rex Chapman. der, Mrs. Florence Post,
Gerald Breen, Miss Jane Eldrldge, Not shown on the pictureare Mias Mattie Ressegule, Mias JeaMiss Lida Rogers, Miss Iva Davidivlc
Janet Mulder, Mrs. Leon Moody, an, Miss Genevieve Shafar, Mis.
son, Ed Damson, Mrs. Damson, Mrs. E. E. Fell, Supt. Fell, Miss Mamie Slagh, Mrs. Leile Stokes, j
*
Mrs. Mabel Gould, Miss Evelyn Jeanette Westveer, MLis Hilda Mre. CatherynTaylor,
Stegeman and Miss Margaret lotte Taylor, Mn. Charlotte
Steketee,Miss Beatrice Hagen, Randels. (Photo by HHS Camera
Iwasrden,Mrs. Janet
Miss Linnea Nelson, Miss Clara Gub)
and Miss Beradine
i

Over

14 Thoasand
Four

The building is owned by G.
Schutten.
Firemen reported there was no
damage although there was considerable smoke from the burning
insulationon the wires.
While at the scene of this fire,

make a U-tum and
crashed into the Anderson car.
eastbound on 16th St. Slenk was
given a traffic summons for fail-

ing to yield the right of way.
Miss Muriel Main of Ferndale,
riding in Anderson's car suffered
a bruised chest. Police listed Mr.
and Mrs. William Main and Miss
Main as witnesses.
Floyd Klinge, 18, 119 East 24th
St., faced a probablecharge of
failing to have his car under control as the result of a collision at
Ninth St. and College Ave. Saturday at 9 p.m. of ears driven by
himself and R. J. Ferdinand.42.
of Chicago. Ferdinand suffered
a bump on his head. Marvin Van
Zanten, 13 West 26th St., and

Jim Klinge, 198 East 24th
were

St.,

listed as witnesses.

Robert Helrigel, 49 West
'Ninth St., suffered minor hurts
Saturday night when he was hit
by a car while crossing Eighth St.
in front of Kresge’s store. Driver
of the car was Wills Hall, 57
East McKinley St., Zeeland.

Augustus Carlston of Chicago
given a traffic summons for

was

failing to stop for a through street

as the result of an accident Saturday at 17th St. and Maple Ave.
between cars driven by himself
and Wescoe Ferris of Chicago.
Police said the automobile of Earl
of Holland was damaged
in the accident.
Lester Borgeson,route 2, Hol-

Working

land, reported his car was involved in a minor accident east of

Holland.
firemen receivedanother alarm
An accident Saturday in front
from box 47 at 15th St. and Cleveof the No. 2 engine house on East
land Ave.. but this turned out to
Eighth St. involved cars driven by
be a false
#
Harry White, route 4. Holland and
Police said they were informed
Clifford Merrick of Flint.
by the night watthman at the Bay
View Furniture Co. that two unidentifiedboys pulled the alarm
box. jumped into their car and
drove south on ClevelandAve.

alarm.

TRANSIENT PEDDLER
GETS MONTH’S TERM

WOMAN LIBRARY ANNOUNCES

Upon his

plea

Saturday to

a

charge of obtaining money under
false pretenses, Clarence Dunlap.
BOOK RELEASES 43,
of Grand Rapids was sentenced
by Municipal Judge Raymond L.
New books that were placed Smith to serve 30 days in the counin circulationWednesday, at Holty jail in Grand Haven.
land Public Library
/
He was arrested Wednesday by
Adult fiction:
the sheriff’s departmentupon
"In This Our Life” by Ellen
complaint that he had been selling
Glasgow. How two marriages were
a household cleaner in the county
wrecked and a great wrong done
on a money-back guarantee.
a Negro boy is told by Asa TiberThe sheriff’s departmentlearned
lake, the main character and head
that Dunlap had appeared in the

NEW

Mrs. Maude Baumgartel, 63, wife
Henry Baumgartel, died in her
home, 54 East Seventh St., at
7:45 p.m. Sunday of a heart atof

tack.

are:

Mrs. Baumgartel sufferedher
first heart attack about 4 p.m.
Sunday which was followed with
another attack about 10 minutes
before her death.
of a formerly aristocraticfamily.”
She was bom April 4, 1878, in
"Reckon with the River” by
Swan, Ind., to ^lr. and Mrs. John
Clark McMeekin. "Ma'am CamCramer. She was married to Mr.
hrin. at the age of 80. guided Her
Baumgartel 38 years ago and they
family down the Ohio to the rich
spent the interveningyears in Holland.

Survivors are the husband. Henry Baumgartel.a commercial photographerof Holland; one son,
Henry Hayes of Chicago by a former marriage;several nieces and
nephews.

Funeral sendees will be this
Thursday at 2 p.m. from the Dykstra funeral home wdth Andrew
Vander Veer, superintendent of the
North End Gospel hall, officiating.

Yacht Club Opens

county a year ago in April and
sold a similar product under the

name

of "Flash." It was charged
that the label had no firm name
or address but that Dunlap wrote
land of Kentucky, meeting conflict a fictictious address on the label
squarely with her keen wits."
with a pencil,listing Box No. 10,
“Military Intelligence-8”by Van Flint, Port Huron, Saginaw, LaWyck Mason. ‘Three complete peer, Grand Haven, Alpena and
novels of the daring exploits of Gaire.
Capt. Hugh North intelligence
When purchasers found the proofficer of the U. S. army.”
duct was no good, they wrote to
Adult Non-fiction:
the address written on the label
"From Marx to Stalin” by J. E. only to learn there was no such
Le Rossignol. ‘This book is an person or firm at that address.
unusuallyinterestingand pene- The sheriff’s department charged
trating analysis of the meaning that he returned this year and atof communism.”
tempted to sell the product under
"Prelude to Chemistry”by John the name of "Wonder Geaner.”
Read. A study of the 'divine art’ of
When arrested, he denied that
alchemy.
he had sold the "Flash" cleaner

This picture was taken at a
teachers, Tuesday May 27, In the
teachers Tuesday evening In the
Holland Country club honoring
Miss Hanna, G. Hoekje who is retiring after 25 years as teacher in
local schools. Seated loft to right
are Leon Moody, Mrs. Ervin Hanson, Miss Jeanne Rhodes, Miss

Many Camp

Ruby

Calvert, Mr. Hanson, Miss
Maibelle Geiger, Miss Hannah
Parkyn, John Hoekje, Miss Hanna Hoekje, Mrs. J. Hoekje, Mrs.
Fri'd Weiss, Mr. Weiss. Ed Donivan, Mrs. Donivan, Miss Lillian
Van Dyke, Miss Hazel De Meyer,
Mrs. Rex Chapman, Mrs. J. J.

Fire Girls

Attend Week-end

Camp

Summer Season

«_

Mrs.

wedding supper was served to 24
at Boone's Kuntry Kitchen. Outof-town guests included Mr. and

Mrs. James Zwemer and

son,

Tommy

of St. Louis, Mo., Mr.
and Mrs. Cornelius Oonk and
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Holland Couple

l^th

ARE ARRESTED

ON

,

;

CHARGES

A

Local Couple Married

Municipal Judge Raymond L. and that Wednesday, June 18,
Smith on Saturday and paid fines 1941, at 7:30 P. M. be and hereby
in Cincinnati,Ohio
and costs totaling $59.25. Each was is determined as the time when ;1
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bolles of assessed a fine of $6 and costs of
the Common Council and
Holland announce their marriage $5.85.
Board of Public Works will
which took place in Cincinnati, They were Stanley Peterson, 23,
at the Council rooms to
Ohio, Friday evening, May 30. The James Peterson, 20, brothers, Hillany suggestionsor objectionsthat ,I_
marriage was performed by the brand Buurma, 48, his son, Hermay be made to the construction 2
Rev. A. T. Tipton, pastor of the man Buurma, 21, ail of Oak Park,
of said water mains.
Christian church.
111., and Sidney Youngsma, 30, of
Oscar Peterson, City Gerk.
Mrs. Bolles is the former Al- Austin, a suburb of Chicago.
verna Van Order and is employed
The five were arrested Friday
at the H. J. Heinz Co. Mr. Bolles by Conservation Officer Forrest
is employed by Hart and Cooley. Lavoy. The two Peterson

M

DYKSTRA

AMBULANCE SERVICS f

Appeal Filed to Verdict
of Justice Court Jury

.

PP
^
i
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Ceremony Unites

As t part of the course, Red Cross
films "Footsteps" and '‘Mobilised
for Mercy" were shown. A tour of
the sewtgs plant also was
Demonstrations were
making with and wit
in bed, bathing the
vised equipmentfor the sick room
and first aid in the home such as
bandsging, artificialrespiratkn
and the like.

Charming simplicitymarked the
children, Mary and Patsy of
wedding
of Miss Marjorie HeersOne hundred and eighty-five
Raslyn, Pa ; Lt. and Mrs. J. W.
cren. Louise Swift, Colomlx Yeopink,
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs.
Camp Fire girls and guardians re- m.ms, Cicrardine Bosch, Nancy Antonides and children, Barbara,
Gene
and
Gary.
G.
J.
Heerspink,
to Bernard Harry
turned to Holland Sunday after- Long. Joyce Hill, Betty Walker,
Both bride and groom were Van Voorst, son of Mr. and Mrs.
noon from Camp Keewano on Loin Schoon, Jerene Jacobs, Patsy born in Holland and graduated
Lake Michigan where they spent Beyer, Nina Van Eyck, Bobby from Holland High school. She Henry Van Voorst of 272 East
a busy week-end of activitywhich Lmdeman, Hazel Sale, Eurima attended the state college of
which took place by can
began with a circus parade and Bosnia, Phyllis Jansen,
beauty culture and is employed dlelightlast Thursday In the
Joan Andreasen,Sally Schrier, at the Rose Beauty shop. He is
program under the "big top" in
the lodge. Each group created im- Julia De Witt, Faith Den Herder, employed by the Railway Express parish house of Maple Avenue
Christian Reformed church.
Sulkers, Carol Prigge, agency.
aginary animals out of things Manlv
The Rev. Daniel Zwler, pastor
found in their cabins.A circus par- Klranor Bouwsma, Arlene Vander
After the reception the couple
ade led by the band, proceeded lieuvel, Carolyn De Ridder, Phyl- left on a wedding trip north. of the church, read the double
down the trails to the lodge. Rib- lis Haskin. Harriet* Navis and They will be at home after June ring service at 8 p.m. in the pre- Camp Livingston, La.,
bons were awarded the animals, Donna Hackett.
13 at 260 East Ninth St. For sence of about 50 relatives and (Special)—Company D of
clowns and to various girls and
travelingthe bride wore a printed friends. Vows were exchanged Mich., has received its full _
before an improvised altar of of men and has been busy la
guardians. Enthusiasm was high
silk outfit with white accessories.
palms, ferns, large baskets of iris training them. ,
and the week-end was successfully Miss Wilma Kootstra
and other flowers and two sevenunder way.
Capt H. Austin
Honored at Shower
Bridal Shower Held
branch candelabra.
Saturday's program featured
pany D’a commanding
A shower wax held last ThursPreceding the ceremony, Clar- attending school' at Fort
games, sports, nature hikes, camp
day
night in honor of Miss Wilma in Wickers
ence Vogelzang, baritone soloist, Ga., as is Lieut. Richard
craft classes and a scavenger hunt.
The highlight of the evening was Kootstra who will be married Miss Edna Brandt, who will be sang "O Promise Me," de Koven,
Lieut Martin Japinga ‘has
June 14 to Chris Krafa of Hol- a June bride, was honored Wednes- accompaniedby Miss Winifred
the grand council fire held in the
sent to company B, composed of
land. The affair was held in the day, May 28. when Mrs. Wynand Westerhof who also played Bridal
lodge, when prizes, awards and
men of Adrian, Mich. Lieut _
home of Mrs Raymond Kootstra Wichers entertained a group of Chorus from the opera Lohengrin
ranks were received.The summer
of Grand Rapids, formerly with
friends and relativesat her home as the bridal party assembled.
day camping project was explain- on Waverly Heights.
mpany
Li now acting comThe evening was spent in play- in Holland. The party was in the
The bride, escorted by her mander of company D. Three reed to the girls and they were ining games and prizes were award- form of a miscellaneous shower
father, wks attired in heavy bro- serve officer*also have been atvited to express their interest by
ed to Mrs, Will is HuLsman, Mrs. and beautiful gifts were received. caded satin fash'oned with V neckregisteringfor the classes. Ninetytached to the company for train-,
Joe De Weerd, MLs. Nick Kei- Contests were enjoyed and a de- line, fitted bodice and leg-o-mut
four girls registered.
ing.
zer. and Mrs. Andrew Knoll. A licious two-course luncheon.
ton sleeves ending in points at
Sunday church and Sunday
Military censorship prevents the
two-course lunch was served.
Invited guests included Mrs. the wrist. The full skirt was gath
school services were in charge of
release of much information on tbt
Those attending were Mrs. William Wichers of Pittsburg,Pa.,
ered at the waistlineand ended In activities of company
Mrs. Lester Essenburg and the Henry Koeman, Mrs. John Kamps,
|
Tanda group. The girls entered Miss Evelyn Prins, Miss Lillian Miss Dorothy Wichers,Mrs. Wil- a long train. Her fingertip veil
liam Van Kersen, Miss Helene Van of tulle was arranged at the head
the lodge to a sacred march playTotal tobacco production In 38
Pirns, Mrs Willis Hulsman and Kersen and Mrs. K. De Pree of
with a shirred coronet. The bri states In 1940 amounted to 1,699,ed by Eleanor Reed; the Doxology
daughter, Miss Juella Hulsman, Holland; Mrs. J. De Pree, Mrs. J.
dal bouquet was made of calla 727,914 pounds, the biggest crop in
was sung, followed by the Lord's Mrs Joe De Weerd. Mrs. Nick
Van Brooke, Miss Jane Venekla- lilies, snapdragonsand roses with U.S. history.
prayer, a hymn, and scripture les- Keizer, Mrs. Charles Rosema,
sen. Mrs. D. Hoffmeyer and Mrs.
r. shower of sweet peas.
sion. The Misses Mary Blair and Mrs. J. Dozema, Mrs. Andrew
Jeane Swart, accompanied by Knoll, Mrs. Henry Van Dragt, William Laughlin of Grand Rapids; Preceding the bride was her Notice of Extension of Waterfi
Janet Gark, sang a duet which Miss Doris Van Dragt, Miss Sena Mrs. G. Van Eenenaam of Muske- cousin, Joyce Steketee, as Junior Mains to be constructed.on an
was followed by discussion of the De Jong, Mrs. George Do Weerd, gon: Mrs. H. P. De Pree. Mrs. J. bridesmaid, wearing a long dress
assessment basis.
Standard Sunday school lesson Mrs. Dm Kootstra and Mrs. Ray- H. De Pree. Mrs. H. Van Eene- of pink chiffon with blue ribbon
River Avenue between 28th
naam,
Mrs. P. T. Moerdyk, Musses between the flounced tiers in the
Another duet, hymn and closing mond Kootstra.
Evelyn De Pree, Charlotte De Pree skirt. Miss Frieda Heerspink, who 30th Streets, and in 30th Street -3
prayer by Julia Smith, concluded
Others invited were Mrs. John and Margie Keppel of Zeeland.
*it
from River Avenue to
a
attended her sister as bridesmaid,
the service as the girls participat- Prias, Mrs Donald Lommen Mrs.
middle of the block between Colwore blue Mousseline de sole with
ed in a recessional.
Peter Kooiker, Mrs. Hamid HuLspink trim, fashioned similarly to lege and Columbia Avenues.
Mrs. Lloyd Reed, local Camp man, Mrs Dtwrence Prias, Mrs. Dr. and Mrs. Hoekje
Holland, Mich., May 23, 194L
that of the junior bridesmaid.
Fire director,and guardians, con- Gerrit Van Dragt and Miss WilArrive from Japan
They carried bouquets of roses NOTICE is hereby given that
sidered the week-end the most ma Van Dragt.
the Common Council of the City
Dr. and Mrs. Willis G. Hoekje and sweet peas tied with pink am
successful the Holland girls have
of Holland at a session held May
who for many years have been blue ribbons.
ever had at camp.
Raymond Van Voorst attended 21. 1941, adopted the following, restationed as missionaries In JapAt the council fire national Showers Compliments
an arrived last Thursday by his brother as best man. Ushers solution:
birthday honors were awarded to
Miss Alverna Abel
RESOLVED, that pursuant to
train to spend some time with were Harvey Heerspink,brother
Mary Vander Wege, Mary Elaine
Mrs. Albert Timmer was hostess the former's sister, Miss Hanna of the bride, and Harold M. Van a recommendationof the Board of
Monetza,Marilyn De Cook. Donna
at a miscellaneous shower Thurs- G. Hoekje of West 10th St. Dr. Voorst, brother of the bridegroom. Public Works, water mains be conDekker, Janet Camp and Shirle>
day, May 29, in honor of Miss Al- and Mrs. Hoekje have been sup- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Heerspink, structed in River Avenue between.
Visser.
verna Abel, a June bride-elect. ported in their work by Hope Re- brother and sister-in-lawof the 28th and 30th Streets,and in 30th
High point winner in the varMiss A lx1 1 was presented with formed church and will be offi- bride, were master and mistress Street from River Avenue to n
ious ranks who received five d >1Addle
__
many gifts. The evening was spent cially welcomed by the Rev. of ceremonies. Both the mothers point approximately in the
lars to be used for camping or for
of the block between College and
in playing games with prizes go- Marion
Velder
the
of
the
bride
and
groom
wore
blue
Fire were: Trailseeker.
ing to Miss Amy Van Den Bosch. Sunday morning services.Dr. crepe with shoulder corsages. The Columbia Avenues; that said waPhyllis Boersma; Woodgat Merer.
A two-course lunch was served by Hoekje will also speak briefly. mistress of ceremonies wore pink ter mains be laid in accordanct
Joyce Boersma; Firemaker,Julia
with plana and specificationsnow
Mrs. Albert Timmer and the Miss- Miss Jean Hoekje, their daughter,
crepe and a corsage.
Smith; Torchbearer, Mary Vander
es Mane Timmer, Gladys Abel and and her fiance,Alan Glaxser, are
A wedding supper was served by on file in the office of the Board of \
Wege.
Gertrude Timmer.
spending the Memorial Day week- HazeJ Bonzelaar, Harriet Bazuin, Public Works, and
Receiving national honors for
RESOLVED further, that the I
Those present were Mrs. Albert end at the Hoekje home.
Jane Bazuin, Kathryn Selles, Ann
handicraft were: Uta— Lois Timcost and expense of constructing
Timmer, Mrs. Mary Lugers, Mrs.
Mulder
and
Wilma
Vandenberg
mer, Betty Nash, Ruth RLsselada,
such water mains be paid partly
John Van Den Bosch, Mrs. Henry
During the supper hour Mr. VoJoan Andreasen,Lois Schoon, Lugers,. Mrs. James Klels, Mrs. Kayers Family Holds
from the Water Fund of said City,
gelzang
sang
"Lovely
Night"
from
Keda— Donna Dekker, Joanne
Henry Timmer, Mrs. William 15th Annual Reanion
Tales of Hoffman, Offenbach and partly by special assessment
Geerds, Mary Vander Wege; Shunupon the lots and lands of nonAbel, Mrs. Marvin Van Den Bosch.
“Thou't Like Unto a Flower," RuThe
Kuyers
family
reunion,
ta— Doris Diekema, Rosemary Culconsumers of water upon said
Mrs. William Van Den Bosch.
which is an annual affair, was bens tein; "I Love You Truly," streets lying within the special <
len: Wakan— Julia Smith.
Mrs. Russel Crammer and the
held for the 15th consecutive Bond, and "Sylvia,”Speaks.
Hoba Choba group ajid guardians
assessmentdistrictas designated
Misses Louise Schippa. Marie and
Mr. and Mrs. Van Voorst left on
year on Memorial day in the
Misses Dorothy Curtis and Laura
Gertrude Timmer. Amy Van Den home of Peter Kuyers in North a short wedding trip and will by a red line in the diagram and
Roosenraad,received local honors
plat of said special assessment
Bosch, Gladys Abel, Winifred TimHolland. Dinner was served at make their home at 212 West 14th
for 100 per cent taking rank durmer and Henrietta and Esther noon followed
district, said district to be known
program. St. after June 15. The couple
ing the year. Members of the Timmer.
and designated as “River Avenut
Among
other
things,
two
dialogues
wore
matching
gray
pinstripe
group are Arlene Beekman, Can
and 30th Street Water Main Dis"If I Were President" and 'The suits. The bride had navy and red
Curtis, Donna Hackett, Mary
trict.”
Family
Hold
Back,"
were
given.
accessories.
Mr.
Van
Voorst
is
Houtman, Gwen Kooiker, Harriet Zwemer-Oonk Vows
Total estimated cost of said
business
meeting
followed
employed by Precision Parts diviNavis, Denise Raffenaudand Nanwater main being ............ $8,331.83. |
the
program.
New
officers
are
ion
and
Mrs.
Van
Voorst
operates
Exchanged
in
cy Van Hartesveldt.
Amount to be raised by special
Miss Ethel May Oonk, daugh- Charles Kuyers, president; John the Magic Curl beauty shop.
The complete lust of those takassessment
........................
$3,441.49.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Oonk, Van Duine, vice president; Ben
ing rank includes: Trail Se.k. r
Resolved further, that the City •j
Diekema,
secretary;
Albert
KuyGlenna Mills, Janet Camp, Marilyn 59 West 17th St., and Lawrence
FIVE
Gerk be instructedto give notico
De Cook, Mary Monetza, Shi: lev Zwemer, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. ers, treasurer, and Harold Alderion of
of the proposed construction
ink sports chairman. A hamburP.
Zwemer.
274
East
Eighth
St..
Koning, Yvonne Diekema, Maty
FISHING
said water mains and of special ,]
ger
fry
was
held
in
the
evening
the
Wooden, Dorothy Wolters. Gloria were united in marriage
assessmentto be made to defray®
Dykhouse, Charlene Miller, Dor- home of the bride’sparents, Fri- followed by motion pictures by
Five out-state residents pleaded part of the expense. Said notice to
Charles
De
Boer.
othy Ten Brink, Elaine Koop. L >u- day at 6 p.m.. Dr. 11 D. Terguilty to charges of fishing with- be published in the Holland dty -i.
ise Baskett, Arlene Poll and Ethel kcurst performingthe double
out licenseson arraignmentbefore News according to usual procedure

"Fellow Creatures"by Charles but he was identified by three perD. Stewart. A combinationof na- sons who had bought the product
m
turalist frontiersman and philoso- last year as the person who sold
Social activitiesat the Macapher, Mr. Stewart passes on his it to them. Grand Rapids police adtawa Bay Yacht club got under
vised the sheriff’s departmentthat
way Saturdaynight when approxiDunlap had been arrested in Sepmately 200 members and guests Miss Hazel Lange jans
ring ceremony.
tember, 1937, on a charge of lar- Coll.
attended the gala opening dinner
Preceding the service, Marvin
Wood
Gatherer
—
Isla
Streur.
ceny by conversion and had been
dance in the club house. The af- Is Feted at Shower
Jean Mask, Donna Dekker, Kath- Oonk sang the appropriate selecsentenced
to
serve
60
days
in
the
fair was one of the most successMrs. Gilbert Van De Water,
leen Essenberg, Jerene Jacobs. tions "At Dawning," and "Beful held at the local club. Rooms 636 Michigan Ave., was Tiostess Kent county jail.
Joyce Brandt and Joyce Hill; Fire cause,” accompanied at the piano
were gaily decoratedfor the oc- at a miscellaneous shower Wedby Mrs. Daniel J Zwmer, She
Maker— Arlene Cook.
casion, and music was furnished nesday, May 28 honoring Hazel
New
Substitute Clerk
Tulip
Time
marching
honors also played the Lohengrin wedby Russ Butterfield and his orch- Langejans whose marriage to
. to Alyda Weller Bonnie ding march as the bridal party
estra of Grand Rapids. Mr. and Gerald Emmick will take place
Named (or Post Office went
Straatsma,
Arlene Smith, Joan took their places before a backMrs. W. P. Telling were in charge in June. Games were played and
Strabbing,
Doris
Haight, Gloria ground of ferns, palms, baskets
a two-course lunch was served by
of arrangements for the affair.
Assistant Postmaster John Dykhuis, Joyce Palmer, Darla of spirea, peonies and iris, with
Special guests of the club, mem- the hostess. The bride-elect was Grevengoed has reported that
lighted candelabra.Bouquets of
Westrate, Rose Di Figlia, Barbara
bers of the Grand Rapids and Mus- presented with many lovely gift*. Robert Evenhuis, 387 Lincoln Ave.,
mixed spring flowers and iris
Morris,
Mildred
Nyhof,
Mary
Van
Those present included the Mes- has been appointed new substitute
kegon Power squadrons,arrived
were used to decoratethe hall,
Weelden, Marion Eastman, Verna
by boat late in the afternoon, and dames D. Langejans, C Emmick, clerk to fill the vacancy caused by
living room and dining room.
Van Zyl, Iva Vander Meulen, Barwere escorted into Lake Masatawa H. J. Langejans, John Langejans, recent changes hi personnel at the
The bride was attractive in a
bara Westrate,Barbara Osborne,
by a delegation from the local James Langejans,Steven Lange- post office. Mr. Evenhuis had been
white satin gown fashioned with
Maxine Wiersma, Joyce Brandt,
club. Among the vsitors were jans, Tony Dykema, Arthur Post- employed as salesman at the De
short train, lace insets in the
Prudence Haskin, Lois Miles.
shoulders and tight fitting sleeves.
Commodore George Brown of the ma, Hero Brat, Andrew
Vries and’ Dornbos Furniture
Elaine Zeerip, Julia Smith. ArGrand Rapids Power squadron, Henry Wabeke, Merton Wabeke, store.
She wore a finger tip veil and
lene De Ridder, 'Alice -Kulman,
carried
shower bouquet of
and Mrs- Brown, with other of- Lawrence South, Justin Wabeke,
Mary Ann Bekker, Betty Cook, sweet peas and white rosebuds.
Gordon
Wabeke,
L.
B.
Scholten,
ficer* of the squadron and their
Carol Dean Van Lare, Yvonne
Mrs. J. W. Antonides, as her
wives, and Commodore Frank H. Rapnega, George Kuiper, Joe Pays Dollar Fine After
Diekema, Mary Wooden, Mary sister’smatron of honor, wore a
Bronkhorst, John Saggers, G. Van
White of the Grand Rapid* Yacht
Mishap Hurts Cyclist Houtman, Shirley Bontekoe,Rose uink lace and net combination,
De Water, and the
le Misses Alberclub.
McCormick, Peggy Prins, Ruth and carried a bouquet of sweet
tha Brat, Dorothy Brat, Sarah
Koemap,
Lou
Wabeke,
Jacob Veldheer, 84 East 17th St., Ruch, Nona Ver Meulen, Conniq
New automobiles
peas and pink roses.
les registered in
paid court costs of $1 to Municipal Hinga, Arlene Cook, Lois Wille U. S. in 19
Daniel J. Zwemer was hi* brototaled 3,922,000,
3, 922.C
Judge Raymond L. Smith Satur- liams, Mary Vantjer Wege, Lois ther’s best man.
an increase of 27.1 per cent over
nie- Kuiper,
day upon his plea of guilty to a Van Ingen, Shirley Visser, Evelyn
For her daughter’s, wedding
the 1939 mark.
. Others invited were the Mes- charge of double parking.Veld- Cook, Betty Vander Wege, Char- Mrs. Heerspink wore a printed
P. fiersma, Hero Brat JrM
lene Miller, Thelma Kraal, jv
silk redingote with a corsage of
UB. pension
rolls iii
In 1925
- avs*
W3’
d Langeve., i^euna
Leona Caauwe, Elaine Essen- sweet peas and yellow roses. The
the names of 21 widows and verter!
‘ Heeri1n8a' 178 Columbia Aye,
1, Leila, Ten Cate/ Ethel Cole, groom’s mother wore a navy
ans from the
vS" Wa^?e' Charie8
w" injured.when the bicycl*
5**. Oliver Peterson, P. Van was riding crashed into an open
De Cook, Doris Diekema, blue silk jacket ensemble with a
257 widows and veterans from the Dyk,
and De Mann, and
door
on
Veldheer’s car on Eighth Janet Brooks, Mildred Russell,Lu- similar corsage.
Mexican wars of 1846.
Beth
St
; v
cille Jonkman, Donna Van TongFollowing • the ceremony, a

-

NURSE

AUTO CRASHES

BUILDING

Year's Outlay by

As HHS Teachers Paid Tribute to Miss Hanna G. Hoekje

THREE HURT IN

I siwtaWPfr

rand Haven, June

5

(Special)

—An appeal from the

justice

court of George Caball of Zeeland
was filed in circuit court here in
the case of John Meidema vs. John
Schutte and Harvey Schutte.

Meidema was awarded damages
of $33.20 against the defendants
by a jury last May 27 in CabalTs
court as the result of an automobile accident June 23, 1940, in
Blendon township . where a car
owned by John Schtitteand driven
by his son, Harvey, is alleged to
have struck Meidema's vehicle.

THE NEWS CLASSDIEDi

it

brotherswere caught fishing in
Phone SMI
Lake Macatawa while Buurma, his 29 East 6th
son and Youngsma were apprehenHOLLAND, MICHIGAN
ded while fishing in Pigeon river
Gilbert Vandsr Watsr. Mgr.
in Port Sheldon township.

THK HOLLAND CITT NEWS THURSDAY, JUNE

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Sunday School
Lesson
June 8, 1941

does the world measure success?
To convert one man may mean the
beginning of a spiritual revolution.
It was altogether worth while to
get one man like Saul of Tarsus
into the Jesus Way. One man may
mean thousands of others by and
by. We should count it a great victory if we could capture one map
for the kingdom— if he were a cer-

B,

1941

500,000 feet, the largest load ever
brought In. *
The number of sheep sheared in
Ottawa county during 1896, according to the 19th annual report
of Farmers and Farm Statistics,
just Issued, Is 7,066 which produced
29,448 pounds of wool, making an

INDUCnONOF

Early

Simmer Wedding

UNIT DELAYED Solemnized in

Zeeland

Tbit SUforand church of Zetland waa the actnc of an attrac- Kkla Ruth^Florenceand Theresa
average of 558 pounds of wool
Among interestinglocal* in th« making an average of 558 pounds The fact that higher officers tive early summer .wedding on
tain man.
were ordered to Fort Brady over May 29 when Mia Laura Mae Yen MnT^Ske Van^cJS?
December 17 issue of the Ottawa per head.
ward Vanden Brink, Ethel Klein,
By Henry Geerllnp
The
jail building committee of the holiday week-end for an emer- Kley, daughter of1 Dr. and Mrs.
County Times published in 1897
Emily Borgman and Mildred Van
John
Van
Kley
became
the
bride
this county consistingof Supervi- gency "blackout" has caused a
Dyke.
were:
The
Beaverdam
creamary
Antioch becomes a second birthto
sors Dykema of this city, Prulm of week’s delsy in the musteringin- of Elmer J. Van Dyke, aon of Mr.
Others invited were Mrs. JL
association paid patrons nearly Spring Lake, Brown of George- to service of the local unit df the and Mrs. John Van Dyfo 26 East
place of Christianity. In this
Hartman,
Mis. P. Hamelink, Mrs.
20th SL, Holland. Dr. John R.
19 and one-half cents for butter town, Fox of Allendale, Cole of Michigan State troop*.
wicked city the church felt an irC, Hamelink, Mrs. T. Pruls, Mrs.
Mulder, assisted by Dr. John Van
Polkton,
and
Boyce
of Grand HavThe
ceremony
hu
now
been
during October.
resistible urge to touch the life of
NffW Home of the
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kool of 157
Peuraem of Zeeland, performed J. Koning, Mis. G. Oosterbaan.
Holland City New*
A marriagelicensewas granted en, met in the court house Tuesday scheduled for next Monday at 7:30
the world. Jerusalem seemed to
East Fifth St. will celebrate
the double ring ceremony at 6
Published Ever>- Thurabe disposed to confine Christian- their 50th wedding anniversary Saturdayto Fred Bakker and Nel- to Inspect plans of the proposed p.m. in Holland armory.
day by tb« Sentinel
new
jail. The plans are for a build-'
The
local
troop
held
ita
first pjn. in the presenceof approxiity. Antioch wanted to give it Friday, June 6, by holding open lie Berkompas of New Holland.
Prlntlnf Co. Office 54-86
Ing 36 by 48 feet with ample cell outdoor drill Monday night Be- mately 179 friends and relativesof
Weal Eighth street,Holworld-wings. Jerusalem seemed to
Mrs. Vanden Bosch.
Rev. J. Post of Lamont this
house from 2 to 5 p.m. and from 7
room, corridors and fine sanitary cause of lack of room In the arm- the oouple.
land. Michigan.
have been afflictedwith a policy ^to 8 p.m.
county has been called to the
Attending her as matron of
arrangements.
ory for the advanced type of close
Entered as aecond claw matter at of isolation.Antioch felt the throbMr. Kool, an old-timeprofes- First Christian Reformed church Matters In regard to the Holland order drill, the troops moved out- honor was her sister Mrs. Betty Holland Chapter Holds
the port office at Holland,Mich- bing life that must have large exsional ice skater, Rtill retains his at Pella, Iowa.
under the aei of Congreaa.March 8,
and Lake Michigan Electric rail- side and drilled on Graves place Van Kley.
pression. Hence we have in this
Initiation Ceremony
John K. Troost and family of
im.
enthusiasmfor the sport and was
way have progressed so far that between Central and College Aver Th# two bridesmaids were Miss
ancient city of wickedness and
Crisp left Tuesday for Oak Harbor,
Peonies, rosea and nasturtium*
seen
on
the
Ice here a number of
the company has been granted an
Three national guardsmen of Evelyn Wisslnk and Miss JeanC. A. FRENCH, Editor and M.nager waywardness the beginning of one
Whidby Island, Wash., where they
times last winter. Although he has
W. A BUTLER, Bualneaa Manager
extentlonof time to June 1st next company D, First Lieut Martin nette Meeuwsen. both of Zeeland. were used as decorations at an
of the greatest movements of all
Initiatory ceremony of Holland
passed his 80th birthday, his will make their future home.
provided all debts outstanding Jipping, Arnold Sikkel and John
Juanita Van Kley, sister of the
Telephone—Newa Item* 8193
time. The modem missionary
A marriage license was granted
chapter No. 429, OES, Tuesday
health is remarkable. Mr. Kool
here, amounting to about $6,052, A. Casemler, who have been home bride, was flower girl.
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 8191
movement really began here. •
in Allegan county a few days ago
evening in Masonic hall. Worthy
retired1from active work about
will be paid up by the first of on furlough, have left by automoGerald
Van
Dyke
assisted
the
It Is interesting to note the
National Advertising Representative
to Albert as Siebellnk and Betsy
Matron Mary Streur and her of20 years ago.
January next.
bile for Camp Livingston,La, groom as best man. and ushers
character of thus little missionary
Brouwer,
both of Fillmore townficers, assisted by Grace Stovsr,
The publishershall not be liable
He
was
born
in
The
NetherIt is a noteworthyfact, that not They took with them approod
were
Jacob
Hutting*
of
Grand
congregation. It was like a small
ship.
for any error or errors In printing
put
matron of Oak Park chapter,
lands and came here 54 years ago.
one passenger was lost through mately 1,000 magazineswhich had Haven and Dr. LaVern Van Kley
any advertisingunhss a proof of spot of blue in a 'great field of
A singing school has been orthe perils of the deep In 1897 on been collected at the armory for of Zeeland. The men wore white Oak Park, III, Josephine Dykatra,
such advertisementshall have been ugly and forbidding blackness.It He was a professional skater in
put matron of Holland chapter,
obtained by advertiser and returned
The Netherlandsfor a number of ganized at New Groningen with the Great Lakes. The Chicago the soldiers.
white carnations.
b. him In time for correcUon with was one soft, sweet note in a babel years and won many awards for R. \ Hyma as leader, Fred Westand Nella Hill initiatedand wellines
alone
carried
half
a
million
Following
the
ceremony
a
reThree
others
arrived
home
Montu.h errors or corrections noted of janglingvoices. It was one loaf
veld, is president; John Hartgercomed
into the chapter Henry
his
proficiency.
About
five
or
six
passengers.
The
Lake
Michigan
plainly thereon; and In such case If of bread in a storehouse of poisons.
day night on 15-day furlough. ception waa held for about 175
ink, vice-president;Henry Yekel,
Streur, husband of the worthy
any error so noted is not corrected,
years
ago
he
received a pair of
and
Lake
Superior
Co.,
carried
guests
In
the
basement
of
the
They
art
Sgt.
Jack
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Features of the program were a
ed grey beard— the type of person wiibiglygave up their two best
and Eddie Telman and John Veen. ing to instruct police officers in
Couple Is Married in
"family album” presentedby Guy M. Wfise; Keeper of W'apum, Ottawa Station
who could hardly be imagined as men.
Mrs. Lillie methods of lifesaving. The board Poppema-Van Klaveren
R. H. Habermann; Collectorof
Load Parsonage
deliberatelyhurting a fly. Yet he
We do not know why these two members of the class, selections W’apum, J. Hoogenstyn;First San- Chaple and Mrs. Ann Amlgh of authorized the chief of police to Marriage Solemnized
Miss Ruth Van Hal a, daughter
had his share in causing the deaths missionarieswent to Cyprus. Per- by the Ter Beek quartet, and an
Bass River were guests of Mr. and Invite Captain Bontekoe to inThe marriage of Miss Geneva of Mrs. Henry Van Hala, and Roy
of millions;he was not the real haps Barnabas was anxious to go informal missionary talk by Miss up, George W'indeknecht; Second Mrs. J. M. Fellows Sunday.
struct the officers.
Van Klaveren, daughter ot Mr. and Green, son of Mr. and Mrs. M. W.
cause of those deaths, but he had there because it was his native Tena Holkeboer,missionary to Sanup, Frank Smith; Finance
Mrs. Peter Van Klaveren ot route Green of West 14th St., were marhis share In the responsibility. So place and he knew' its need. Per- China now on furlough here. committee, Austin Harrington, R,
PERFECT CRIBBAGE
L Holland to Frank Poppema, son ried last Thursday evening in the
infinitelycomplex is this busi- haps circumstancesof a signifi- "Bless Be the Tie," was the dos- H. Habermann. Peter Bauman, J. Relatives Return From
Hacklanderand J. Hoogenstyn.
of the late Mr. and Mrs. U. Pop- parsonageof Wesleyan Methodist
ness of modem war making, and cant and directivecharacter ing hymn.
IS
Attending Funeral Rites
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bosman left
pema ot 214 East 17th St. was church. The Rev. Gerrit Visser ofTables were attractivelydecorso unreliable are the easy gen- shaped their course. Perhaps there
RESIDENT Bolemnizedin the pastor’s study ficiated. The couple wu attended,
eralizations that war hatreds were as many determining circum- ated with pink and white peonies. Tuesday for a two weeks stay with
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Kievit
at the Central Park church Thurs- by Mr. and Mrs. Benjamen Rowan.
Supper arrangements were in their daughter, Mrs. J. Brockcause us to make.
stances in their case as there are
and Mrs. Delia Coburn, all of 278
Mr. and Mrs. Green will make
What will we be saying 25 in the cases of those who in mod- charge of Mrs. C. Hoeland, Mrs. meyer, at Freeport, 111.
Herman Bekker, 289 Lincoln day, May 29 by the Rev. F. J.
Miss Emma Petheram,of Nober, East 13th St., have returned from Ave., experienced a rare thrill a Van Dyk. The double ring cere- their home in Central park. Mr.
yean hence of the persons who are em times go to Africa or China or H. Bussies and their committee.
Ont, returned home Tuesday after Toledo, O., where they attended few days ago when he drew a per- mony was used.
Green is employed by the Baker
cast for the role that the Kaiser Japan or Persia.There is need ot
an extended visit with the family funeral services for their nephew, fect cribbage hand while playing
The bride was attendedby her Furniture Co. and Mrs. Green at
played in the last war— the arch
the gospel everywhere. The whole Bride-Elect Honored
of Mrs. and Mrs. George H. Sou- James W. Kievit. son of Benjavillains? It is an interesting world is the field. The big thing is
with his wife and Mr. and Mrs. sister, Theresa Van Klaveren, and Security Sportswear.
ter of Beechwood Park, North min Kievit, Sr., who was killed Henry De Maat at the De Maat the bridegroom by his brother,
•peculation,but no one would be- to get men and women in the in Zatphen Home
Side. Miss Maud Souter accom- last week in an auto accident at home on West 17th St.
Ulysses Poppema.
lieve It if it were put into words. mood of going somewhere. The
Misses Julia Ensink and Julia
Announce Engagement
Greens burg, O.
After the ceremony a reception
A quarter of a century ago no one gospel must be preached to all Baker entertained with a miscel- panied her and will visit her many
Bekker drew three fives and a
Kievit was killed on the day
relatives
in
the
Dominion
the
comwas
held
st
their
home
for
about
in the Allied countries could have peoples.They need it as they need laneoas shower last Wednesdayjack of spades. When the cards
of Holland Couple
his brother, Benjamin Kievit, Jr.,
ing winter.
believed that the Kaiser would air and light and food.
were cut he got the five of spades, 30 guests. Those present from out
evening in the John Baker home
Mr. and Mrs. William Steketee
was
married.
He
was
located
at
Marriage licenses included:John
of town were Mr. and Mrs. Ben
one day be regarded in those very
of 68 West 15th St. announce thf
These two workmen of the Lord in Zutphen honoring Miss Rasena S. Bosch, 26, Anna F. Jonkman, 21, Buffalo, N.Y., while on his honey- giving him 29 points or one game.
countneswith a half-amused feel- preachedin the synagogue of the Heyboer, a bride-elect. Gifts were
Bekker said he had been playing Poppema and children, Betty, Ber- engagement of their daughter,
moon.
nice and Wayne, and Miss Alice
ing of tolerance.The reversals Jews. This was good strategy and presented, games were played and Holland township; Fred T. AnderBefore returning to Holland, cribbage 20 years and that a per- Poppema of Grand Rapids and Thelma, to Cecil J. Woltman, son
son, 24, Walker, Kent county, Netthat hiitory provides,as has been
fect
hand
happens
perhaps
once
a
a
two-course
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was
served.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Woltman of
hard common sense and commendMr. and Mrs. Kievit and Mrs. G>
Richard Poppema of South Haven. Van Raalte Ave. The wedding date v*
proved in the case of the Kaiser, able diplomacy. They began where
Those present includedEvelyn tie M. Jackson, 20, Berlin; Henry burn went to Fort Wayne, Ind., lifetime.
Timmer,
21,
Zeeland,
Ida
De
They
left
Friday
on
a
brief
wedare so astonishing that they can there was something of a begin- Van Spyker, Dorothy Vander
hu not been set.
to visit Mrs. Cobum’s son, Herding trip to Chicago.
never be believed except in the ning, where there was some hope Kolk, Ethel Brower, Jeanette Van Zwaan, 20, Jamestown; Henry J. bert Cobum, who is confinedIn
Mr. and Mrs. Poppema will
distant retrospect
Ess. Theressa Veltema, Loreane Kniper, 27, Blendon, Dina Hart- the hospital there suffering with
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of getting a slight foothold.While
ger, 19, Graafschap;Martin Beumake
their home at 214 East 17th
Van
Spyker,
Ruth
Meyer,
BeaThe followingmotorists have
pneumonia.
the Jews were some of the most
kema, 33, Martha Klouw, 45,
SL Mr. Poppema is employed at paid fines and costa for traffic
bitter enemies Christianity had, trice ELzinga, Beatrice Zwiers,
Mr. Cobum is a driver for the
Long Illness Fatal to
Mr. and Mrs. J. Stolp of Mus- the General Motors Corp. in Grand violations:Homer Barger, route
Henrietta
Polher, Dorothy Brow- Spring Lake; William Kueken, 25, Holland Motor Express, Inc. He
yet we must never forget that
4, Holland, speeding,$5; Floyd
Salem Township Mao among the Jews it had its begin- er, Metta Venema, Jemima En- Grand Haven town, Bertha L. lives on Highland Ave., just out- kegon spent the week-end with Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kort
sink, Julia Ensink, Ethel Ensink, Grose, 20, Bergholtz.
Klinge, 18, 119 East 24th St.,
side the city. His wife is staying
ning. And, too, there were always
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
The Ladles’ Missionary and Aid
Bumips. June 5 (Special)
failing to have car under control,
some Jewish souls that were Jessie De Vries, Mildred Ver Osborn, on 14th St. Saturday,a With him at Fort Wayne.
Birthday
Party
Held
society will meet in the church
Samuel Brenner, 60, of Salem yearningfor more light and had Hage, Minnie De Vree, Irene Hey95; William Boy Ion. 24, route 4
basement Thursday afternoon. lor Jane Hied
Holland, failing to stop for
township, died in the Ann Arbor finally yielded to the overtures of boer, Julia Baker, Ethel Looks, son.
Mrs. L Kunzi will be hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. George N. Wil- Lawn Party Is Given
hospital Tuesday morning follow- the Christ love. The early Chris- Viola Locks. Mrs. Lula Ringewole,
June Nicol was guest ot honor through itreet, 93; Ray Allen, 22,
Mrs. J. Wabeke and Misses
Mrs. Jeanette Venema and Mrs. liams of Howell, spent Sunday
ing a lingering illness.
at a birthday party Monday after- 191 West 16th St., speeding, 95;
tian missionaries never hesitated
at De Vries Home
Ruth and Gladys Wabeke attendwith friends here.
Survivors are three brothers to walk through the doors that Ruth Visser.
noon In the hone of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Slenk, 19, route 2, HolOn Monday evening a dinner ed a bridal shower for Miss Hazel Ray Nicol on route 5. Games were land, failing to yield right of
The tug A. J. Wright having a
Thomas and Walter of Salem town- were at least half-way open to
Total bills for fire protection scow in tow loaded with lumber was served to 22 members of the Lange jans last Wednesday even- played and prizes were awarded way, 95; Everett Van Den
ship and Dan of Hopkins; and them and their message.
for cities over 10,000 amounted to for the West Michigan Furniture Fahocha class of First Metho- ing at the home of Mrs. G. Vande
one sister, Miss Doris Brenner of
to Verleta Maatman, Ruth Gen- Brink, 18, route 4, Holland,speedAnother outstandingfact that 5195,676,000 in 1940, or about
Grand Rapids.
Co., arrived here from Menominee dist church on the lawn at the Water in Holland.
ing, 95.
zink and Alma Schrptenboer.
challenges our thought is the enMarvin Poskey and friend spent
$3.55 per capita.
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Alma
Grocounter of the missionaries with
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and
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cently.
sided at the business meeting.
day from 1 to 2 p.m. at the
Mr. and Mrs. N. Vander Wall Miu Amy Van Den Botch
Letters were read from girls in
church. The Rev. John Waltermk was smart enough to see that his
the Baxter seminary.
house and Lester accompanied Mr. and
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"To foUUh mm bdmgnk • love /or
of the truth that these missionparty was planned to take the Mrs. G. H. Vruggink and Noiv It Feted at
aries were teaching.He seemed to
place of the regular July meeting. man of Beaverdam to Fulton, III,
A surprise miscellaneous shower thinpa/ar"—Pindar
Report of Two Weeks
feel that they knew him and his
Thia week-end party will be held where they spent a couple days waa given Wednesday, May 28, In
JWf
visiting Mrs. Kate De Witt and honor ot Miss Amy Van Den
in the Gunn cottage.
Ii Released by Bottje tricks. And certainly Paul made
him know that he did know him.
A leader will be selected by the family.
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Bosch of Zeeland who will beimitobp, 185a
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present: Hilda Anderson, Mary Grand Rapids were holiday and held in the De Kraker home.
ter’s office for the tost two weeks felt aa if the house of his soul was
Anne Anderson, Betty Barton. week-end guests at the Henry
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of chattel mort- The worldly confess that Barnateacher, Mrs. De Vrice.
Van Kampen, Ofesta»Mae Vanbas and Paul were not very aucOt tha nation’*6,096,799 farms, den Berg, Mrs. Harvey De Vree,
earful in this Island, but how
only 898 raise hogs.
Mis, Ben .Wasting Mis, Andrew
\
Beflnnlnf of World MImIom
Acts 12:25-13.12
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Bosch, teacher, Nonna L. De
Hoop, Arlene J. Meengs, Levi Ny-

GRADUATION OF k&mp,

Eileen B. Schermer,Glenn
A. Van Haitama, Lee Delbert
Wyngarden. \
,

GRADE CLASSES
HERE THURSDAY

No.

;v
—

CLUB

IS

SHOWN

the

’

Drenthe

Dinner Meeting Closes

affair.

(Frees Tuesday'sSentinel)
of Mr. and
of West 22nd
St, who Is confined to Blodgett
hospital, is reported to be improving due to a new treatment,
and is able to be up on crutches
part of the time. On Thursday of
this week he will celebrate his
11th birthdaythe third anrJvwsary he will have observed In the

Robert Aman, son
TRAVEL M0V1EIMn.
Frank Aman

Jean H. Nyenhula, teacher, Stanley Gustafson, Nells Hundermanand Gordon
Timmer.
‘This Amazing America” was
No. 4, Huyzer — Carl Schermer,
teacher, Geraldine Bolder, Lee the title of a sound-color motion
De Vries, Ethil Huy*er, Marie picture of travel scenes shown to
Kloosterman,Helen J. Van Far- members of the Exchange club at
their regular meeting in the
owe, Lester Vereeke.
tavern Monday
No. 5, West Drenthe - Viola Warm
Cook, teacher, Shirley J. Wiei^ noon by John Klingenberg.
Guests were Dr. Ralph Hefsted
sema.
No. 8, Townline — Mr*. Irene and the Rev. William Van't Hof
Radseck, teacher, Gertrude Van of Holland; W. F. Feather of
Den Bosch, Marvin Velderman and Muskegon; N. C Post of Grand
Rapids; and E. A. Koch of ChiAlvin Lutke.
cago. PresidentClarence A. Jak
ving read a letter fromlhe Grand
Rapids Exchange club thanking
the local club for its work in
transporting members of the
On Wednesday evening, May Grand Rapids Camp Fire Drum
28, the Woman's Study club and Bugle corps during Tulip
closed this season’* actlvltie* with Time. The corps is sponsoredby
a dinner and buainess meeting at the Grand Rapids club.
the Red Brick Tea Room in HolThe next meeting will be held
land.
June 16 at the Macatawa Bay
The invocation was given by Yacht
Mr*. H. D. Strabblngbefore the
dinner, and Miss Sophia Van Der
Kamp presidedat the business
3,

been asked to wear old sport
clothes and country outfits to
cany out the general theme of

5, 1041

Year for Local

AAUW

CAMP FIRE GIRLS ’
COMPLETE COURSE
Certificates

were

TWO INJURED

distributed

Tuesday by (he county Red Croa*
Bringing their third season of
activity to a successful dose
Tuesday night, members of Holland branch, American Association
of University Women gatheredat
the Macatawa Bay Yacht club for
Using as their theme the popular
a dinner meeting. Covers were tune “Apple Blossomsand Chapel
laid for 31 at the tables which
were attractively decoratedwith Bells,” Hope collegs SibylUnaa en-

Hold
Spring Formal

Sibyllines

chapter to 11 Camp Fire girl* toj
completingtheir claaa In Ameri*
can Red Cross first aid for juniors.

HEADON
Two

persons suffered

injuries

Instructorwaa Misa Irene In a head-on collision of two its*':
Kleinheksel Girls receiving cer- tomobiles at 11th St and River ^
tificates were Joanne Andre ason, Ave. Tuesday about 9:55
Exercises Will Be Held in
112 East 12th St., Geraldine
Driven of the two can wert:
Holland High School
Bosch, route 1, Holland, Dorothy
hospital.
Boss, route 6, Holland, Arlene Raymond Teerman,41, 353
Ltncoto
Anditorinm
Albert TerMeer, of the Sudan a profusion of early summer blos- tertained their guests at the sor- Oook, route 6, Holand, Jerene Ave^and
Van Hull,
Ave., and John L,
L
Interior Mission, who returned soms.
ority's annual spring formal party Jacoba, 195 West 13th St., Nancy 267 West 17th St.
recently from Nigeria, making a
Eighth grade commencement exMrs. Warren S. Merriam, retir- held at the Highland Country Long. 182 West 11th St., Lola
Mrs. Van Huis, 49, was
seven-week ocean journey via ing as president after two years
ercise* which will be conducted
"ring fiP
club, Grand Rapids, Saturday eve- Miles, 38 East 18th St.. Ruth
freighter with nightly blackouts,
tonight at 8 p.m. in Holland
as head of the organization,pre- ning. Lorraine Timmer, Muskegon Riaaelada, 457 Central Ave., Lola rial lacerationsand bruises.
will speak Thursday at 2:30 pm.
high school auditoriumwill mark
Schoon, 55 West 14th St.. Kay man was treated at the
aided. During the dinner, each Junior, waa party chairman.
on the second floor of the armory
the conclusion of four such proguest presented some bit of inforDinner tables were attractiveIn Simpson, 72 West 15th St, and for leg injuries and was released*'
at
the
June
meeting
of
the
Wogram* throughoutthe county this
mation regardingthe state asso- blue and silver,Sibylline colors, Doris Wleakamp, 96 East 21at i Teerman was driving north
men's MissionarySociety of Imweek*
ciation,and informalsuggestions with bowls of sweet peas as cen- St.
River Ave. and Van Hull
manuel church. The midweek aei^
The service*will start at 8 p.m.
for next year's programs were terpieces. Escorts received lapel
southbound. John PerkosU, Tfj
vice of Immanuel church at 7:30
and will be in charge of Gerald
solicited.
West 21st St., was listed as a witcarnations as favors.Programs in
Thursday evening will also be adBosch, principal of the Vriesland
bess.
Annual reports were presented blue and white were decorated
dressed by Mr. TerMeer.
gchool They will open with a proby the retiring secretary, Mrs. with a belfry scene.
] Teerman told police that aopwi
Marian Sandee, Ooatburg, Wls
cessional, “War March of the
James Brierley,and the treasurer, Snatches from the song "Apple
|r driver pulled away from thti
freshman, rend scripture at Hope
Priests,'’ to be played by Miss
Mrs. Ralph Eash, during the bus- Blossoms and Chapels Bell*”
curbing on the east side of L
chapel exercise* this morning and
Eileen Schermer of the Vriesland
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Ave. which forced him to the op«''
:
Harvey Koop, Holland sophomore, iness meeting. Announcement was formed the names for numbers on
John Kloosterman waa the scene pofiite side of the street to avofatvl
school.
led in prayer. Koop announced made by Mrs. Merriam of the the program. "Drifting by in reThe Rev. E. E. Heeren, pastor
of a wedding Friday evening a collislortwith this car. F. Freervi
that the
and
will in- appointmentby the board of Miss view" was special music by a trio
when their daughter, Roiella,be- took the Injuredparties to the ham
of Vriesland Reformed church,
augurate a personal service this Evelyn Steketeeto aerve as vice- composed of Jeanne Swart, Morcame the bride of Willard Dya of pital
will deliver the invocation followsession held later in the evening.
summer for the students who will president of the branch to fill the rell Webber, and Betty pavia with
North Blendon. The Rev. John
ed by the address of welcome from The yearly routine of business
Ruth
Stegenga
as
narrator.
“Reunexpired
term
of
Mrs.
Charles
K.
be grafted. This will Include a
J. J. Riemersma, principalof Hol- was transacted and a few other
The LjgHt Bearers society met letter writing bureau, mailing of Van Duren, resigned.
minding Me of You" was Doris Geels read the double ring cereland high school.
In her president's report. Mrs. Van Hoven singing as her solo, mony before a setting xrf palms,
matters discussed.Election of Tuesday evening, May 13, at the newspapers, college papers, and
ferns and two seven-branch canhome
of
Mrs.
Nelson
Brower.
Merriam
reviewed the past two "These Things I Love."
Miss Carolyn De Vries of the officersresulted in the choice of
the like. President Wynwid WickNew Groningen school will give a Mrs. M. Nienhuis, president;Mrs. The third clean-up bee met on ers announced the annml honor years, in which the. membership Edith Klaaren recited Matthew delabra.
The bridal party entered to
rge Schutmaat, vice president; Monday evening, May 29, to finish assembly to be held Friday, June of the branch has doubled, the Arnold's poem “Dover Beach" to
reading, “What is the Flag.” Miss Geor
the
strain* of the Lohengrin Fred Nearanx, Jr., 20, Nunta,
cleaning
up
the
church
property.
rs. Fred Billet, secretary; Mrs.
Dorothy Van Voorst will sing a Mrs.
branch has sponsoredand helped fit the song's phrase "seemed to
13.
wedding march played by Gladys ond Frieda Rhodes, 21, Grant
About 125 persons attended the
Allen Calahan, treasurer;Miss
vocal solo.
Mr. and Mrs. Arie Baumann. establish a youth hostel, s Red Cross sing out In rhyme.” Bertha VU
The Rev. Phil Jenkins, pas- Josephine Bolks, corresponding fellowship banquet sponsored by Lois De Weerd and Irene Palmer work has been carried on, assist- sang "Intermezzo”as “the blos- Dys, sister of the bridegroom. George Nelson Van Lente, 23,
Miss Clara Dys, another sister, route 1, Holland, and Mary
tor of First Baptist church of secretary and Mrs. H. D. Strab- the Y. M. C- A. The main speaker spent the holiday week-end in ance was given the local draft soms trembled",and the petals
sang “O Promise Me," preceding Koakuba. 22, Muskegon;
blng,
librarian.
A
discussion
was
for
the
evening
was
the
Rev.
I.
felj
when
Janet
Clark
and
Ruth
Indianapolis,
Ind.,
and
Fort
Knox,
Grand Rapids, will deliver the
board, an educational guidance tea
the ceremony and "O Perfect
commencement address. Diplo- held in regard to the organization Van Westenburg of Jamestown.
was arranged for local high school Van Bronkhorstpresented a hum- Love” after the ceremony, ac- Timmer, 22, route 2, Holland, i
Ky
Alvema Marie Abel 21, routo
Special music was furnished by a
The sophomore class of Hope girls, and outstanding speakers orous skit. "Now in memory that
mas will be presentedby D. H. of a music club.
companied by Gladys Dys.
Vande Bunte, Ottawa county Mr. and Mrs. John Kronemeyer quartet, composed of Mrs. Gerald college had a beach party Mon- were brought to the city In coop- picture dwells” was a toast to the The bride was attired in silk Hudsonville; Michael Vaneo Fort*j
Inc, 24, Grand Haven, and Kent
of Holland spent a few days In Bos, Mrs. H. Yntema, Mr*. Ed Van day night at Tunnel park. Swim- eration with other organizations senior members of Sigma lot*
school commissioner.
marquisette over satin, made with Wickman, 21, Grand Rapids; Hi
the
H.
W.
Schutmaat
home
durDam,
accompanied
by
Mrs.
John
ming,
ball
games
and
a
roast
were
Beta given by Mae Clonan.
The audience will sing “God
of the city.
a sweetheartneckline and puffed
De Witt.
enjoyed. Jeanne Horton and
Bless America” followed by the ing the past week.
Mrs. Merriam and Mrs, Brier- Guest list for the affair included sleeves. The full aklrt waa gather- Wierenga, 22, Spring Lakej
Joan Wabeke, 22, Grand
Miss Eunice Hagebkamp of
Sunday, May 25, Rev. J. Clarence Vander Velde were in ley, who attended the National Ruth Stegenga, John Hains, Ann
benediction by Rev. Heeren.
ed at the waist Una and ended Leon Murray, 21, Holland
Names of students who will re- Grand Rapids was a Memorial Wolterink administered Holy Bap- charge.
convention of A. A. U. W. at Cin- De Young, Laurence Bruggera, in a long train with lace Insernes Bolles, 19, East S
Mrs. Henry Geerds and daugh- cinnati this spring, and the state LorraineTimmer, Fritz Bertsch,
ceive diplomas were announced day visitor in the home of her tism to Edwin J., infant son of
tions. Her flngeftip veil of tulle Raymond Sherwood,26,
ter, Marian, of 588 Central Ave.. convention at Saginaw as repre- Nancy Boynton, Marvin Den Hertoday by Mr. Vande Bunte. The parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hagela- Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cotta.
waa
held In place with UUes of
kamp.
The Golden Chain held its reg- have returned from Bayonne, sentatives of the local branch, der, Mae Clonan, Stanley Sllnge* the valley and pearls. TTie bride Fojtek, 24, both of
list follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Johnson ular meeting at the Forest Grove N.J., where they attended the
Gordon JayGi
Ji
Holland Township
distributedmimeographed reports land, Helen Lealle, William Van wore two strands of pearls, |
and daughter, Viola, and Miss church on Thursday evening.
Lois Marie Dykhuis, 22, both
graduation exercises at the Bay- of convention highlights.
Kleef, Janet Arnold, Kenneth gift of the bridegroom. Her bou
No. 1, East 24th St.— Helen E.
'
Florence Johnson, who has been
On Wednesday evening, May 28, onne hospital May 28. Misa Alma
Ooms, teacher, Leona M. Vryhof
Following announcementthat Newendorp, Dorothy De Valoli, quet was of UUles of the valley, Holland; Martin • Boetsma,
living in their Home for a time, the men of the community met at Jean Geerds was a member of the
and Beverly J. Wentzel.
Mrs.
Emil Stoerken of Battle James Burger, Mary Blair, Milton snapdragonsand roses, tied with route 2, Zeeland
moved the past week to the farm the local cemetery for a clean-up graduating class. She plan* to
Bosch, 21, routo 1, Zeeland; AfefiH
No. 2, Federal— Carroll Norlin,
Creek, former state president of Verburg, Winifred Rameau, Daniel a white bow.
formerly occupied by Mr. and bee.
John Borgman, 21, route 4,
spend the month of July at her A. A. U. W. who visited Holland Fylstra.
teacher,Leona Cook, Helen Kragt,
Miss
Janet
Kloosterman
who
Mrs. Ernest Kleyn, which the
land, and
Jane Van'DwS
Mrs. Gerrit Hoffman and Mrs. parents’ home here.
Irma
Stoppels,
William
BannlnVelma Kuizenga, Betty Smith, Johnson’shave purchased.
attended
her
sister
as
bridesmaid,
In 1939 has been appointed a naMr.
and
Mrs.
A.
B.
Sneller
Bosch,
20,
Zeeland;
WaddettW
Smallegan
spent
Tuesday
in
Bernard Ter Horst, Louis Van
tional regional vice-president,ga, Edith Klaaren, John Vlsser, wore an orchid gown of taffeta
The Hamilton
and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Folkert
Fisk, 66, and Emma S. Duvall
Dyke, and Maxine Vander Yacht. grounds have been a bower of Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Merriam and Mrs. Brierley Florence Dykema, Joseph Whit- with a sweetheartneckUne and
left this morning for Camp Livboth of Lamont
No. 3, New Groningen—Albert beauty the past couple weeks, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Homstra
invitedthe branch to a tea at the worth, Doris Bette*, Ernest En- full skirt. Her flowers consisted
ingston, La., to take Pvt. LawFrank Foppema, 29,
Luurtsema, teacher, Ivan J. De while* the numerous spirea bushes and Mary Jean of Allendale spent
former's home, June 17, when Mrs. sing, Betty Davis, Leonard Reus, of Ulies of the valley, snapdrarence Sneller
has
been
and
Geneva Ada Van
Sunday
with
their
mother,
Mrs.
Junella
Vander
Linden,
Willard
gons,
roses
and
yellow
daisies,
Jonge, Joyce H. Deters, Carolyn have been In blossom. The trees
spending a two weeks’ furlough Stoerken will be in Holland for June, Mary Felter, Millard Albert, tied with a large yellow bow.
25, route 1, Holland;
R. De Vries, Norma L. Leeuw, at the rear of the community Jennie Homstra.
the Hope college commencement.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Smallegan here.
Simon Dys attended his brother E. Cudahy, 38, and Rost
Hermlna B. Lucas. Donald A. building have also grown con
Mrs. Brierley, president-elect, Ruth Van Bronkhorst, Eugene
Sgt.
Welton of Camp
and
son
have
moved
from
the
upas
best man. James- and Edward Aman, 21, both of
Hoover, Janet Dark, Douglas MacPyle, Henrietta Riemersmaand siderably the last year or two and
Livingston, La,, is spending a 15- received the gavel from Mra. MerKloosterman,
brothers of the Ronald Ryan, 25, and
stairs
apartment
of
the
Smallegan
Donald,
Jeanne
Swart,
Arthur
Nelvia J. Riemersma.
riam. accepting it with “full reala splendid grove is rapidly deday furlough at his home here.
House, 24, both of Marne;
bride,
served
as
ushers.
home
to
the
farm
known
at
the
T.
Kerle,
Morrell
Webber,
Robert
No. 4. Van Raalte — John H. veloping.Much credit for the
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Martin and izationof the uncertainty of the
Mrs. Kloosterman, mother of Brlfnek, Jr., 22, routo
Nyenhuis,teacher, Peter J. Dry- early efforts in planning and Beyer farm, three miles west of Mary Kathryn Yonkman of St. times,” and the hope to be of ser- Swart.
Haven, and Mary tyaierbausav
Mary Lou Talman, Girard Veen- the bride, wore rose crepe
er, Beatrice M. Folkert, Lloyd E. working on- this project are due Forest Grove.
Louis,
Mo.,
were
guests
In
the vice. Mrs. Merriam has been aprouto 1, West Olive.
shoulder
corsage
of
white
roses
The Girls League for Service
schoten, Bertha Vis, Gordon Van
Van Slooten.
to Herman Brower at Holland, a
Fritz Jonkman home Monday pointed to the chairmanshipof a
John Ver Hoeven, 22, route 89
and
lilies of the valley and Mrs.
met
on
Friday
evening
at
the
Wyk,
Peraia
Parker,
Edwin
NieuaNo. 5, North Holland — Fred- former resident W Hamilton.
state committee on membership,
afternoon and evening.
Holland, and Hazel Albertha
i,
mother
of
the
groom,
wore
home
of
Mrs.
John
Eleveld
at
erick Knoper, teacher,Frances
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. LamMr. and Mrs. C. Schaap, 52 and will assume her duties in the ma, Dorothy Zeeuw, Ray Otteman, navy redingote and a corsage of Bidder, 20, routo 1, West
Doris Van Hoven, John KleinhekBareman, Florence Bruersma, pen and daughter,Margaret, at- Grand Rapids. Mrs. Eleveld is the East 18th St., will entertain their near future.
?lnk roses and UUet of the vaL Alfred E. Kramer, 65,
Marian De Wys, Pauline Ebels, tended the graduation exercises former Dena Klooster who was sons, the Rev. Raymond Schaap
Miss Faye Connor, chairman of sel, Donna Eby, Wilfred HaiHaven, and Amelia Krueger,
brouck, Lilieth Brouwer, Donald
the Davenport-McLachlan formerly a league member.
Chester Hulst Geraldine Lamb,
of De Motte, Ind., and the Rev. the drama group, introducing the
Re&eshmenta
were
served to 60 Muskegon.
Van
Ark,
Norma
Beckafort,
Dale
Cylinda Raak, Arlene Slagh. Thel- Business Institute of Grand RapTheodore Schaap of Grand Rapids, program of the evening, gave a
. Vernon Hoezee, 23, and
Brondyke, Beth Rhebergen,Wil- guests by Mn. John Van Wieren,
ma Slagh, Vernon Veldier,Gordon ids last Thursday evening. The
both of whom are delegates to the brief sketch of the author, Alice
Mrs. Harold Hassevoort, Mn. Vande Bunte, 20, both of
formers’
daughter,
Mias
Evelyn
lard
Midavaine,
Pearl
Scholtsn,
Vork and Carme Ruse.
Reformed church synod opening Duer Miller, whose best-selling
Della Roek and Henrietta Krikke, ville; Gerrit M. Van Kampen.
No. 6 fractional,Pine Creek- Lampen, was one of the graduhere tomorrow. Their wives and poem, "The White Cliffs of Dov- Jay Witte.
and June Brandsen, 19, both of
Chaperones for the party were cousins of the bride, and Mn.
Ties Pruis, teacher. Chester Bau- ates. The exerciseswere held
children will accompany them to er,” was to be presented in record
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
John Reels as caterer. A short Holland.
jointly
with
the
graduation
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Klein
mann, Thelma Bell, Cora Boeve,
form. The poignant poem, probMrs. Winifred Durfee of Belle- Holland.
Herbert Beelen, 21 routo 4, Hoiprogram followed.
Muryl Colthurst, Doris I. Dyer, the University of Grand Rapids ville, N. Y., former dean of woMr. and Mrs. Charles Verburg ably one of the finest accomplish- heksel and Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Prins were land, and Thelma Borgman, 19.
students
on
the
University
cam
Prins.
The
singing
of
the
Sibylline
William Gutknecht, Clover Lay,
,inen at Hope college,has arrived of Midland have returned home ments of the author's long career,
master and mistress of cere- routo 6, Holland; Henry N. Steen* j
song concluded the evening's proKatie Van Kampen and Dale Van pus. Miss Lampen has returned
monies and Mr. and Mn. Ray wyk, 25, and Ethel Brower* 23,
in Holland for a visit,and plans to after spendingthe week-end with was recorded by Lynn Fontanne,
home
for
the
present.
gram.
Oosterhout.
Brower had charge of the gift both of route 3, Hudsonville.
remain until after the college Mrs. Verburg’sparents, Mr. and famous actress,to an appropriate
Mrs.
Alfred
Douma
and
Miss
No. 10, Noordeloos— Denton E.
Mrs.
Henry
Was,
252
West
12th musical background. Miss Ruby
John Gordon Van Dam, 22,
commencement.
At
the
present
room.
Norlin, teacher, Florence E. Hey- Clarice Brink were Grand Rapids
two, Holland, and Either Loulatl
she is a guest of Miss Metta Ross St., and other relatives. Mrs. H. J. Calvert preceded the recording
visitors
last
Saturday
afternoon.
boer. Jason F. Kuipers, Kenneth
Johnson, 20, Holland; J. Hemyj
The Memorial day program at and Miss Jeanette Mulder, at Davidson and daughter,Beulah, with a brief biographicalsketch of
Miss Bertha Joostbems
J. Kuipers. Bertus L. Pyle, GeneGebben, 22, route 1, Zeeland, and]
the
local cemetery last Friday their apartment,91 East 14th St. 279 West 17th St., accompanied Miss Fontanne.
vieve R. Vander Veer, Lorrain J.
Arrangementsfor the dinner
June DeWeerd, 20, Holland.
Holland.
Mrs. Ray Swank of Birmingham them home.
Honored at Shower
morning
was
well attended. After
A
special
election
will
be
held
WilUnk.
William Eisen,
i, 20,
20, and Bemioe J
Miss Coral Bremer of Detroit were made by the Misses Mary at the town hall on Tues. June 10,
the
children’s parade from the is the guest of her parents, Mr.
Mrs.
John
Barkel
and
Mrs.
No. 11. East Holland
Mrs.
h of Coopersvflleja
schoolhouse, kn appropriate pro- and Mrs. John Shackson, 311 West has returned there after spending Barsack, Helena Messer, Eliza- from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. for the pur- George Steggerda entertained Howard, 17, both
Esther Sluyter,teacher, Jennie
21, route 3, Hudthe week-end at the home of her beth Reisburgand Elna Stocker. pose of electing officersfor the with a miscellaneous shower re- Anson
gram
was carried out with Joyce 12th SL
Bosoh, Herman Bronkhorst,EveWord was received here today sister, Mrs. Russell Rutgers, 39
Nyenhuis presiding,and Lois
cently in the Steggerda 'home on sonvllle, and Angelyn Wierenga,]
soil
conservation
service.
Superlyn Helder, Donald Rietman and
Lugten as accompanist for the of the death of the six-week-old East 20th St She also visited Three Are Honored at
East 13th St. honoring Miss Ber- 19, Hudsonville.
visor Stegenga, Is an officer.
Ivan
*
songs. The speaker of the morn- son of Mr. and Mrs. James Zwem- other relatives.
tha Joostbems of Hamilton whose
Mrs.
Gifford
Mlzler
and
son,
No. 13, Waverly
Mrs. JenLottie Culy, 74 West Ninth St., Birthday Party
ing was Charles Veldhuis of Hud- er of Collinsville, 111. The baby,
Dickie, of Benton Harbor spent marriage to Robert (Bud) Stegnie Dyksterhouse.teacher, Elizasonville, a World war veteran. Henry Kent, succumbed last night has returned from Ithaca where
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Kolean the holiday and week-end with gerda will take place this summer.
beth M. Kamphuis, Annagean The opening and closing prayers of pneumoniaafter a short ill- she spent a week with her mother,
An Informal social time was spent
entertained a group of friends at Mra. Eva Brady.
Koetsier, Leona G. Kragt and were offered by the Rev. I. Scheiness. Mr. Zwemer is the son of Mr. Mrs. Elizabeth Frinks.
and refreshments were served.
their
home
Sunday
evening
with
The
road
commission
is
building
Norma L. Van Dam.
penisse and Rev. N. Rozeboom. and Mrs. H. F. Zwemer of East
Mrs. Thad Hadden of St. Louis, a picnic supper, in honor of Mrs. a fine modem bridge across the
Among those present were Mra.
Fred S. Bertsch, Jr, Hope colOlive Township
Ivan Borton played taps after Eighth St., and Mrs. Zwemer is Mo., Is visitingher mother, Mrs. A. Niemeyer, and Mr. and Mrs. creek a short distance west of George Steggerda and Beatrice lege senior, will leave Sal
No. 1, Ottaw'a— Mrs. Edna S. which the soldiers’graves were
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Jekel, 74 West Ninth St.
Joe Roerink, who will all cele- Henry Boers. The old bridge was and Katherine, Mrs. G. John Steg- for New York city, where he
Quinn, teacher, Robert Bloemers, decorated. Many soldiers of the
Henry Klaasen of Montello park.
Mrs. Arthur Van Duren, 24 East brate their birthday anniversaries too small to allow the water to gerda, Mrs, Lester Steggerdaand pects to go on duty ai a
Erval Ten Brink and Edv^in West. Civil war, as well as of the World
Star of Bethlehem chapter will 14th St, is visitingin Wyandotte this week. An enjoyable time was
pass freely, resultingin washouts. Laurie Ann, Miss Laura Steggerda, man in the naval reserve June
No. 2, Olive Center— Dan Rush- war He buried in the local Riverhave a regular meeting Thursday as guest of her sister, Mrs. J. B. spent playing horseshoes, throw- A year ago water unmined the Mrs. John Barkel Mrs. Harold aboard the U. S. S. Prairie Stato*
more, teacher,Julius Knoll.
side cemetery.
night After the business meeting Melody. Mr. Van Duren returned ing darts, and playing outdoor bridge causing it to sink more Barkel Mrs. Hilbert Barkel, Mrs. naval trainingship, which is pefw|
No. 3, Ovens— Dorothy SpaMarvin Van Doornik, Gordon the former Bethlehem club mem- Sunday from a week-end visit in games.
Jamea Barkel and Lavonne, Mrs. manently docked at 135th St and]
than two, feet.
man teacher, Jerald Goodyke.
Dangremond, Alvin Strabblng and bers will give a playlet
Wyandotte.
Those present were Mr. and
V
Mrs. L. A. Vertuno of Oak Park, John Bouman, Miss Clarissa North river, New
No. 4, East Crisp
Mildred Donald Van Doornik aftended the
Simon Harkema, residing near
Atty. and Mrs. John Mulder Clarence Prins and daughter III, is spending this week with Boeve, Mrs. Edward Barkel, Mrs.
Bertsch enlistedlast July as
C. Keson, teacher, Crystal J. Indianapolis speedway auto races Jenlson park, saw three deer on
and daughters,Janel Ann and Geneva, Mr. and Mrs. A. Nie- Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer.
W. Remelts, Mrs. E. J. Moeler, apprentice seaman, class V-7,
Kraai, Winifred J. Kraai, Lee E. last Friday, leaving here with his farm Just south of the house
Nancy Jean, of Chicago spent the meyer, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Miss Mary Kroeze, Mrs. John spent 30 days aboard the U. %4g|
The
annual
Knoll
reunion
was
Moffat, Claude A. Rouwhorst.
their motorcycles on Thursday at about 7 am. today. A week ago
holiday with the fanner’s mother, Knoll and son Donnie, Mr. and held on Decoration day at the Joostbems, Mrs. James Joostbems, Wyoming on the Caribbean
No. 5, Harlem— Marinus Pott, morning. They extended their trip Monday he saw another deer there.
Mrs. A. Mulder, and other relat- Mrs. Joe Roerink,Mr. and Mrs. town hall. There were 62 relatives Mrs. George Joostbems, Mrs. Lew- last summer. Enlistment as
teacher; Isla Barendse,Raymond to Milwaukee, returning by boat
There is a woods just west of the ives around Holland and Zeeland. Arie Baumann, and Mr. George present from Holland,Zeeland, is Mokma and Arnold, Mrs. Gilbert reservist Is preparatory to
Brower, Roger Groters and Donna ferry to Ludington.
Harkema home and some thick , The Rev.
G. Flowerday, Roerink, of Hawthorne, N.J.
Grand Rapids, Crisp, Blendon and Jaarda and Arlene, Mrs. Richard training. Upon satisfactorily com-1
Timmer.
The Tri-County Telephone Oo. swamp area. Mr. Harkema says
pastor of First Methodistchurch,
this vicinity. A wiener roast was Elenbaas, Miss Winnie Timmer, pletlng a three-month training j
No. 9, West Crisp — Lawrence is at work in the local commun- it is the latter place where the
is attending sessionsof the Michenjoyed and in the evening, Mr. Miss Mabel Joostbems and Mari- course aboard the Prairie State, "
Couple Is Married in
Lundberg,teacher, Kenneth P. ity. installing the dial system, deer apparentlyhide during the
igan conference of the Methodist
he expects to be commixsiooed
Klingenbergof Holland showed a lyn Joostbems.
Knoll, Garissa B. Koetje, Hazel which will give more efficient day.
church in Kalamazoothis week. Catholic Parsonage
as an ensign in the naval
talking picture, "The Barefoot
J. Morren, Donald E. Nienhuis, service to the patrons. New poles
Holland will be represented at
Mr, and Mrs. Anton Brulnsma
and be ordered to duty with
Mias
Rose
Ellen
Aman,
daughBoy."
Officers
for
this
year
were
and
lines,
as
well
as
new
inHoward K. Weener and Lester
Funeral It Held in Ruik
the 1941 commencementexercises of Central park visitedfriends in ter of Mr. and Mre. Frank G.
fleet in September.
Mrs. Henry Redder, president,and
struments in the homes are beWolters.
of -Marquette university in Mil- Muskegon Saturday.
Although leaving prior to comAman, became the bride of Law- John Knoll, secretary and treas(or Grand Haven
ing set up, and it is expected the
Park Township
waukee, Wis., by Dick Mouw of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Teske of 186
mencement, Bertsch will receive ^
No. 1, Ventura — Mrs. Ada new system will be completed this city who is a candidate for the East 11th St. announce the birth rence Cudahy of Holland Thurs- urer.
his diploma from Hope college. "
Mr. and Mrs. Faster Van Vlle^
Allendale, June 5 (Special)
Vanden Berg, teacher, Peter Bol about the 1st of July. The coun- degree of doctor of medicine. of a ion June 2 in the Lampen day, May 29, at 4 o’clock in the
parsonage
of
the St. Francis de and son of Lansing spent Sunday Funeral services were held Satties
Included
in
the
group
are
and James Vandenberg.
Mouw has been prominentin cam- maternity home.
Sales church. The Rev. Fr. John with their mother, Mra. Bert Van- urday for Mrs. Fannie Mae HuyNo. 2, Waukazoo— Anna Kampa, Barry, Van Boren and Allegan. pus activities while attending the
GIVEN
G«ert Kempker, one of Hol- M. Weatdorp officiated.
The
Rev.
and
Mn.
A.
H.
Strabder Zwaag.
ser, aged 22, of 301H Franklin
teacher,Lillian M. Buursma, Clara
Milwaukee school.
land’* pioneers, will mark his
The couple was attended by Mr.
blng
of
Holland
visited
here
In
Cl
An accident occurred Sunday St., Grand Haven, at the Rusk
Jean Buursma, Anna De Weerd,
. The Woman’s Missionary society 91*t birthday anniversaryWed- and Mrs. Howard Erie of Muskeafternoonwhen a Grand Rapids Christian Reformed church, the
Gertrude Kolean, Leonard Smith, the home of their children, on of Trinity Reformed church will nesday. Open house will be held in
gon. After a wedding trip, Mr. car driven by Alfred Amoldink of Rev. Beute officiating. Mrs. HuyBlon Payne, 38, route 3»
Betty J. Stygstra, Hermina Van Memorial day.
This
week
marked
the
closing meet in the women’s parlors the home of his daughter and son- and Mrs. Cudahy will reside at that city left the road a few rods ser was taken to the home of her land, pleaded guilty to a
Den Brink, Marvin Van Wieren
in-law,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
BonThursday
at
2:30
pm.
Miss
Ger100 East Eighth St. Those pres- north of Harm Kulte. The car
activitiesof the local schools.
father from Butterworth hospi- of drunk and disorderl
and Elaine H. Weaver.
trude HoDteboer will be the guest zelaar, on East 38th St. just off ent at the wedding were the imturned over several times and fin- tal, a few days before she died. on arraignment Tuesday afteivl
No. 3, Lakewood
Mrs. Isa- Baccalaureate services on Sunday speaker.
Lincoln
Ave.
from
2
to
5
p.m.
and
mediate
families
and
a
few
close
evening were in charge of RevTi
ally came to a stop in a ditch. Death was due to after effectsof noon by Municipal Judge Rsy*»f
belle Hoving, teacher, Stuart BakA pre-school clinic for children from 7 to 9 pjn.
Mends.
Scherpenisse at the First Reformmond L.
vjL
The car was badly smashed and the flu.
er. Marjorie Gillette, Carl Reied church. The sermon was de- planning to enter Longfellow Bernard John De Witt of CoopHe was placed on probation for
the four occupantsescaped with
She is survived by her husband
mink, and Lloyd Steinfort.
enville,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mre.
John
livered by Rev. N. Rozeboom. school next fall will be held Thursminor cuts and bruises.
Vows
Louis Huyser; her father, Jacob one year. Terms of the probation ]
No. 4, Harrington— John TimPippel of Central Park, wia
Mrs. I. Scherpenisse favored with day in the school
Overway; one sister, Hattie at are that he must not use alcoholic j
mer, teacher, Phyllis Marian a vocal solo and Mrs. M. Ten
A 30-minute film
The awarded the degree of Doctor of
home and a grandfather,John beverages and must remain
Bittner, E. Helene Brulnsma, Brink presided st the organ. Amazing America” which includ- Science at commencement exer- Spoken in Zeeland
Miss Janet Nyhof
Miss
Jean
Hallock,
daughter
Ktlyers of Robinson.Burial was from places where It is sold,
Pierce Erb, Verne Eugene Fuder, Commencement exercises will be ed bits of Holland Tulip Tiipe was cises of the .Carnegie Instituteof
turn over his pay check to'!
In Rusk cemetery.
Betty June Helmlnk, Jeanne Holt- held on Friday evening, June 6, shown at chapel exercise* on Technology Monday morning in of Mrs. Betty Hallock of Mus- Feted at Shower
kegon, and Harvey Kleis, son of
wife, pay court costa of
geerta,Harriet Mae Jacobs, Anna- at the Community auditorium, Tuesday in Holland high school Pittsburgh. De Witt, a graduate of
Miss Janet Nyhof of Overisel
report to ProbationOfficer Ja
gene Knoll, Conrad Frederick while the school picnic was sched- Arrangements were in charge of Hope college, received his Master Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kleis of was guest of honor at a shower
Pay Finei in G.H.
Spangler once a month
Zeeland, were united in marriage
Knoll, Adelaide Hazel Kuipen, Ro- uled for Wednesday of this week.
Clyde Geerlings’ guidance group of Science Degree from Carnegie May 29, at the parsonageof the- recently. Gifts were presented,
probation costs of 31 per
bert Kuipers, Arthur Eugene Morfor Out-Seaion Fishing Payne was arrested
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Kibby and with Vernon Kraai as chairman Tech in 1938. Tlae doctorate was Second Reformed church in Zee- games were played and a twotenaon, La Von Eloise Mortenson, ion, Paul, attended the auto races
course
lunch
was
served.
and Donald Van Wynen as chap- conferred in the field of chemis- land. The Rev. W. J. Hllmert
a.m. Tuesday in Zetland
Joan E. Paachal, Jack Charlea at Indianapolison Decoration day. lain. ,
Guests were Mrs. perrit Nyhof,
Grand Haven, June 5 (Special) ship by a deputy sheriff after^
try. He k at present employed by performed the single ring cereShoemaker, Charlea Robert Sligh,
Mr. and Mn. Gordon Timmer* Mr. and Mn. Henry Cook, Paul the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. at mony at 7:30 p.m. in the pres- Mrs. Ben Timmerman, Mrs. Albert —OWe Armstrong,35, Grand Rap- extensive search.
Kathabel June Teusink, Peter Van man of Holland announce the Elinor Jean and Charles Cook and Barberton, Ohio.
ence of Mr. and Mrs. Charles De Groot, Mr*. Henry Nyhof, Mrs. ids, paid a fine of 320 and costs
Domelen, Robert Welton.
birth of a baby girl at the Hol- Mary Gottron of Fremont, 0.,
Morse of Holland, friends of the James Nyhof, Mrs. George Leh- of 96A5 upon his plea of guilty in
Lakeview School, Lucile Doane, land hospital.
man, Mrs. Harry Peters, Mra. the Justice court of George V. Judaon'j0Van*
anent the Memorial holiday and
couple.
teacher,Ruth Bowmaster,Ray
the week-end with Mrs. Cook’s Dean of Unirertity in
Mr. and Mn. Kleis left on a Herman Bouwa, Mra. Milton Tim- Hoffer Monday to a charge of
Dannenberg, Eleanor Dun*ewin,
DIVORCE GRANTED
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Dalwedding trip to Richmond, merman, Mrs. Ralph Gerrito,Mrs. taking blue gills out of seat
Gain WiR Speak Here abort
Everett Foster, Dorothy Hoving,
Grand Haven, June 1 (Special) man of River Av*. Elinor Jean
Zhcl, and are now at home to Ed De Groot, Mrs. Gerrit De Armstrong was arrested by ConJames Kieroel, Edward Lugers and — Josie Johnson of Zeeland, was Is spendinguntil July 4 with her
•their friends atv 252 West 10th Groot, Mrs. George Hamburg, Mrs. servationOfficer Forrest Lavoy
Data John S. Badeau of the
Paul Slenk,
granted a decree of divorce in cirEd Nyhof, Mr*. John Nyhof, Mrs. in Tallmadge township Sunday.
- American university in Cairo, St, this dty.
Montello Park — Julius Bonte- cuit court from her husband, AlWin Nyhof, Mn.. Joe Nyhof and
Bernard BiaBcoWskl 22, also of
Mr. and Mn. Charles Kirchen
koe, teacher, Arthur Sleeker, Ed- bert A. Johnson of Muskefton,
Grand Rapids, who was arrested 31 on a charge of double
An estimated 11,000,000,000Is Mrs. Miles Folkert '
of W«t tfth'Bt, have invited a Egypt win be the speaker at Hope
win Boama. Walter Bosma, Joyce formerlyof Zeeland, Tuesday aft- number of their Holland ^md college baccalaureate services spent annually by tourists In camp
leer. Lavoy in Allendale
by Officer
-8
Bmmmer, Robert Lhmberts, Betty ernoon. Mn. Johnson was also Grand Rapids friends to a picnic Sunday, June 15, in Hope Memor- and hotel accommodations.
There are more than 9,20d cred- township Saturday on the same
Marlink, Imogene Veltraanand awarded custody of the three chil- upper and bam dance to be held ial chapel to place of Dr. Hugh
it unions in the U. S. with a total charge, paid a fine of US and in 360 U. S.
Lois Williams.
dren.
in Justice
in their, stables near Waukazoo Thompaon Kerr who waa originalThere are 19,717,411men In the of 3, 0QQ, 000 members. About thMfr*
Zeelaad Township
Saturday night Guests have been ly scheduled to deliver the bacca- U. S. between the age limits of 18 fifths operate under laws adopted court Monday upon his plea of
No.
Vreialand
by 43 states,
Gerald 2RX 2HK N1WR
Invited foe 6:30 RJR,
have
— n.
and 35 years,
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UNABLE

TO KEEP PEACE
B«t Asserts Ntxiism Mast
Be CompletelyErased
to

End

War

Speaking at annual Memorial
day exercises Friday forenoon In
Pilgrim Home cemetery, Elbem
Parsons declared that America's
most Important task in its aid to
England Is the prevention of "periodic rescue expeditions"to
Europe..

Although calling for the utter
destruction of Naziism to ensure
1 lasting peace, he asserted that
European statesmen are too stupid
and greedy to protect the world
from war.
“The hour of the end of our
democracy has been struck If our
government Is to accept for us
and. in our name, commit this
nation to a program that calls
for us to fight a European war
every 25 years or less to save
either the British empire or the
French republic from the loss of
a war with a German nation,
Mr. Parsons, local attorneyand
lawyer for the state land board

"

la Lansing, mid.
"We have a right as a great
Mople to dmand— and unless we
do demand and enforce it the hour
of our doom has struck— that at
the and of the road on which our
government has set our feet .
the seeds of Hitlerismshall be
destroyed,not merely scattered.
"If the German nation, as it
now appears, cannot be trusted to
keep the peace, then its complete
1 and permanent disarmament and,
' If need be, dismemberment and extinction as a nation must be per| manently accomplished and kept
accomplishedAnd there must be
BO more presentation to England
and France of a victory served as
It were on a platter of American
gold, garnished with hundreds of
thousands of American dead.”

BA

r

re-militarizethe German nation
when they (Englandand France)

within their right! under international law, could put a halt to
the whole "deadly business."
"Of course, all This does not
change that fact, that once again
we are being told, after the lapse
of less than a quarter of a century, that victory of the British
empire over Nazi Germany is indespensible to our own national
safety. Perhaps it Is.”
It was his contention that America must demand of her government "efficientsteps, not only
for the defeat of Hitlerism— now
that we seem to be committed to
It* defeat— but also to put into
effect measures necessary to end
for all time this business of periodic European rescue expeditions.
We cannot survive as a nation
of free men and women if indeed
we can survive as a nation at all,
if we must pay the price of a victory over re-armed Germany or
over any other organization of
pirates, brigands and murderers
every few years.”

I

But

It’s

Be
CLUB TOLD OF'
Encouraging at Synod
POWER GROUPS

Mission Reports to

Gains are Shown Despite

A* EAGLE

BiLOMM

TO MITCHELL RUFF
OF MtW BiPFORP, MASS.,
LIVED IN HIS HOUSE
EVERY HI6H7, FLEW

Tom

OUT THROUGH THE

ILLNESS

CHIMNEY EVERY MORNIN6i RETURNED HONE

EVERY EVENING
ay MV OF THE
FRONT

A*fAUOMP*>

AGAINST FIRM

RAIN HAMPERS

HOUDAY RACES

Grand Haven. June 5 (Special)
hearing on various claims

filed against the Gll-Boat Co. of

heard in

circuit

aMy

$). Peter S. Boter,
Holland attorney, was appointed

receiverfor the company

last

July.

Claims totaling aboOt $40,000
have been filed in the receivership case and a number of such
claims were heard during April.
Claims totaling about $15,000
were disallowed at that time by
the court. Hearing on the remainder of the claims was held

SEA SCOUTS

TO

STAGE CRUISE
M

Nort/i

Btendon COUNTY ROADS

Service in the local Christian
Reformed church were conducted
by Rev. Dykhuis of Jamestown
Sunday May 25. The following
young people were accepted into
the church upon public confession; The Misses Dorothy Mae
and Geraldine Rietman and Evelyn Haverman and John and
Arnold Haverman.
Mrs. Klien and Mrs. De Ronde
of Pella, la., are visiting their
relatives.Mr. and Mrs. C. Rey-

All-College Sing

Made

A

Woman

ARE IMPROVED

Scout Executive
P Russell
Spanish- American and World
reported today that advance resThursday.
; war veterans, the latter in service The claim of Irene Harrigan ervations indicate a large number
! and legion uniforms, marched of Holland, in the amount of $6W, of sea scouts and leaders will
! again in tribute to the soldier was disallowed. The claim of participate in the annual spring
! dead tt past wars. The death of Charles Harrigan. also of Holland, cruise to be held at Saugatuck
Swan Miller and Madison Rich- in the amount of $2,200 was June 6, 7 and 8.
ards, last Civil war veteransof taken under advisement. The
Reservations have been re1 tbit community ended personal claim of C. L. Morman of Chi- ceived from 20 scouts and leaders nen at the parsonage.
representation of the Civil war cago for about $7,000 was allowed. at Ludington. four ships from the
Lyle Wayne is the name of the
Bi Memorial day exercises here. Approximately 20 other claims Muskegon council, three x)r four
new arrival at the B. Mulder
Abo absent from this year's were heard and the amounts to ships of the Southwest confer- home in Holland.
aovicet were members of Co. D, which the parties were entitled ence with headquarters at St.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Luurtsema
Joseph and two ships from the
RoDanTs nationalguard unit, who were decided.
purchased a seven-acretract of
r, are in training as part of the U.
Quite an array of attorneys Grand Valley council. The six
land from D. Berghorst. They exf-' &, amgr at Camp Livingston, La. was present at the hearings, in- sea scout ships of the Ottawapect to erect a new home in the
MemMn of the Red Cross and cluding Mr. Boter, Elbem Par- Allegan Council will take part in near future.
t Junior Red Cross, Camp Fire girls, sons and Charles H. MdHride of the cruise in addition to the
Mrs. Harold Klinger was in Hol; school children, cub scouts. Boy Holland and a Mr. Crowley and a newly organizedsea scout ship, land Monday, May 26.
“•coots, flea Scouts, Women’s Re- Mr. Epton of Chicago. The only sponsored by the police departEugene W. Roclofs of East Lanlef corps, Gold fltar mothers, claims remaining to be passed ment, which will be registered by sing called on Mr. ami Mrs. H H.
j auxiliary members and city offi- upon are thqse of Mr, Harrigan that time.
Grand Haven and Holland Sea Vander Molen Thursday, May 29.
cials participated in the ceremo- and the Muskegon Hardware &
On Tuesday evening, May 27.
scouts
will cruise to Saugatuck in
Supply
Co.
nies
their power life boats. A new the congregation gathered in the
Preceding ^the oervicesat the
motor has been Installed in the Reformed church for a reception
a parade from the city
Grand Haven boat and a new for their summer pastor and his
I hall through the downtown busW
motor is being obtained for the wife, Mr. and Mrs. C. Reynen.
i ness dtotrict and to the cemetery
P. Martinie presided at the prolocal boat.
was held.
Vice-Commodore George Wright gram which included singing,
Services at the cemetery were
prayer, scripture reading and reDoris Vander Borgh, West Say- of Saugatuck will be in charge
held at Monument square, with
ville, N. Y. junior, announced Fri- of the cruise The Sea scouts will marks by E. Huizenga. W. BergMkyor Henry Geeriings presiding
camp on a large field near the horst. C. Postma and C. Reynen.
the first part of the pro- day that the All-College Sing, a
Music was provided by Mrs. Hilfeature
of
the
anniversary
cele- high school.
"*•*8 and Alfred G Joldersma of
A camp fire program will be da Dalman. Anne Cotts. Gladys
bration,
will
be
held
Saturday
American legion in charge of
Klynstra. Alvine Klynstra and
evening, June 14, at 9 p.ni. among given Friday night and will init the portion of the services hi
clude acts of magic by Jack Rus- Harold and Ted Martinie. The af- year and, according to Carl T.
the
pines
in
the
center
of
the
tribute was paid to the war
Bowen, has thus far proved betHope college campus. The public sell, Allegan magician.Competi- fair also was as a farewell for
! deadJ?
tive events will be held Saturday Chester Postma, a student at ter than the old type mixture
la reading his oration, Mr. Par- is invited to attend the affair in
with a banquet and bridge of Western Theological seminary which was done at the site of the
, sons said that "after a formal which the different fraternities honor for soa scouts and leaders who will serve as pastor of the road projects. The mix is more
recognition of the indebtedness and sororitiescompete musically
Saturday night. A nautical ball Reformed church at Bemus, S. D., uniform as to content and can be
J which we In the present owe to for a trophy.
spread to a more uniform thickwill conclude the evening's pro- this summer.
6 the patrioticsacrificesmade by Albert Van Dyke, Grand Rapids gram.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold K. Cheyne ness. The mixture Is made at the
senior,
will
serve
as
master
of
those in whose honor we are here
Church services will he held and childrenof Grand Rapids call- gravel pile and then hauled in
1 assembled, we proceed 4t once to ceremonies, introducing each Sunday forenoon followed by boat ed on their parents. Mr. and Mrs. trucks to where it will be spread.
group
of
singers
and
giving
a
p consider the present and the furides.
Black-toppingin the county has
A. Kuyers, recently.
tore to the light of events trans- brief history of each society as
On
Sunday
evening.
May
25, the Increased largely since it was
piling since last we were assem- they assemble. Each society is r#first of the summer Bible class adopted several years ago, providbled here in this same capacity quired to sing two selections, their Miss Alberta Alderinh
meetings was held in the chapel ing a dustless road and one that
society song and a classicalnumV' and for
purpose."
Honored
at
Shower
of
the Reformed church with holds up on road where the trafHe contendedthat the honored ber of their own choice.As an inStudent C. Reynen in charge. The fic is not so heavy as major trunk
MLss
Alberta
Alderink
was
hon1“ dead have left a heritage of free- novation this year, two cups are ored at a surprise miscellaneous group which includes young peo- lines.
e- dam under law, adding that "to being offered, one for the winshower given by her sisters. Mrs. ple and young married people will
t decorate their graves with flow- ning fraternityand the other for
F. Koopman. Mrs. John Vander study (he book of Acts. Acting Floyd Otteman
the
winning
sorority.
Members
of
ers while giving no consideration
Vliet,
and Mrs. Ray Wiersma at officers are: President, Miss Anne
! L/ the perils which today menace the Sorosis won the cup last year, the latter'.^
home in Montello Cotts; and secretary and treas- Bloomingdale Girl
the
first
year
the
sing
was
held.
that freedom would be but poor
Park
Tuessday,
May 27. The bride- urer, Richard Mulder. Mr. ReyIn an attractive ceremony perThe Independents, members of
homage indeed, unworthy both of
to-be was the recipient of many nen will act as song leader at formed in the Christian church at
neither
fraternity
or
sorority,
are
them and us.”
beautifulgifts. Games wer£ play- the 15-minute hymn sing which Bloomingdale, Friday at 10:30 a.m.
As a World war veteran him- entering « male octet in the comed and prizes were won by Mrs. precedes the Bible discussion.
Miss Irene May Woodhouse,
self, Mr. Parsons reviewed con- petition this year. John Maassen
On Friday afternoon the annual daughterof Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
John Veltkamp and Mrs. Gerrit
dition of 1917 and 1918 in which is chairman of the arrangements.
Vander Ploeg. A two course lunch picnic which marked the clos- Woodhouse, became the bride of
soldiers were told that it was a Following the performances,the
ing of the school year was held Floyd R. Otteman, son of Mr., and
was served by the hostesses.
entire
group
will
sing
"God
Bless
war "to make the world safe for
Those
attending the affair were at the school grounds. A picnic Mr*. A1 Otteman, 168 West 13th
America" and the Hope college
democracy."
the Mcsdames John Alderink. Sr., dinner was enjoyed at noon with St, Holland. The Rev. Charles
"As a part of the mechanicsin- song as the finale. Community
Albert Alderink. Ralph Vander sports for all attending in the aft- Pease officiated.
volved in that process and in the singing will be led by Robert
Laan, Kryn Baarman, Joe Aider- ernoon. Miss Anne Selles who
The bride was gowned in white
accomplishment of that program, Swart, DeMotte, Ind., senior. An
ink, the Misses Thelma Alderink completed two terms of teaching satin and wore a finger veil of
this nation, by the victory of Sts outdoor reception is also schedand Marjorie Alderinkof Grand here expects to be engaged as
armed forces on sea, on land and uled following the sing. The affair Rapids; the Mesdames Gerrit teacher of a school near Holland. tulle. Her colonialbouquet was of
carnations,lilies of the valley and
to the air, gave to Its allies in will be semi-formal for Hope col- Boetsma, N. Woodwyck, John
Sunday School began Sunday White roses. Her maid of honor,
that war and notably to the Bri- lege students and faculty.
Boetsma, H. Gruepin,Miss Kate at the local Christian Reformed Miss Myra Banks and the bridesA string trio composed of Cart, tlsh empire and the French ReBoetsma of Zeeland; and the Mes- church and will continue through maids, Misses Hazel Eply, Lucille
public, a military victory over the olyn Kremers, violinist. Murray
dames John Batema, Gerrit Aider- the summer.
Yuker, Elaine Shugrue and Irene
Snow,
cellist,
and
Lenora
Ban^ -Gwman nation and its allies,
ink, Arthur Alderink, Joe Van
Cominsky, wore gowns of pastel
( which in effect delivered the Ger- ninga, pianist, will furnish enter- Kampen, John Veltkamp. Peter
shades and carried colonial bouCounty
Road
Worker
; man nation in particular into tainment precedingthe program.
Scheennga,Bosch, John Martinie,
quets.
Ilia hands of France and England, Plans are being made to decorate
William Heeringa, C. Helder, G.
Dies at Spring Lake Joe Murray of Jackson was best
disarmed and helpless, and bound the surrounding trees with a false Vander Ploeg, and Albert Aiderman, and ushers were Floyd Ponds
In the end by the terms of a ceiling of Japanese lanterns.
ink, and the Misses Sarah and
Grand Haven, June 5 (Special) of Plainwell, Marvin Spayde of
which gave those victors Judges for the affair will be Janet Bosch all of Holland.
- Private funeral services at 1:30 Bloomingdale and Don Pierce of
right to maintainthat condi- Willis A. Diekema and Stuart A.
Those unable to attend were p.m. in the home arid public ser- Plainwell.
i of disarmament and military Ludlow of Holland.Definite arMiss Jean Wilterdinkand Mrs.
Followingthe ceremony a wedfor many years to rangements for a third judge are John Alderink Jr. of Grand Rap- vices at 2 p.m. in the Ringold
Funeral home were held Saturday ding breakfast was served in the
pending.
ids, Mrs. Henry De Ridder, Mrs.
for Barney Jenks, 57, who died in Pioneer tea room of Ashtena.
Committee chairmen assisting
Contending thgt "we made no
Harold Smith, Mrs. Rena ElcnThe couple will reside at Bloomm pat at that war,” Mrj with final arrangements for the baas, Mrs. B. Vander Kooi, Mrs. Spring Lake home Thursday.
Mr. Jenks was born in Muske- ingdale. The bride is a graduate
charged that "the world sing are Joe. Whitworth,publicity; Henry Beukema, Grand Haven,
gon Feb. 6, 1884, and resided in of the BloomingdaleHigh sdhool,
not tor tong remain safe for Jack Baas, lighting; August Van and Mrs. Henry Geeriings.
Spring Lake the past 18 years, go- and the groom was graduated from
however safe we may Eerden, seating arrangement;
ing there from Grand Rapids. He Holland high school and Michigan
Jeannette
Rylaarsdam,
special
thought we made it ... We
was a member of Smith Memorial State colleger where he was affilinot even make the world safe music; Louise Essenburg,judges G.H. Map Pleads Guilty
Congregational church of Grand ated with Lambda Chi Alpha framelve*, to say naught of and reception; James Riekse, decto Third Offense Count Rapids.
ternity. aHe is employed at the
and nothing of Democracy, orations;and Mrs. W. Curtis Snow
He was employed by the Ottawa Utility and IndustrialSupply Ox,
•ccuoed statesmen of Eur- and Miss Elizabeth Lichty, faculty Grand Haven, June 5 (Special)
county road commission for the at- Jackson.
bjr their incompetence, advisers.
—Harold Collins, 60, Grand Hav- past 17 years.
greed and criminal stuen, entered a plea of guilty upon
Mr. Jenks is survived£y two
. DRIVER PAYS FINE
i permitting the security
IS
arraignment • in circuit court daughters,Mrs. Ernest ‘Strck,
Harvey Buter, 17, 85 East 22nd
liberty "which we helpThursday afternoon to a charge of
Rapids, and Mrs. William St* paid a fine and costa of S3 to
I to win for them," to slip from
WITH
DRIVING being drunk and disorderly,third Grand
Wagner, Spring Lake; seven
Judge Raymond L.
palsied grasp “wltfr the reoffense.The court allowed Collins grandchildren;and one brother,
-r-* on Saturday after pleadas now appears, that all must
Leroy Peteriob, 31 route 1, to .go h#me on his own recog- William Jenks, Benton Harbor.
guilty to a charge of falling to
at the cort of tears, of Holland, pleaded guilty to a
nizance and ordered him to apfor a through street
and of human We.”
charge of drunken driving on ar- pear, in court Saturday morning,
Total milk production from 21,for pre- raignment on Saturday before
June 7, for dispositionof his case. 936,566 cows in the U. S. in 1939
SEEK PROWLERS
France Municipal Judge Raymond L.
Collinshad been previously con- was 11,506^43,769 gallons. It re- •Police were called to 86 Weet
Smith and was assessed a $75 fine victed in. the justice court of
of 412,335 26th St.
St. Friday at 11:40 pjn. by a
and costs of $6.95 or 90 day-; in George V. Hoffer ol’ Grand Hav- cows and 500.000,000 gallons of
report that prowlers were In the
Iht county jail,
en Jan* 15, 1940, and July 1, 1940. milk since 1929.
neighborhood.

Plans are

FATAL

TO MRS. BAZAN

POOR/

HEAR CLAMS

Holland was

Mveral yean Is to be reopened
due to the large number of troopi
War Conditions in
and persona in the Virgin Islands Grand Rapids
Shows
brought there by world conditions.
Orient
Pictures of Havana
The Rev. Bruno Bruns, a retired
missionary from Japan, will settle
Yacht Race
In spite of war conditions and there with his wife early In June
emergency calls, the boards of for- as resident pastor.
Hefferan, well known
eign and domestic missions of the
Grand Rapida attorney and lieuReformed Church of America will
tenant commander of the power
this year present most encoursquadron there, showed two color
aging reports to their general syfilms of the St. Petersburgto
nod which opens June 5 in Holland
Havanna sailboat race last spring
The situationin the Far East is
and
briefly traced the history of
extremely critical, seriously afpower squardons at the meeting
fecting all missionary work in
of the Rotary club In the Warm
China and Japan. A large numFriend tavern last Thursday.
ber of missionaries have already
He and several other sailor*
After
a
five
months’
illness,
Mrs.
left Japan, especially the women
from this area included the race
Willis
Bazan,
29,
died
at
12:40
a.m.
and children.The future of those
oil a three-weeks’ trip they made
who still remain is uncertain.The Saturday in Holland hospital
on the Wlndigo. Before presentMrs.
Bazan,
nee
Leona
Smith,
was
latest report is that only four acing the pictures he traced their
tive missionaries and one retired born August 21, 1911, at Gibson,
complete course on a chart, showLaketown
township,
Allegan
counare still on the field in Japan.
ing a crossing of the Gulf stream
To a slightlyless degree there ty. Her father,Fred E. Smith of four times.
Holland, died last April 1.
is also a critical situationin China.
Pictures of all the boats in the
Mrs. Bazan attended Holland
Three
Many of the missionaries are on
race as well as pictures of such
schools and spent most of her life
PET ELEPHANTS
the Island of Kulangsu in Amoy
here. She was married Oct. 5, harbors as Miami, St. Petersharbor where the International
burg, Havanna and Nassau were
1937. Surviving are the husband
ROAM LOOSE ON
settlement is located and in event
shown. Some of the pictures were
Willis Bazan; her mother Mrs.
THE ESTATE OF
of hostilitiesthey would either
beautiful sundown shots, and
Fred E. Smith; two sistersMary
EoBiKT AMES, USER
have to go to the mainland or
many showed action during the
Jane Smith and*Mrs. Joseph Wagcome home. The church still has
race and on the cruise that folRHNe$eO(,M
ner all of Holland; and two brotha number of missionaries on the
lowed aboard the Windigo.
ers, Robert Greenwood of Beechunoccupied mainland and the Rev.
Power squadrons originated 27
wood and Clarence Smith of Holyears ago, he said, when Boston
Walter de Velder has recently
land.
yachtsmen decided they didn’t
reached China for work on the
know enough about navigation.
mainland.
They decided to study it during
The work In India and Arabia
the winter and soon the idea
is going on with only minor interspread all along the eastern searuptions caused by the war; but
board. Power squadrons, he stawith the new situation in Iraq,
ted, became amateur, voluntary
WNU Servic*
Arabia, may have its difficulties.
and a national organization.Local
In this country the work of the
squadronsformed rapidly, not so
board of domestic missions remuch in the 1920's he policed
ports that more than $40,000 has
out, as in the ’30's.
been raised for refugee work in adInclement weather caused a
Detroit has had one for the
dition to the regular income of the postponementof all but one of the
last four or five years, he said,
board. Mor? than 3,000 tons of yacht races which had been schedand the one in Grand Rapids
clothing have been sent by the uled on Lake Macatawa for Memcommittee to British and Holland orial day by the Macatawa Bay was organized a little over a
refugees.
number of the Yacht club to mark the opening year ago.
churches have repaid borrowed of the 1941 season.
funds for church building and a
In the 22-meter class, Harold Zeeland
Taken
number of new church buildings Van Tongeren in his boat "Foo"
in
of Daufhter
are being erected. Four churches won first place. Second place
have assumed self-supportand 56 went to "Lillbritt” owned by HarZeeland, June 5 (Special)
have voluntarily reduced the old Ver Meulen. H^nk Idema in
Grand Haven, June 5 — Due to amount of help asked for from the his boat "Dolphin" won third Mrs. George Kuipers, 81, of Zeeland died last Thursday in the
excellentspring weather,the Ot- board.
place.
home
of her daughter and sonSouthern
Normal
school
at
The
race
was
held
at
3:30
p.m.
tawa county road commission has
Brewton,Ala., has an outstanding after having been delayed .several in-law, Mr. and Mr*. Dick Velbegun work nearly a month early
senior class of 30. One of the pro- hours due to the rain. Only three derman, 20 Ntfrth State St.
of blacktopping roads throughout
Born in the Netherlands, Dec.
fessors, Andrew Branche, is study- boats showed up for this race. Edthe county. About 25 miles of new
ing at the New Brunswick Theo- gar Or served as crew on Van 29, 1859. she came to this counblacktop will be laid this year.
try when she was about 30 years
logical seminary and when he fin- Tongeren's boat.
The Lake shore road, from the ishes he will be the first Negro
three
First and second place trophies old. She is survived
south city limits to. the pavement
minister in the Reformed church. were awarded to the winners of daughters, Mrs. Gerrit Bosch of
at Getz farm, will be completed
Noordeloos,Mrs. Dick Elenbaas
He expects to go back to Brewton this special pre-season event.
early in the season. The first coat
and Mrs. Dick Velderman of Zeeas a minister and the Bergen Rehas been completedon the road
land; five sons, Henry, Herman,
formed church and Sunday school
three miles south of Port Sheldon,
Benjamin, and Jacob all of Zeeat Jersey City, N. J., are raising
and was open for traffic on money to erect a beautiful chapel
land, and John of Grand Rapids;
Memorial day. On Monday, five that will be ready when he is grad37 grandchildren; 11 great grandmiles north of Port Sheldon,
brother, Dick
uated.
Harold Cubworth, 37, of Chi- children; and
reaching to Little Pigeon, were
Zeerup
of
Grand
Rapids.
The work In Mexico is also in cago, charged with simple larceny
started and completed within a good conditionand a new minister,
pleaded gulky on arraipment on
short time. Last year approxi- the product of the mission has Saturday before MunicipalJudge
DIVORCE GRANTED
mately six or seven miles of this been added to the force.
Grand Haven, June 5 (Special)
Raymond 'L. Smith and was senroad, from the south city limits to
divorce decree was granted
The Reformed church is about tenced to serve 30 days in the
Little Pigeon, was done.
in circuit court Thursday afterto place a minister and his wife county jail in Grand Haven.
A road from Eartmanvilleto and a nurse In the migrant fields. Cubworth was arrested by Hol- noon to Rose Vayda from her husUS-16 will he completedwithin a The board recently established a land police Friday after it is al- band, Frank Vayda. Both are resifew days, and later a road in the Chinese church in San Francisco leged that he had stolen four boxes dents of Grand Haven township.
Pottawatomie resort section will and ordained a Chinese missionary, of chocolatesfrom the Model Drug
be coated in the general tar pro- the first in the United States from store. Police said John Elferdink
All 32 states which tax personal
gram. A road near Hudsonville, the Reformed church. The Ameri- saw Cubworth place the stolen incomes now have laws enabling
and another south of Jamestown, can Indian work and the mountain articles In his pocket Police them to tax the salaries of fedhas been given a first coat.
work in Kehtucky goes on with in- charged that he hid the articles eral employes.
TTie Ottawa county road com- creasing vigor.
at the rear of the Warm Friend
mission on June 19 will take bids
The church at St. Thomas, V. I., Service station.He was picked up
New York raises 7 times more
for free mix surfacing. The free which has been without a pastor near the Owl restaurant.
ducks than any state.
mixed paving was tried out last
for

Man

Mr. Parsons expressed belief

Court on

1941

True

that this nation must arm itself
"to the teeth" for It cannot defend itself against pagan outlaws
by mere expressions of disapproval. He urged all, classifying it
as their duty, to contribute to the
limit of[ their capacityand opportunity to the national program
of defense.
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life ea

Michigan’* like* and beyi.

Thkxe’s holiday peace for vacationistson the breezy bays,
blue lakes and winding rivers of Michigan.

You

can

lounge on a sun-sweptdeck as you cruise deep water. You
can paddle down shady streams in a canoe or spin through

wind and spray under 1*3.
This summer, take that canoe trip or Great

dreamed about! It’s not too late, i!
yon telephone now to make reservations and arrange d*

cruise you’ve always

hardly more time than

tails. In

yon can

call

it

up those friends you’d

takes yon to read this,
like to share

your fun,

then talk to guide, outfitter, hotel or steamship office.

Each year the telephone helps millitas of

recreation on Great Lakes errisss ef say

vacation*

leagtk,

Mm

overnight to twa

weeks.

.

hungry people enjoy the matchless resources of Michigan’s
outdoors.

:

ICRIMN

BEIL TElirlOIII
Ml _ d _

,

COMPANY

Tfli

ORDERS REPAIR
OF STATION FOR

P1PERJRUCK

ed, 19; milk and cream samples
taken to. laboratory for test, 37;
water samples taken for test, five;
producer* inspected,10; slaughterhouses, three; grocery stores, seven; meat markets, eight; restaurants, lunchrooms, etc., nine; public
restrooms, 22; complaints and investigations,27.
Council accepted the annual report of Miss Dora Schermer, local librarian, covering activities
of the library for the year ending

Council Grant! Police and March 1, 1941.
The board of
Fire Board Right to

Accept Bid*
The board of police and fire
commissionerswas granted authority Wednesday night by common council to accept bids for

park and cemetery

commissionerswas granted permission to purchase $10,000 in
series "G" defense bonds and to
deposit in the Ottawa County
Building and Loan association to
draw interest of 3 per cent. The
money Is now on deposit to the
credit of the perpetual upkeep
fund of the cemetery in two local
banks, the letter from the board

WILL COLLECT

HOLLAND CITY NEWS THURSDAY, JUNE

Holland Country Club

LICENSE FEES Is Scene of

The large fireplaceIn

1941

Quill

And

Dinner

Wedding
the

lounge of the Holland Country
club was decorated with ferns,
Soloni Agree to Eliminate palms and peonies with lighted
candelabrashedding a soft glow
Concessions Granted
for the wedding of Miss Hasel
Geneva Langejana, daughter of
in Past Years
Mr. and Mrs Dick Langejan* of
55 West 18th St., and Gerald
Collectionof regular license fees
Ralph Emmick, son qf My. and
from taxicab operators, operators Mrs. Charles Emmick of North
of pool and billiard rooms and Shore drive, which was solemnibowling alleys, hucksters and cer- zed Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in
tain other peddlerswas ordered the presence of about 45 guests.
Wednesday night by common Dr. H. D. Terkeurst,pastor of
council in accepting the report of Trinity Reformed church, read
the single ring service.
its licensecommittee.
Wedding attendants were Mrs.
The committee pointed out that
It had given certain concessions Audrey Berghorst and Robert
to theib in granting licenses but Emmick. the latter a brother of
‘‘it is the opinion of your license the bridegroom. For wedding
Hoslar of Otsecommittee that since business Is music. Mrs.
now back to normal, this practice go. accompanied by John Swlerof granting^ concessions and spe- enga, sang "Because,” d'Hardelot,
cial privilegesshould be discontin- and "I Love You Truly.” Bond.
The bride wore a wedding gown
ued and the city clerk be instructed to collect the regular license of white brocaded organdiefashfees in accordance with the re- ioned with a short train. Her
quirements and fees as set forth in lace veil was arranged with a
coronet of orange blossoms. Her
such ordinances."
The various fees are as follow: flowers were Joanna Hill roses,
Taxi-cab operators, (minimum Bwainsonaand white snapdragons.
Mrs. Berghorst wore heaven
fee) $50 per year; operatorsOf
blue chiffon with a white pleated
pool and billiard halls and bowling
yoke and carried pink sweet peas
alleys, $25 for the first two tables

8,

teacher of the group,
of honor.

was

guest

Others to attend were: Dale
Gumser, Billy Van Dyke, Dale
Vanden Brink, Robert Folkert,
Jackie Wallace. Rachel Den Bleyker. Marjorie Boyce, Joyce Vining,

Willard Pelgrim, Norma Albers,
Glendora Loew, Sarah Emmick,
George Schippcrs. Mclva Gordon,
Carl Van Raaltc, Judy Hoffman
and Jim Lamb.

Is

Scroll

Held

Attractiveplace cards in the
form of tiny scrolls decorated the
dinner tables Wednesday evening when students of Miss Beatrice Hagen's Holland high school
journalism classes gathered for
the annual Quill and Scroll dinner at Boone's Kuntry Kitchen.
Mildred Scholten, retiringeditor of the Holland High Herald,
student publication,read the requirements for membership and
presented Quill and Scroll pins
and certificates to nine new mem-

HOFFMAN PUIS want:
QUESTION

MARK PEARL BUTTONS mark

Thsy Wt*
any garr

of distinction on

ment. Washable,lustrous, btatti **

ON TALK BY FDR

tiful.

Always insist on Pwit-

>

Buttons.

_

LOANS - $25 to $300
No Endorstn - No Delay
Holland Loan Assodatioo
10 West 8th, 2nd floor

Says Words of President
Do Not Indicate What
He Will Do

—

MJ
j

*

Personals

Washington, June 5
Cong.
bers of the society following the
Clare E. Hoffman of Allegan
dinner. New members pledged to
(From Today's Sentinel)
School Biology Classes
Quill and Scroll, international Mich., this week had this to say
the remodeling of the No. 1 engine
A seventh district i«Uy of V. F. i
honorary society for high school about President Roosevelt's mesStage Annaal Picnic
house on West Eighth St. to acjournalists,were Carleen Stroop, sage and about oil British pilot W. will be held in the Swiss room 7
commodate the new pumper truck
Eighty boys and girls, students Margery Prince, Marjorie Hoob- training in this country and ap- of the Pantlindhotel in Grand
which was recently purchasedand advised.
Rapids, Sunday, June 8, at 2 pan. ?
of Miss Lida Rogers' high school ler, Dorothy Ladewig, ' Arthur propriations:
Permission was granted to the
will be delivered soon.
biology classes, enjoyed the Heemstra, Mary Fredertckson, “One of the most interestingre- Auxiliary No. 3023 will serve •• . /
Reporting for council's public board of public works to purchase
annual picnic Wednesday aftcr- Kenneth De Groot, Angeline Bey- sults of the president's message to hostess.Members of the local auxsafety committee which has been two International pickup trucks
iliary planning to attend the rally
noon. Followinggames at Tunnel er and ClarenceBuurma.
the nation and to the world, herinvestigatingthe matter, Aid. and an International two-ton
are
advised to take their credenpark under the supervisionof
As a feature of the evening, alded as an epoch-makingevent, is
John Menken outlined the propos- truck from A. De Visser.Cost of
Coach Malcolm Mackay, a ham- Herald .staff members also receiv- the reactions It has produced. tials and dues carfc
ed improvement which would the one-half and three-fourth ton
Born Wednesday afternoonIn
burger fry was held at the out- ed comic prizes accompanied by
Those who are In sympathy with
remove the present stairway trucks, less trade in allowance,
Holland hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
door fire place at the school for- appropriate jingles which ridiculthe
president's
foreign
policy
hail
and parUtion to the west of will be $655 and cost of the twoest with committees of students ed their outstandingcharacter- it as a clear-cut outline of the Bernard Scholtefc,23 East 17th
the stairway
place a ton truck will be $1,387.50.
St, a ton.
in charge of the affair.
istics. As a special surprise Miss course we should follow. Those
steel girder under the floor joint
Ladies Auxiliary of Eagles will
Special guests included Princi- Scholten was presented with a
who
disagree say it is but another
that the wall supports, build ,8
meet Friday at 8
Installapal J. J. -Riemersma and Mrs. decorated cake in honor of her
effort to confuse the people; that
new stairway from the rear room,
tion of officers will be followad by
Riomersma. Supt. and Mrs. E. E. birthday which will be celebrated
It sAys nothing that the president
install a larger window in the lavFell and their son, George Fell,
a social time.
next week. Dinner guests sang the
atory and change the door, reMr. and Mrs.
Tlnholt, Mr.
who is visiting here. Mr. and traditional"Happy Birthday" song has not said before,except that it
brings
us- just that much nearer
pair floors and ceilings where they
and Mrs. Marvin J. Tinholt, Sena
Mrs E J. Yeomans, Mr. and Mrs. preceding the dessert.
to. the accomplishment
of his purand snapdragons.
are disturbed, install-a new elecTinholt and Anton Tlnholt return* y
or alleys and $5 for each additionAlljortVan Zoeren and Mr. and
. Other journalism students pres- pose, that is, our active participaAmong the out-of-townguests Mrs
trically-operateddoor 17 feet, 4
ed to Holland Wednesday night
V. Hartman.
al table or alley; hucksters, pedent
at
the
affair
Included
Beatwere Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cradtion In the war.
inches wide to be controlled by
from a 10-day trip to Illinois,Iowa,
dlers, etc., using horsedrawn waExtensivework has been carrice Spcet, Phyllis Boven, Joyce
dock of Kalamazoo,Mr. and Mrs.
"Since the delivery of the presithe fire alarm system, remove the
gon or motor vehicles. $40 for one
ried on at the school forest this
South Dakota and Colorado.
At the request of the Michigan year, $25 for six months, $15 for G. Langejans and children, Don- spring hy the biology classes. A Van Oss, ElizabethMills, Betty dent's message, I received a letpresent tower atop the building
Lincoln school will have Its anand constructnew hose drying inspection bureau, common coun- one month, $5 for one week or $2 ald. Barbara, and Joyce of Otsego, total of 1.000 man hours of work Ten Have, Elaine Prins and Mar- ter from a resident of the district, nual picnic Saturday afternoon 7
Miss Belda Waldron of Allegan, was used to set out 7,000 trees tha Van Dyk. High school grad- inquiringas to what the president
racks and repair the roof of the cil Wednesday night adopted a re- per day.
and evening at Tunnel park. Can
Mr. and Mrs. W. Hoslar of Ot- (red ami white pine): to check uates formerly initiatedInto the meant and what he would do now.
solution
which
set
out
that
the
building.
and trucks win leave the school
In reply to an inquiry from Aid.
sego. Mrs. M. Poole of Benton the entire forest, filling in where society attending the dinner were Well, as the saying goes, ‘Th|t is
Aid. Herman Mooi requested no city of Holland has entered into John Menken, Aid. Albert V. Faa•t 1 p.m. The picnic committer
Harbor,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
A.
BergGifford
Onthank,
Marijane.
Rafa poser.'We all know Jrom past consists of Herman Bekker, Ed
publicitybe given the estimated an agreement with Fillmore town gen, who submitted the report and
necessary; piling brush on sand
horst of Grand Rapids, Earl Fablows; setting up four seed beds, fenaud, Cecil Bacheller, Gerard experience that what the president Scheerhorn,Harold Barkal, Dee
cost which Menken presented as ship. Allegan county, to furnish moved its adoption, said the preber of Chicago and Miss Mildred 3i by 10 feet, lor red and white Cook and Fritzi Jonkman. Miss says does not necessarilyindicate
the townshipwith fire protection
sealed bids are to be accepted.
Meyer and Fred Garvellnk* i
sent rates have been $30 per year Kirkwood of Grand Rapids.
pine; and cleaning out the drive Scholten was pledged to Quill and what he will do. Quoting from a
In other business, the applica- The resolutionprovides that the for taxi operators,$25 for the first
A young women’s three-part*:
The bride attended Allegan for new gravel and general main- Scroll during her junior year. Pennsylvania
,
tion of J E. Holder to operate Holland fire department will re two tables or alleys and $2 for
chorus under the directionof Mr*.
high
school
and
a
business
col" 'What the president said, for
tenance. Girls in the classes Miss Hagen, faculty adviser, and
taxis and buses from 3 East Sev- spend to all calls, except for rea each additional tabic or alley for
John Terpsma wiU sing at the eralege in Kalamazoo and Is employclean'd the cabins and the boys her guest, Miss Margaret Randels, the most part he had said before. ning sendee of Immanuel church
enth St. was referred to the lic- sons beyond its control, with ap- pool and billiard rooms and bowled
as
secretary
in
a
local
real
also attended the affair.
paratus having a minimum pumpWhat the president meant is an- in the armory Sunday at 7:80
ense committee.
ing alleys and $15 per year for estate office. The bridegroomwas cleaned all buildings.
other matter for which his fellow
Miss Rogers' biology 2 classes
A petition which had been sign- ing capacityof 50d gallons per hucksters' licenses. Aid. Elmer J.
The Rev. and Mr*. C M. Botf$»
born in Holland, attended Holcitizens will wait patiently while
ed by employes of the Holland minute. It provides that upon ter- Schepers seconded the motion to land high school and is a sales- contributed 800 hours of work,
huls and family, 85* West 14th St,
James Bennett’s biology 1 classes,
he Interprets his meaning in his were recent guests at Moody Bihlo
Furniture Co., requesting council mination of the agreement, the adopt the report.
man for the Decker Chevrolet Co. 200 hours of work.
acts. Meanwhile, question marks
to eliminate one hour parking on city clerk will notify the Michi
Institute,
The couple left on a wedding trip
must stand in the place of intei^
the west side of River Ave be- gan inspection bureau of such ac
Mr. and Mrs. Jamas Nyhof
cast immediately following the
pretations.’
tween Sixth and Seventh Sts., was tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Blauwkampof
reception.For traveling the bride Papils Hold Farewell
The action will permit the re
"What the president did not say Overisel left Thursday on a wedreferred to the police and fire
wore a green Habit-Maker with
duction of rates on propertylowas what we are to use for the ding trip to Pennsylvania. 1 ^ :
hoard.
lor
Federal
Teacher
brown and white accessories.
destroyingof the Axis powers,
Aid. Henry Ketel said the civic cated outside the corporate limits
Funeral serviceswere held Wed- After June 20 they will make
Greta Stegink of Holland and
The fourth and fifth grades of
of
Holland
and
in
Fillmore
townjust where the battle is to be
improvement committee will subnesday for Mrs. A. J. White, 77, their home at 348 Columbia Ave.
Pearl De Haan of Crisp were sup*
Federal
school
entertained
their
who died Sunday at St. Mary’s
mit a report at council'snext ship.
Muilenberg at Pre-Synod fought, or what we are to do with per guests in the home of Mr, and
teacher, Mrs. T. Terpsma with a
Germany after she has been de- Mrs. L. Kraker in Overisel Wedhospital.The Rev. George Douma
meeting relative to the operation
farewell party in the school audiMeet Cites Problem
feated.Are we to join the British nesday night
of a junk yard by Louis Padnos
officiatedat the services which Missionaries Speak at
Hietbrinh-VanHemert
torium in which the pupils preIn a new nobility, with a few Amwere held from the Allendale
on North River Ave.
Corp. Elmer Brandt left
ai
Three
Fold
sented a program. Refreshments
Christian Reformed church. Burial Hope Society Luncheon
erican lords, and establish a rul- day morning for Camp Livings ton
Ketel's report that the board Betrothal Announced
were
served
and
gifts
presented
to
In an informal talk presented
of publit works be authorized to
ing class in Germany, to be iqalnMr. and Mrs. James Hietbrink, was in Robinson cemetery.Mrs.
In discussing the "Christian Ap- tained by the armed forces of Am- in Louisiana after spending about
lay water mains on 24th St. be- 77 East 25th St., announce the White was an old resident of Bass Wednesday at the home of Mrs. the teacher.
The committee in charge of the proach to the Refugee" at one of erica, paid for by her taxpayers? two weeks with his parents, Mr.
tween Elmdale court and Michi- engagement of their daughter. River living there for more than John Vander Veen on the Park
and Mrs. Bert Brandt, East 14th
50 years, where she and her hus- road, Mrs. Willis Hoekje, recent- party coasistedof Paul Bluekamp, the group meetings at the pregan Ave. as originally planned was
"Mr. Ickea, the august secretary
Henrietta,to Raymond J. Van
St
Gene
Beukema,
Spencer
Van
Alssynod
conferente
on
evangelism
band were the proprietors of a ly returned from the mission field
approved by aldermen. Referred to
of the interior, holds, by appointMn. F. H. Turner of Fair lake
Hemert of Detroit,son of Mr. and
burg,
Dorothy
Ten
Brink,
Nancy
this
forenoon
in
Third
Reformed
the board of public works com- Mrs. A. R. De Wreerd, 172 East general store. She was bom in in Japan, told members and guests
ment from the president,the posi- has returned to her home after
church,
the
Rev.
John
P.
MuilenKleeves,
Eugene
Morey
and
RogWest
Virginia
July
19.
1863.
and
of
the
Hope
Church
Women’s
mittee at council's last meeting 14th St., this city. The wedding
tion of petroleumcoordinator for spending a few days with lira.
was married to Andrew J. White Missionarysociety something of er Westenbroek. Carroll Norlin. berg, the Reformed church min* national defense,and it is his duty
after Ray Nies had lodged a prowill take place the latter part of
Etta Whitman. Mi*. 8. a Beit*
in 1886. Survivingare the hus- the work and conditions in that Miss E. Den Uyl and Miss E. ister to refugees, contended that to make recommendations with
test to the assessment, the aiderJune.
qulst of East Lansing arrived to"the
problem
is
three-fold."
Smith
also
were
present.
band; a daughter, Mrs. Ruby country. Mrs. Hoekje returned
man said his committee had inregard to that product. Our news
day for a short visit with her'
During the past week Federal
Beckley of Royal Oak; a son from Japan recently with her husFirst, the good Samaritan act commentator has stated that, unvestigatedand found a fair assessmother, Mrs. Whitman.
school
has
been
displaying
an
edWarren of Grand Rapids; two sis- band who is connectedwith the
ment had been made in which the Announce Approaching
must be done,"’ second, "we must der the unlimited emergency deSgt Henry Gebben of Camp,
ters, Mrs. Jennie Thomas of Al- Christian Union college in Tokyo. ucational exhibit at the former combat anti-Semitism," and third, clafetlonof the president,the recity will pay $564.90 and the proLivingston is spending a 15-d$y
Marriage
of
Couple
Mission
building.
The
kinderton,
Mich.,
and
Mrs.
Ed.
Miller
perty owners, $363.55. He reportThe occasion was the annual
"we must bring the gospel of commendations ot Mr. Ickes for
ed Nies' assessment will total Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Dykhuis, of Marysville, Wash. She was spring luncheon of the society. garten and first grade display Christ to the refugees," he as- the cohservation of our oil 'sup- furlough at Ids. home on Weit
18th St
about $161,63 but that he will 167 West Eighth St., announce the a member of the Allendale Re- Seven-two were served by Mrs. F. shows tra asportation booklets and serted.
ply would virtuallyamount to deJohn Cooper, president of the
a
summer
garden
project.
Second
receive a rebate when the water engagement and approaching mar- formed church.
"The refugees have many needs crees. Mr. Ickes says that because
E. De Weese, Mrs. Roy Heasley
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hovingh are and their committee. The meet- and third grade displayed Echoes which are imperative to their de- transportation facilitieshave been Holland Motor Express, will atmain is tapped. Ketel also re- riage of their daughter. Lois
tend the llth annual convention ,
ported that part of the Nies pro- Marie, to Gordon J. Groenewoud, the parents of a daughter, Donna ing was the final one until early in of Tulip Time and Penmanship mands. We mast find affidavits greatly curtailed by the taking
work> also a Lapland frieze for people who are prepared to over of oil tankers for defense pur- of the Central Motor Freight as- 1
perty on Michigan Ave. and Elm- son of Mrs. Walter Groenewoud, Mae born recently at Butter- September.
soclationJune 10 in Hotel Stevens
worth hospital. Mrs. Hovingh is
dale court was free of assessment. 230 West llth St.
Mrs. Hoekje told of the chang- Grades four and five displayed come to America. They need help poses, unless some arrangements
in Chicago. More than 1,000 truck
Upon recommendation of Aid. Both Miss Dykhuis and Mr. the former Hermina Kraker.
ing conditions in Japan and of her Bird booklets, patrioticand tele- in financing their steamshippas- can be made to transport oil, our
The Rev, Marvin Vander Werp work in the "social center" in Tok- phone units os well as some Dutch sage. After they arrive they need citizens may have 'gasless Sun- operators and shippers are expectFrank Smith, the street commit- Groenewoud are graduates of Holed to attend.
tee was given authority to pur- land high school and Hope col- of Jenison gave the address at yo, now the third largest city in pictures. Grades six, seven and hospitality, they need jobs, advice, days,’ and that the price of gasoA son was born May 29 in Holchase reinforcingsteel for the ex- lege. While at Hope Miss Dykhuis the graduation exercises of the Al- the world. The center was started eight displayed Schoolday Book- resettlement,opportunities," he line may skyrocket.
land
hospitalto Mr. and Mn. Gopv
lendale
Christian
school
students.
tension of the Pine Ave. storm was a member of the Dorian sosaid in discassing the good Samarby Christian women and is de- lets.
"The threatened oil shortage Is
don Timmerman,237 West 20th
sewer from the Grand Rapids Sup- ciety and Mr. Groenewoud of the The program included a reading voted to extending relief to white
itan work.
causing grave concern and it has
by Irene Kraker, "Workers To- people,* she said. A camp has reply Co. at a cost of $2,521.31.
Cosmopolitan fraternity.
He pointed out that children been indicated that President St. The baby has previously been
listed in The Sentinel as a girl
Choir
ol
Sixth
Charch
Council accepted Smith's report
present, Miss Dykhuis is gether With Him." The farewell cently been purchased in the
need summer camp opportunities Roosevelt may take steps to elimMonteilo park school held its
that the alley between 19th and teaching fifth grade at Hudson, was given by Cora Potgieter. mountains,to be used for underand that some of the better quali- inate any possibility of interrupHas Annaal Banquet
annua] school picnic Tuesday af20th Sts. and between Michigan Mich., and Mr. Groenewoud is em- Graduates are Cora Potgieter, privileged children. She brought
fied need scholarship aid. Rev. tion of the national defense proAbout 40 attended the annual
ternoon. The first bus load of chilIrene Kraker. Ragina Huttinga, greetings and love from the Chrisand Pine Aves. be vacated, except ployed in a local store.
Muilenberg urged support of the gram. He already has warned that
banquet of Sixth Reformed church
dren was taken to Zeeland City
Margeanne
Meldema,
Harold
De
that the city "reserve the right
The bridal party will Include
Reformed
Church
relief commit- ‘restriction of oil coasumption to
tians in Tokyo.
choir Wednesdayevening in the
park, but when the rain comto ingress and egress over such Miss Virginia Dykhuis, Mrs. Char- Jong. Eighth graders to receive
tee in order that this work may essential uses' is a 'distinct posDr. Margaret Gibbons of New
menced, the entire group was takvacated portion of the alley to les A. Steketee and Leonard Dek- their diplomas' were Kenneth York city, a missionary to Vellore, church parlors. Decorationsfol- be earned out.
sibility’ and ha.s urged congress
lowed a patrioticmotif with red
en to the Virginia park communmaintain the 36-inch storm sewer ker. The marriagewill be an event Knoper, Ruth Gemmen. Percy India, was a special guest, and
Concerning
"anti-Semitism," he to authorize acquisitionof rights
which has been installed there" of June 23 at 8 p.m. in the audi- Gemmen, Catherine Potgieter, gave some interestingexperiences and white streamers on the tables blamed the cause on the Nazi pol- of way to provide for construction ity house for an afternoon of m* ^
and blue stars with tiny flags as
creation. Supper was served in the
Council's meeting of July 2 was torium of First Reformed church. Mary Jane Potgieter, Adrianna of her work in that country. Here
icy of "Juden Rem" and said, "we of oil pipe lines from the south to
favors. In the front of the room
hall. TTie last day of school was
set as the date when a public The Rev. Nicholas Gosselink will Sail and James Van Dyke.
to attend synod, Dr. Gibbons ex- was a large American flag over a must not only aid the victims of the east.
held Wednesday.
The Rev. E. J. Krohne of Hudhearing will be held.
officiate.
anti-Semitism but we mast posi"In
this
connection
it
Is
a
litplained that she is taking some table containing
battlefield
Mrs. Rosa Purchasewho mark*
sonville preached the sermon at
Forty-five applications for retively
strike
at
the
nerve
center
extra medical work in the east.
tle difficult to undersAnd the polwith toy soldiers, cannon, aired her 83rd birthday anniversary
the Sunday evening service at
newals of licenses to operate hofrom
which
proceeds
the
spirit icy of the government in permitMrs.
Jay
Den
Herder
conducted
Local Couple Married
planes and the like. The American
Monday was surprised by about 15
Christian Reformed church. The
tels, restaurants amL sell soft
devotions. Mrs. Leon Moody pre- and Christian flags also were used that makes refugees right in our ting oil exports to Japan. In
old-time neighbors in the evening
Rev. George Douma of the Re- sided.
drinks were approved by council. in Grand Rapids
land.
March,
last,
America
shipped
more
During the dinner, recordings
in her home at 192 East Seventh
formed church filled a classical
The bond of Gerrit Kragt as
"Anti-Semitism feeds on lies and than 1,500.000barrels of oil to
Miss Ruth 'Den Uyl and John
of choral music were played. Mrs.
St.
appointment at Lucas last Suncity scavenger and garbage colH. De Witt, both of Holland,
Sam Plagcnhocf,retiring presi- half truths. Therefore, we must Japan, and this was about one- Raymond Otteman, Canandaiday.
lector was approved.Will Blom
Two Are Honored at
inject into the body of society, dis- third of former shipments. To
were
married last Thursday
dent. presided and the Rev. John
The Ladies School Aid society
was granted a license to operate in the parsonage of Emanuel
eased by the lies of the anti-Sem- quote the president of the Hono- gua, N.Y., was named president
Vanderbeek offered the invocaof next year’s sophomore class
a pool and billiard roopi at 176 Presbyterian church in Grand Rap- held its meeting Tuesday after- Shower in Overisel
ites. the truth about the refugee lulu Oil Corp.:
tion.
noon.
at Hope college in an election 7
River Ave.
Mrs.
Raymond
Busscher,
Mr'
ids. The Rev. N. Keizer, pastor of
" 'All American oil companies
Edward Scheerhorn announced in America.The refugees are not
held Wednesday noon. Other offiMrs. Cornelius Hovingh has re- Harry Nyhuis and Mrs. Bernard
The following were granted lic- the church and brother-in-law of
all Jews, they are not flooding have told state department officcers of the group are Georg* ;:y
enses for the ensuing year: Yel- the bridegroom, officiated.The turned to her home in Coopers ville Yonker were hostesses at a, double the program which was to a large the country, they are not taking
from Butterworth hospital. Her surprise shower for Clarissa Gun- extent an impromptu affair. Com- away jobs from Americanson any ials that they are prepared to halt Lurasden,Niagara Falls, N.Y,
low Cab Co. by Gerrit B. Nykamp
couple was attended by Donald De
these shipments, but we have not
vice president; Sally Brannock:
condition is steadily improving. neman and Viola Folkert Thurs- munity singing was led by John
to operate taxis; Louis Padnos,
large scale.
Witt and Geraldine Vanden Berg,
received such lastructions.'
Swierenga,
choir
director.
AccordBenton Harbor, secretary;and*,!
Mrs. Thomas Rosema is able to day evening at the Busscher home
Michael Baer and John Van
"In this connection, we face the
also of Holland. Mr. and Mrs. De
"Secretary of War Stim.son ha.s Fritzi Jonkman, Holland, and
ion solos were played hy Bernice
get out again after having been in Overisel.
Voorst, to collect junk and operate
problem of the reconstruction announced that June 7 will .see the
Witt will make their home in
confined to her home for a while.
junk yard; Abel Postma, Henry
The honored guests were pre- Hibma, guitar selectionsby James period in the post-war time. The beginning of a program to train Larry Beltman, Kalamazoo,treaGrand Rapids where Mr. De Witt
surers.
Dick Roeters is improving at sented with a necklace of hearts Barkel, piano and cornet duets
Vender Heuvel and Ruben Nyenrefugee problem is one that will Britons as royal air force airmen
is employed in the office of the
Following a business meeting at
and
accordion
select
ioas
hy
Mr.
this writing.
huis, to construct sidewalks;A.
containingthe words "Brides to
General Motors Corp.
be with as for years to come. Wc in the United States. The plan
8 p.m. tonight, Royal Neighbors
Mrs. Peter Van Huizen, Mrs. be”. As Clarissa and Viola pulled Swierenga, and a bass solo by
W. Baker, to operate second hand
in America will have great re- calls for the training of 4,000 as will celebrate the May birthdays, f
store.
Dorothy Vander Mate, Mrs. Dena off the letters alternately,verses Arthur De Waard.
sponsibiltiesand opportunities to fighter and bomber pilots annual(From Saturday's Sentinel)
Wiersema and Mrs. Harry Ben- were read explaining where their Miss Carolyn Hibma. Mrs. Plag- help rebuild shattered lives."
The Carley Amusement Co. was
ly through the same instructionas
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Van Eck a
enhoef, Herbert Wybenga and
nett attended a bridal shower gifts were hidden.
granted licenses to operate the
Whether the Jewish and Christ- now given for flying cadets of the and sons Marvin, Dale, and Paul
which was given for the honor
Holland, Center and Colonial theaGames were played and prizes Rev. Vanderbeek were called upon ian refugees turn to paganism of
army air corps; annual training are visiting at Niagara Falls, N.Y.
ters. Accompanying the applicaMrs. Theodore Johnson of Law- of Miss Cornelia Botbyl of Grand were awarded to Mrs. Silas Rar- to present a play entitled"Rats."
Christianity will depend upon tty of 3,000 as fighterand bomber piMrs. Anthony Van Harn of East
tion was an agreement not to op- ton, Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. Hir- Haven. Hostesseswere Mrs. Ed- kel, Viola Folkert, and Clarissa The music committee, William
Christian conscience, he contend- lots according to royal air force
Overisel and her brother, Louis
erate the theaters on Sundays.
am Jenison of Grandvdlle called on ward Botbyl and Mrs. Dennis Wal- Gunneman. A two-course lunch Jekel, John Mokma and Mr. Wy- ed.
course of instructioas.and the Hosper of Chicago were recent
A petitionfor the erection of a Mrs. G. Howell Wednesday after- linga of Grand Haven. Miss Bot- was served.
benga, also were called upon for
"The Christian approach to the training of approximately1,000 visitors at the home of Gladte
street light at 22nd St. and Maple noon.
byl w(Jl be married in June to ArInvited guests included Mrs an impromptu number Brief talks
refuge is no simple matter of annually as aerial navigators.
Ver Beek in Oakland.
Ave. was granted on Mooi’s moMr. and Mrs. Lee Hardy and thur Van Huizen of Allendale,son Gus Peters and Harriet; Mrs. Gor- were given at the conclusion.
just seeking conversions, import"During the week the house betion.
For the second time this
Miss Erma Emelander of Hudson* of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van Hui- don Peters, Mrs. Ben Kroeze and
Program arrangementswere in ant as that may be. There carvbe
gan consideration of the war de- a deer has been seen in the vicinEvelyn, Mrs. Marvin Klingenberg charge of Henry Slager, Ray Van
A communicationwas presented ville were dinner guests of Mr. zen.
no evangelization of the refugees, partment appropriation bill, which ity of Holland. O. W.- Lowry,
from the Great Lakes Harbors as- and Mrs. C. Hardy who reside on
Mrs. Justin Maatman and Mildred Voorst and Mr. Scheerhorn;dinmany of whom are Jewish apart calls for appropriationsof ap- route 4. Holland, reported he saw
sociation,which advised that the North Hudsonvilleroad Friday.
Mrs. G. Barkel, Mrs. Silas Barkel ner, Mrs. Jacob Van Voorst and
from the social imperative of the proximately nine billion dollars. a spike homed deer in his
OF
U. S. supreme court has denied
and Elgene, Mrs. Gerald Immink Mrs. Wybenga, and decorations,
Mr. and Mrs. George Howell
good Samaritan act and the act- And can you remember back to this forenoon. Dart D. Hoou^.,
the petition of Illinois for increas- spent Monday evening with their
Mrs. Albert Dampen, Mrs. Ed Mrs. Ray Van Voorst and Mrs.
DIES IN SON’S
ive opposition the anti-Semitism 1929, 1930, 1931 and 1932, when route 6. Holland, saw a deer ia
ed diversion of water from Lake son, Clifford Pitts, in Grand RapGunneman, Hazel Nyhuis, Eai Arthur De Waard.
in all its form."
the average total appropriationfor the back yard of his home TDie*Michigan. The letter said the case ids.
Gunneman, Gladys Maatman and
John P. Runcel, 49, died early
the operation of the entire govern- day.
was started 18 months ago and Mr. and Mrs. O. R. De Wendt
Mrs. G. Maatman.
today in the home of his daughINDIANS FEAR LAKE
ment was a little over four billion
Released From
the decision, is a victory for the and son, Ben, motored to Kalama*
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Cedar lake, just north of Trav- dollars?"
AUTOISTS PAY
|fl
lake state* and port cities which zoo Thursday.
Richard A. Osterhart, 83 East Latin Class Holds
Jail on Filing Appeal erse City in Leelanau coui.*y,is
The
following motorists
have tyken an active part in opSeveral local boys attended a 25th St He came here from Musknown to the Indians as "The
paid fines and costs to the
posing this proposedincreased di- ball game in Detroit Friday.
Foreman of G.H. Plant
kegon about 12 days ago when he ‘Roman Dinner'
on traffic violations:
Grand Haven, June 5 (Special) Lake of the Serpent" arid to this
version. The city clerk was asked
The Winchester reunion was became seriously ill.
A novel party was held by the —Fred Pierce. 17, of Grand Rap- day np redskin can be coaxed to
St., speeding,$10; Gordon
to write the association a letter held at the home of Mr. and Mr*.
Suffers
Burns
to
Eye
Suryiving are the widow and a fourth hour Latin class of Junior ids, was released Tuesday and venture on its clear blue water*.
Wellington,21, 298 Weit
• -of appreciation.
Bert Sweet north of Hudsonville ion, John, Jr., of Grand Rapids;
high school in the form of a Ro- Dale Davanzati,. 25, of Lansing
Grand Haven, June 5 (Special) per, 18, 15 West 17th St.,
Claims against the city totaling on Decoration day. There were 32
two other daughters, Mrs. Wil- man dinner in the home of Mary was released Wednesday night
INDIAN MISSION
$7,784.59were approved for pay- present A pot-luckdinner was
—Thomas Siders, 43, assistant ing, $7; Melvin Kooft route
liam Polfiu of Grand Rapids and McLean Tuesday night Guests re- from the county jail after each
Greens ky Hitt, a short distance foreman of .the yard at t)ie Holland, illegal parking, $l,v J
ment. Other claims also approv- served.
ed follow: hospital, $4,505.48; Mr. and Mrs. Jphn Moss and Miss Valeria Runcel of Jackson; clined on couches and ato with had furnished a $150 cash appeal north of Charlevoix on UJjf-31, is Eagle-Oftawa Leather Oo., suffer- tin Vryhof, 23, route 5,
and the father, Jacob Runcel in their finger»;intrue Roman style. bond for their appearancein cir- the site of an Indian' mission and ed serious add bums about the
library,: $265.87; police and fire daughter, Joyce, of North Jenison
Lithuania.
A program consisted of two vo- cuit court Sept. 9.
council ring of trees planted by eye Wednesday while at work in
(police, $1,160.51, Tulip Time, po- were dinner guests of Mr. and
Funeral services will be, held cal solos by Rachel Van Dyke; a
Pierce and Davanzatiwere ar- the Indians generation* ago.
the plant. He will be confined in a tor’s license, $5; Ray
lice, $645.29, fire $478.12), $2,- Mrs. George Howell Sunday.
Saturday at 9 a.m. from the St short skit entitled "The Fascin- rested by Grand Haven police on
Muriidpal
hospital about a week. 191 West 16th St,
283.93 ?•' park and cemetery (park*
Mr. and Mrs. Cy Hardy of South Francis de Saks church. Burial ation of Ceasatv" written by. Mela disorderly charge after they alPLAN SUMMER SCHOOLS Sight of the eye likely will be
$809.58, cemetery, $841.18), $1,- Hudsonville road entertained with
will be in Muskegon, ’^he. body va Gordon; two piano solos by Lo- legedly raided* a house party of
Allegan, > June
Summer saved.
TRANSFER TO NAVY
650.76; board of public works a family dinner Sunday.
reposes In the Oocterhart home.
rayne Nyland: novelty numbers girl* at Highland park tyay 3L schools will be conducted by . three
Washington, Jane 5
Mr. Runcel was born in Lith- by Bill Barnes; and a vocal solo by Arraigned before Justice George local churches.The First BapSecretary of the
SUIT 19 FILED
'CAYB NEAR BUCHANAN
uania and came to this country Roger Gund. • *
V. Hoffer June 2, they pleaded tist church and Allegan Bible
Grand Rapids, June 5
Suit Morgenthau,Jr 1
The report of City Inspector One. of Michigan’s few caves is about 12 years ago.
Co-chairmenfor the party were guilty and each was assessed a church will conduct schools from was filed in Kent circuit court that more
Ben Wiersma, covering his activ- a. tourist attraction in Berrien
Faye Topp, Gwendolyn Lemmen $50 fine. $6.20 court costs andJ June 9 to 20 and the Presbyterian Wednesday by the Peoples State the coas
ities for May, was accepted as fol- county, about five miles west of
Lepmay accounts for 20 deaths and Miss Kay Douma; student sentenced to serve 30 days in the church will hold a school from bank of Holland against Leon B. red
lows; Pasteurizing plants inspectin ttoaTJ. S. each year.
teacher. Mils Joan Vander Werf, county jail
Juhe 16 to 27.
Chulski for a judgment df $500.;
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BOMBED OUT OF
f-i

DUTCH BAKERY,

ti

TWO NOW INCH.
Schornagel Says Plight

Germany as Bad as

in

in

Other Areas
Grand Haven, June 5 (Special)
SchornaRel, American
citizen, and his wife, Nell, Dutch
citizen,will always recall Memorial day, 1941, as the day they
arrived safely at the home of Mr.
Schomagels parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob SchomaRol, 215 North DeSpelder St., Grand Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Sehomancl were
bombed out of their bakery bus-

—Tony

.

only doing so to obtain food or to
save their lives* when economic
pressure is applied. Two pounds
of potatoes or bread are allowed
a week, if you get there before
the .supply is exhausted, he stated
Ten and coffee are almost unknown although hidden stocks of
tea bring $14 a pound. In Belgium. reports were that a twopound sack of potato peelings
brings no less than 25 cents.

American steamer Sibony, stopped at Bermuda and arrived in
New York May 26. Both lost
considerable weight .amt were not
nearly so happy as Dutch people
are pictured to be In a German
printed and distributed Dutch
language booklet they brought
along entitled “If You Want to
Know the 'Truth" and "Hitler As
He Really Ls."
It Ls necessary that Mr. Schor-

Shop
•

-

-SPECIAL

Noonday Lunchee

..... 50c
Evening Dinners ....... 85c

Friend Tavern

—

1941

Ottawa County

Grandfather Is Passenger

Real Estate

Adrian Nagelkerk and wife to
John A. Van Den Boach and wife.
Pt. SWI SEi Section 18-5-14 Zeeland.
*

Lena Van Zanten to Frederick

W. Behm and wife. Lot ^ Blk.
9 Munroe and Harris Addition

Transfers

TRUCKER IS FINED
FOR DRUNK DRIVING;
William Lorenz, 33, of. St. Joseph, paid a fine and costa of
8109.95 td* MunicipalJudge Raymond L. Smith Saturday upon his
plea of guilty to a charge of drunken driving.
His temporarydriver’s license is
to be forwarded to the secretary
of state for revocation.Loren*
was arrested Friday night by local police just north of the city.

Grand Haven.
Anna W. PendletQn to Henry
John Weenum and wife. Lot 4 Piers and wife. Pt. Lot 15 and
Oakwood Subdivision.Pt. NW1 Pt. Lot 16 Blk. 17 S.W. Addition
Section 20-5-15 Townahip Holland. Holland.
Harold Den Uyl and wife to
Paul Klelnhekscl et al to Peter
Tom Elzinga and wife. Lot 24 Lug- Vander Ploeg. Lot 61 Riverside
Addition Township Holland.
ers Addition Holland.
John Brink and wife to Jay L.
Robert Christophel to Louis
De Koning and wife. Lot & Blk. Eppinga.Pt NEi SEi NEi SecHogs available for slaughter In
tion 26-5-16 Township Park.
3 Visscher’s Addition Holland.
1941 are estimatedat 70,202.000,
Charles Wabeke and wife to
Arie Ter Haar et al to Fred
as compared to 84,200,000processGordon Wabeke and wife. Pt. Rutgers Jr. and wife. Pt. SWJ SEi
ed and marketed in 1940.
Bernard G. Keefer and wife to

nagel register for the draft as he

was bom in Grand Haven May
23. 1913, and retains American
citizenship. His father formerly
conducted a bakery in Muskegon
from 1914 through 1918. Mrs.
Schornagel will apply for American citizenship as soon as possible.

NJ SW1

People in Germany are almost
as hard up for food ns those in
The Netherlands. The soldiersare
well fed but those of the civilian
population, with whom Mr. Schornagel was able to converse, told
iness in Den Holder* site of the of want. "Old people in Germany
pre-war Dutch naval base, on are not very confidentbut the
June 24, 1940. and lived on farms younger ones still believe GerMrs. Florence Bowden. 58, 310
outside the town in a hand to many will win." Mr. Schornagel West 16th St., died at 9:45 pm.
mouth existence until their de- said.
Saturday in her home of a heart
parture for America March 21.
Germans sometimesforce Dutch attack which she suffered about
Mr. Schornagel left for Den workers to go to other occupied
Holder in 1935 and conducted a countries to work, particularly 25 minutes before her death
Survivors are the husband, Wilbakery there until the invasion. on airdromes,he stated. Many
Three years ago he married. He are killed by the natives who liam Bowden; two daughters, Mrs.
had operated a bakery in Fre- resent them and few ever return. Myrtle Thomas of Detroit and
mont, Mich., in 1934 and 1935.
Many Germans are killed nightly Mrs. Mary Severensof Rivenlale,
He said conditions in Germany in The Netherlands,^hich is a Md.; one son, Harry Mayor of
are almost as bad as in the rest hotbed of intrigueand 'British Owosso; the mother, Mrs. Alice
of Europe under Nazi rule or espionage, and many Dutch are Williams of Cridersville. O.; there
Influenceand a few Germans who killed on -reprisal, he said. One sisters, Mrs. Cora Wheeler. Mrs.
confided in him on the train to time early in the occupation. Ger- Edith Baldwin, both of SpencerBerlin did not believe Germany mans stored tons of torpedo ville, O.. and Mrs. Elsie Miller of
could last through another winter bombs in a hospital, thinking it Cleveland.O.; one brother. Joe
of war. When they learned Mr. safe from air attack. The British, Williams of Detroit.
She was born Oct. 3. 1882, in
Schornagelwas Dutch they were evidentlyinformed, bombed the
willing to give confidencesbut hospital and the whole building Cridersville.()., to Mr. and Mrs.
they will not talk to Americans and a large surroundingarea was Quincy Williams. Mr. and Mrs.
Bowden have lived in Holland for
whom they hate more than the reduced to rubble.
six years.
British, he said.
Mr. Schomagel's bakery was
Mr. Schomegel continued."I bombed May 14. 1940, for the
could tell a lot, but don’t dare."
first time when the Germans
He fears reprisals to his wife's bombed Den Heldfr. Later he Two Given Jail Terms
family and other relatives who are
for Raiding Girls’ Party
reopened and continued until June
in The Netherlandsand can’t get
24 when the British Ixmibed the
out as no Dutch citizens are alnaval yard, a military objective.
Grand Haven, June 5 (Special)
lowed to leave. Mrs. Schornagel
Qbrman planes, detected by the —Fred Pierce, 17, of Grand Rapwas allowed to leave only after
different sound of their motors, ids, and Dale Davanzati,25, of
considerable negotiationby the
bombed the town soon after and Lansing, arraigned on Monday
American cousular service.
Mr. Schornagelsaid trainloads then the populaceleft, he stated. before Justice George V. Hoffer.
British bombers do just as great on disorderly charges, pleaded
of Dutch butter were shipped to
Germany bearing signs: “Gift of havoc as the Germans and the guilty and each was assessed a
bombing of Den Helder June 24 fine of $50 and cosLs of $6.20 and
the Dutch people." Later the
was carried out by 400 planes, 30 days in the county jail or 90
shipments were diverted to fache said.
days if the fines and costs are
tories where the butter is used
On March 21, Mr. and Mrs. not paid.
as grease. Fish are in great dePierce has indicatedhe may apmand for their grease, he added. Schornagel left by train for
Mr. Schornagel said there Is no Germany, passing through Berlin peal hLs case. Both are alleged by
way to make money in Holland where damage to the great Ann- Grand Haven city police to have
halter Bahn, largest rail ter- raided a house party of girLs at
minal in Germany, was partly re- Highland park last May 31 durya A Pleasure
paired by temporary wooden ing which time a fight ensued,
gtructures. A scanty meal of po- resultingin injuries to one of the
Dining
tatoes and meat on the train cost girls.
at the
55. In Berlin food was not obDUTCH tainable and they had to remain a few hours before taking Coast Guardsmen to Be
GRILL
the train for the Swiss border*
Coffee

—

Sr

unless one works for the Germans who pay In German pointed currency.The English also
print Dutch money and drop It
from airplanes.A Dutch farmer
may be forced to "sell" a. cow for
150 guilders in German printed
currency. He cannot replace the
cow for three times the amount.
The Dutch are unwilling to
work for the Germans, he stated,

5,

WOMAN

Section 32-5-15 Holland.
Section 30-6-13.
P. H. Frans and wife to George
Harry J, Plaggemars and wife
Huff and wife. Pt. Lot 2 Blk. 29 to Albert Van Lopik nnd wife.
Lot 19 Blk. 3 Prospect Park AddiHolland.
John Smidderks and wife to tion Holland.
John H. Moeke to Sylvester
Jacob Morren and wife^Pt. NE4
Section 25-5-15 Township Holland. Schaendorf and wife. NWi SWi
Charles E. Misner and wife to Section 26-5-13 Township JamesWesley Dexterhouseand wife. El town.
W1 Lots 155 and 156 Grand Hav- Gerrit Schreur ant^wife to, Arie
a
Schreur and wife. Pt. SEi Section
John Montgomery and wife to 2-5-14 Township Zeeland.

OF

DIES

Before returning to Burbank, shown In the above picture.Young
Cal., after visiting his parents and
Vander Schel left last Wednesrelatives,John A. Vender Schel,
son of Mr. and Mrs. David Van- day in his plane with Leslie Slikdor Schcl. 404 Van Raalte Ave.. kers and arrived Saturday night
took his 92-year-old grandfather. at the Union Air Terminal,BurJohn Vander Schel. 251 West 11th bank. In a telegram to his parSt., for an airplane ride over Hol- ents, he reported he had bad winds John P. Bolthouseand wife. Pt.
Edwin Gustafson and wife to
land and vicinity. The two are but a good trip.
Wi Wi NWi NEl Section 22- Earl C. Bishop and wife being Pt.
Lot 6 Pt. Lot 1 Blk. 2 Haire Tol6-16 Spring Lake.
Derk Mink et al to Maggie ford and Hancock’s Addition SecRichardsonet al. Lots 4, 5. and 6 tion 15-846.
Blk. 1. Visser’s Addition Spring
Lake Wi Wt NWI NEt Section
BUILD
22-8-16 Spring Lake.
Peter Fisher and wife to Dirk
MARINE BASE
Scheffers and wife. Pt. Si Si WJ
An altar decorated with palms
NWi NEi NWi Section 28-8-16 Preliminaryconstruction work
spirea and calla lilies, and lighted and children, Carla Jean and Grand Haven.
has been started on the erection
Clark Glenn, have returned to
Henry Oetman and wife to John of a new 55,000-barrel storage
by two seven-branchcandelabra
their home in Aurora. Ind., after Geerlings and wife. Pt. Lots 5, 6,
tank at the marine base at the
formed the setting for the wed- spending two weeks in the homes
Blk 62 Holland.
Globe Oil Refining Co. at Monding of Esther Margaret Johnson. of their mothers. Mrs. G. R. GillWilliam W. Howard and wife tello park.
only daughterof Mrs. Ada John- I csPlc an{l Mrs- Ann De Koeyer.
to George L. Howard and wife. Pt.
TYip new storage tank of steel
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Japinga of N! NEi Section 25-8-14 Township construction will be located dison of this city, and Harold Hall,
Ann
Arbor
spent
the
Memorial
son of
and Mrs. George
Polkton.
rectly east of the present tanks.
Hall of Wyoming Park, Grand Day week-end \yith their parents,
Harry Mink et al to John P. The present marine base which
Rapids, which was solemnized Mr and Mrs. Henry Japinga.
Bolthouse and wife. Pt. Wi Wi was established here in 1937 inThursday.May 29 at 8 o'clock in
William Gerritsen who is in NWi NEi Section 22-8-16 Spring cludes three storage tanks with a
Grace Episcopal church. The Rev training at Fort Knox. Ky., spent Lake.
total capacity of 1,325,000gallons
Arthur Barnhart read the double the week-end at his home here.
Albert J. Haarman et al to of gasoline.
ring ceremony
Miss Nita, Van Haaften of De- Charles Brower and wife Pt. WJ
With the new storage tank havPreceding the service Mrs troit spent the Memorial Day SE1 Section 14-6-13 Township
ing a capacity of 2.310,000 galLeonard Kuite, organist, played week-end with her mother. Mrs. Georgetown.
Ions, the total storage of the mar‘Thou Art Lovely as a Flower," Christine Van Haaften. 49 East
Orvil Richardson and wife tO|jne base will be increased to 3,Schumann.Gerald Vande Vusse Ninth St.
Fritiof A. Brytz and wife. Pt. Lot 635,000 gallons.
sang "O Perfect Love," Burleigh,
Andrew Nyboer, who has com- 1 Section 16-8-16Township Spring
and ‘Thanks Be to God," Dickson, pleted his first year as student in Lake.
accompanied by Mrs. Kuite who the Chicago Dental school has reRussell Boeve et al to Dick Dredge Finishes Work
also played the bridal music from turned to his home for the sum- Rietman and wife. Pt. NWi SWi
in Harbor and Channel
Lohengrin, Wagner, as a procesSection 36-5-15 Township Holland.
mer.
sional.
Raymond Poppe and wife to
Miss June Dorn. Miss Hazel
Having completed her work of
The maid of honor. Mias Ella Bonzelaar,Arnell Vander Kolk Henry Piers and wife. Lot 12 Blk.
dredging out the Lake Macatawa
Drinkwater-was an aunt of the
and Laverne De Vries spent Me- D Bosman’s Addition Holland.
channel and the entranceto Holbride.
John R. Spencer and wife to
morial Day with friends in DeThe bridesmaids were Miss troit. They also attended the. ball Henry Oosting and wife. N. J Pt. land harbor at Lake Michigan, the
General Meade, government
Joyce Hansen of Detroit, former
Lot 18 and Ni Pt. Lot 17 Blk. dredge, left for Grand Haven. The
game there.
classmate of the bride, and Helen
Misses Hazel and Evelyn Steg- 14 S. W. Addition Holland.
dredge has been working here the
Poet of Climax.
Henry S. Maentz and wife to past week. As the last part of her
gerda visited at the home of their
Robert Hall of Chicago attendbrother. Earl Steggerdaand fam- Gerrit B. Lemmen and wife. Pt. work, the Meade dredged a sand
ed his brother as best man. The
Lot 1 Blk. 2 Visscher’s Addition bar outside the harbor.
ily. in Lansing on Memorial Day.
ushers were Thomas Nesbitt and
Miss Hannah Stegenga of West Holland.
Donald Stewart of Grand Rapids
Edward D. Kinkema and wife to
A postal savings bank system
and Frank Burroughs of Ann 16th St. is confined to Holland
hospital where she submitted to Max G. Metzler and wife i Int. was establishedin England in
Arbor.
Lots 11 and 12 Mieras Addition 1861, and adopted by Canada in
an operation.
Given Special Training Completing the wedding party Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dorn of Grand Haven.
The train passed through the
1867. It was not introduced into
were Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Hoffgreat arms and plane manufacMartha H. Gilmore to John the United States until 1910.
State State St. spent the weekman
as
master
and
mistress
of
Capt. Charles Bontekoe.comturing center of Augsburg where
end in Chicago with relativesand Kars and wife. Lot 12 Post's 1st
ceremonies.
great damage- was visible. They manding officer of the Holland
AdditionHolland.
Following the wedding, a recep- friends.
reUirned via Switzerland, unoccu- Coast Guard station, said MonGerald A. Witherell and wife to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Van DonHENRY TER
tion was held in guild hall, where
pied France, Spain and Portugal. day that Horase E. Searcy, boatSALES
refreshmentswere served to a gen of Grand Haven visited with Leonard C. Blending and wife.
Spain Ls in worse condition than swain’s mate, first class, and Edhundred guests by the Misses relatives and friends in the city Lot 4 Brandt and Gillelands Flat YOUR OLDSMOBILE DEALER
unoccupied France. Mr. Schor- win O. Feddick. motor machinist
Township Spring Lake.
Agatha Kooyers, Vera Kirchner, over the week-end.
Styled To Leadnagel stated. He said they saw mate, second class, was departed Rose Marie Burroughs and GroWilbert Van Appledornet al to
Miss Coral Bremer, R. N. of DeBuilt To Last
people dying on the streets. They for Chicago to report to the comtroit. spent the week-end with her William Klingenberg and wife. Pt.
veene Dick.
USED CARS OF ALL MAKES
Balled May 15 from Lisbon on the manding officer of the Chicago
SWI
Section
33-5-15
Township
"
Miss Hilda Anderson was in father and
district.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Lemmen of Holland.
charge of the gift room. /
From there they will be sent to - Out-of-town guests were pres- West 20th St. visited at Camp
Gerrit Alderink and wife to ArNorfolk, Va., for special training.
thur J. Alderink and wife Pt. Lot
Have yai scea? The ICE
I
ent from Battle Creek, Detroit, Custer on Memorial day.
Lenth of time for this training has
Ann Arbor. Newaygo, Muskegon, Mr. and Mrs. J. Vande Wege 4 Town Harrington.Holland.
CaiditiBied
REFRIGERATOR?
not been determined. Captain Fremont, Grand Rapids, Climax. and Miss Anne and John Vande
No
Nolae,
No
Defrosting, No
Bontekoe said, but it is expected
At Reasonable Prices | the two men will he returned Brohmann. Philadelphia, Pa , and Wcge and Miss Jean Verburg visMachinery or Expensive Repair*
F.
B.
ited relativesin Croswell MemorOPEN 7:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. J to the local coast guard station Chicago,-111.
Superior Pure Ice A Mach. Co.
The bride is a graduateof Hol- ial Day.
Painter - Decorator
dally except
£ upon completingthis training.No
9th A Van Raalte Ph. 2863
land high school and Butterworth Holland hospital attaches today
DEALER In WALLPAPER
other coast guardsmen will be sent School of Nursing, and is at pres- announced the followingbirths:
“We Beautify Home*
TULIP
! here to fill the existing vacancies,
ent a member of the Holland To Mr. and Mrs. Herman Nickel
Inside and Outside”
the
commanding
officer
reported.
59 E. 8TH ST.
hospital staff of nurses. The of route 1 a daughter May 29; to
429 College Ave- Phone 2810
Coal - Stoker Coal - Coke
%•••••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••*
groom Ls a graduate of Grand- Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Timmerman
RED COMB CHICK STARTER
ville high school and Is employed of 237 West 20th St., a daughter
at
the
L.
A.
Young
Co., Grand May 29; to Mr. and Mrs. RayFARM and GARDEN SEEDS
Unema’s Shoe Service
VEEN and
H. L. COLTON - Architect
Rapids
mond Kamerling of 118 West
MILORGANITE FERTILIZER
P. ELZINGA - Designer
230 River Ave., Holland, Mich.
After a short wedding trip 15th St., a son May 30; to Mr.
SUPER SERVICE
for your lawna
they will make their home at 35 and Mrs. Henry Palmbos, 96
TIRES BATTERIES
PLANS
East Ninth St.
West *21st St., a daughter May
J. Y. HUIZENGA
Opposite Pott Office
GREASING
30; to Mr. and Mrs. John ShashSUPERVISION
209 River Ave. Phone 3476
Body A Fender Repairing
aguay of 299 West 11th St., a
Yard— 192 E. 10th SL
207-208 Dutch Block Ph. 3312
son May 30, and to Mr. and Mrs.
Keith Conklin of 141 East Ninth
West Michigan Laundry
St. a son May 30.
Phone 4551
(From Monday'* Sentinel)
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
John Helder. Sr, of route 5,
Tudea aid Silgle Bieyelet
Columbia Ave. and 8th St
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Underwood residing in Fillmore township,
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
For
Rent — 25c and 15c per hour
and Mrs. Viola Warren spent suffered a strbke Sunday.
for SPRING
Called For and Delivered
Reliable
Bicycle Shop
from Wednesday to Sunday night
A son. Frederick Leon, was
With ao many
Open
Even'g*
Edw.
Vo*,
Prop.
in Warsa\>, Ind and in Indiana- born May 31 to Mr. and Mrs.
Electric Household
407 W. 17th
Phone 9767
•xcitlngnew hair
136 West 19th Street
polis, where they attended the Alfred Walters, 344i Lincoln
Appliances
styles ahead, It’s
Phone 3492 For Reservation*
automobileraces
Ave., in the Lampen maternity
going to be fun^
• ABC WASHERS
Mr. and Mrs. Orlie Bishop and home at 117 West 17th St.
getting ready for
two daughters spent the week% GALE Electric Refrigeratori
’|'
end in Hastingswith relatives.
“A Stitch In
•
% ESTATE Electric Rangel
Lillian
Beauty
Shop
Basi
River
Is
Word has been received here
SAVES NINE"
210 River Ave. Phone 2950
BATTERY
Sheet Metal Work of AH Kind* that Private William A Sikkel,
Taken in Grand Rapids
Insure Now
l
son of Mr. and Mrs William
STATION
J. WESTENBROEK A CO.
••*•«••••« •Me***************
BEN L. VAN
•
Sikkel. 63 West 17th St., formWalter Van Meeteren
82 E. 8th
Phone 3394
Bass River. June 5 (Special) -New Location— 177 College l
erly attached to the 125th infan9 W. 7TH
PHONE 3691
Mrs. A. J. White, 77. an old and
£ ELECTRICAL
PHONE
!
try’, has been transferred to the
SERVICE
32nd division,military police Co., respected resident of this community, died in St. Mary’s hosat Camp Livingston. La
J
Fixture* •
A to Z
The Rev. James A Verhurg of pital. Grand Rapids, Sunday
E.J. Bacheller, D.C. Ph.C.
morning
after
a
three
month’s
illROCK-A-CAR
FLOOR
Columbus. Ohio, Mr. and Mrs.
Motors
Palmer Graduate
Peter Verburg of Irving Park, ness. Survivingare her husband,
Lubrication
X-Ray and Neurocalometer
FINISHING
Chicago,and Dr. Myron J Van Andrew; a daughter.Mrs. Ruby
•Commercial Electric Shop!
Service
Keepi Out
Scrubbing Polishing
Leeuwen of Ann Arbor have left Bockley of Royal Oak; a son,
PETER
:
Squeak*
Warren
of
Grand
Rapids;
six
190 RIVER
PH. 2464 for their homes after spending
NEW FLOORS SURFACED TO
Twice at Long
grandchildren;
two
sisters, and
• 79 E. 24th
*
Phone
3368 •
PERFECTION.
the holiday week-end with Mr.
Only 75c
and Mrs. J. C. Van Leeuwen and •everal nieces and nephews.
Old Floors Made Like New!

HEART

AHACK

en.

Miss Johnson Is Married

TO

Episcopal Church

in

OTTAWA COUNTY
ABSTRACT A TITLE CO.
All Matters Pertelnlng To
ABSTRACTS of TITLE
Given Prompt Attention.

.

AT MOST

REASONABLE PRICES

TANK AT
HERE

.

HAAR

MOTOR

-

family.

WELL PREPARED

Shop Here

And Save

Draper’s Market
M

KAMMERAAD

ion The Moving Parte
, of Your Car
Hive leee trouble and expenae.

>'

It lasts twice as long.

liannes Super Service
581 State Street, on M-40

E. 8th

SL

Phon. 2172

PHONE
2

465

For Prompt
Efficient

Dry Cleaning
Service

IDEAL DRY CLEANERS
“The House of Service"
Corner Sixth and College Ave.

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE

HAVE and
SAVE
Have

modern,

smart- appear
:

Ing furniture
while aavlng

''"/'/t—..*''"the coat of a
clever upholstering euggestions will ehow
you how.

new aulte. Our

G. BUIS & SON
UPHOLSTERING SHOP
88 E. Stt}

St.

Phona 2167

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Suburbans and Business property. Farms and Vacant
Lota, Rentals, Property
Management. Frontage,

Macatawa and Lake
Michigan.

ISAAC KOUW
2364 Home 3014

MEALS

TEXACO
2 MARFAK

CITY HALL

QUALITY FOODS

Mr

.

.

PHONE 9561

Office

Sunday

RESTAURANT

MANNES

Half the Job
#

you can do

home, but

at

you

can’t expect to

THOROUGHLY
shampoo your
hair by yourself.Nor set It
and achieve beautiful results.
The dividends are

great.

HOLLAND BEAUTY

SHOPPE
18114 River

kw
«

Ave.

Tnr C»r

»»

Phone 2212

SHIMMY
WEAR?

TIRE

come in and have it
checked on our

If bo,

BEAR WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EQUIPMENT
JFNn

you’re all act for safer,
economical driving. Insist on
this Mrvice through your dtal-

WASHING

HOLLAND

7133

;

Pelo.i’a Super Service
44 River
Phone 3457

REAL ESTATE

A daughter was horn May 30
to Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Cook of
Long Beach. Calif. Mrs. Cook was

AND INSURANCE
See C.
85

W.

WOOD

8th SL

Phone 2948
»»»..

.»«

.

.

.

WEST 8TH STREET
PHONE 2512

Hope

J.

ENGELSMAN

Commercial Photographer
45 West 8th 8L, Telephone3992

10

holiday
week-end with friends in Detroit*

pJZ.7»

PH. 8498

VAN DYKE-VOLKERS
Builders
Commercial and Reaidentlal
Industrial— Store Fronti
26 E. 20th SL, Ph. 4529—2848

MODERN MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION

INTERSTATE COMMON
CARRIERS
BETWEEN HOLLAND
— and —

Sl&./il

•#

„JI

Knoll

13fh St.

& Knooihnizen

55 W. 8th

8t.

l*hona 9506

Roofing and Aabestoa Siding

PLINTKOTE PRODUCTS

HOLLAND READY
ROOFING CO.
Northehora

Driva

Phona 9051

FLUSH 'ER OUT!
Texaco or Haw
©line oil* for aummtr
driving.

160 E. 8th

8L

Phona 4342

1

PHOTO
10 E. ath

Sl

GIFT

St

SHOP

Phone 2230

,

THE DUTCH BLOCK

Hoflud Co-Operative Co.
7TH

ST.

PHONE

IMPORTANT TO

FOR

FERTILIZER

22*3

That our aenrice, despite
its deserved reputation
for high quality, may be
bad for a very reasonable sum. ^

PRINTING

NEED
STEKETEE-VANHUIS
Printing House, Inc.

Holland’s Leading Printers
Ph.

4337.9231 •

W1:

K.* 10th

it

1. Controlled Acidity.
2.

3. Alda In controllingtoxlo sub>

stances In the soil.

HAMILTON

N1BBELINK-N0TIER
11 W. 9th

Calcium and ^Magnesium are
necessary plant foods.

FARM BUREAU

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

PHONE

Stmt

V-

A

distinct phase*.

REMEMBER

EVERY

lb*.

For Farmers Feeding Their Own Milk
We Hava a Mash @ $2.08 ptr ltyO lbs.

I.

Growers* Special

INSURANCE

I

$2.30 per 100 lbs.

PRICES j $2.25 p«r 100

M

REAL ESTATE
and

^

PRINS SERVICE

Central Phona 3101-2
Holland, mich.

use Dolomite, which la a
Limestone Filler and has three

TWO

oil

cfankcaee.

Refill with

FOR EVERY OCCASION
Kodaks, Photo Finish’ g
FRAMING

REALTOR

EXPRESS, INC
5th and

Wa

Chicka.

In your cart

GIFTS

Koeyef

Balance Par Vitamin* and Minerals
FortifiedWith Cod Liver Oil
For Hatchablllty and Starting

Get rid of wlntaMworn

Henry Oosting

<

CHICAGO INDIANAPOLIS
FORT WAYNE SOUTH BEND
KOKOMO MARION
MUNCIE ANDERSON
HOLLAND MOTOR

DU SAAR

Mrs. G, Te Linde of Wnupun,
Wis.. was a visitor today in the
home of I. T. Schuppert, 79 West

De

STULL

24024499

DAYS ONLY!

HOUSE PAINT

Van Meurs spent the

ft

PHONES

Regular $3.25

college in 1938.

J.

HAZZARD

-

STARTING & BREEDING MASH

TO.

-

FOR

formerly Mary Elizabeth Dam*
stra of Holland. Both Mr. and
Mrs. Coo"k were graduated from
Misses Cornelia and Frances
Voorst and Miss Catherine

tm

_

SPECIAL

Van

HENRY

STEKETEE
8L

family.

REAL ESTATE

Mr. and Mrs. C.

SCOH-LUGERS

—

.

AVE.

17

F.H.A. LOAN
AND- PROVIDE PLANS

Estlbiate*Cheerfully Given

SANDING

JOHN GALIEN

—

S

WORK

MORTGAGE LOANS

you got your

!MUleme.
lE

LENTE

SL

INSURANCE

will

Spring!

Wiring

Phona 2351

ybu art Interested In own-

OWN HOME
Let ua help you with
your Building prob-

With

ST.

REPLACEMENT parts

* your own homa'we

Time

Woman

AUTOMOTIVE

8t

OWNING YOUR

TIPS

SL

A

LIFETIME

Personals

U^ED CARS

Ave.

107 E. 8th

THE THRILL OF

—

DESIGNS

'

f

->

70J

m

